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Abstract
Algorithms for Human Genetics
by
Bonnie Beth Kirkpatrick
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Richard M. Karp, Chair

Whereas Mendel used breeding experiments and painstakingly counted peas, modern
biology increasingly requires computational tools. In the late 1800’s probability and experimental genetics were the critical tools for discovering the gene. Today, the combined
use of statistical and computational methods to make genetic and genomic discoveries has
increased after the discovery of the DNA double-helix and the development of sequencing
methods. By examining relationships among individuals using computational tools, geneticists have been able to understand the biological mechanisms that produce genetic diversity,
map ancestral movements of populations, reconstruct ancestral genomes, and identify relatives. Furthermore, models in genetics have inspired advances in computer science, notably
the model for inheritance in families is an early example of a graphical model and helped
inspire the sum-product algorithm.
The genetic data of interest is single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data, which are
positions in the genome known to have nucleotide variation across the population. Humans
are diploid individuals having two copies of each chromosome. Data for an individual can
come in two forms, either haplotypes or genotypes. The haplotypes are two strings, each
giving the sequence of nucleotides that appear together on the same chromosome. The
genotypes, for each position in the genome, give an unordered set of nucleotides that appear.
In particular the genotype is said to be ‘unphased’ due to the lack of information about which
nucleotide appears on which chromosome.
In human genetics there are two main ways to model relatedness: evolutionary relationships between people and closer, family relationships. Evolutionary relationships, from the
domain of population genetics, occur through a distant relative and leave small traces of the
relationship in the genome. Family relationships are typically much closer and leave much
larger traces in the genome. This thesis examines algorithms for both types of relationships.
For evolutionarily related individuals, this thesis presents the perfect phylogeny and coalescent and then examines two related questions. The first is related to privacy of genetic
data used for research purposes. In order to share data from studies while hopefully maintaining the privacy of study participants, geneticists have released the summary statistics
of the data. A natural question, whether individuals can be detected in the summary data,
is answered in the affirmative by using a perfect phylogeny model. The second question is
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how to construct perfect phylogenies from haplotypes where there is missing data. We introduce a polynomial-time algorithm for enumerating such phylogenies. This algorithm can
be used to compute the probability of the data as an expectation over possible coalescent
genealogies.
Recent relationships are modeled using a family tree, or pedigree graph. Traditionally,
geneticists construct these graphs from genealogical records in a very tedious process of
examining birth, death, and marriage records. Invariably mistakes are made due to poor
record keeping or incorrect paternity information. As an alternative to manual methods,
this thesis addresses the problem of automatically constructing pedigree graphs from genetic
data.
The most obvious way to reconstruct pedigrees from genetic data is to use a structured
machine learning approach, similar to phylogenetic reconstruction. That method would
involve a search over the space of pedigree graphs where the objective is to find the pedigree
graph with the highest likelihood of generating the observed data. Unfortunately, this is
not a good way to proceed for two reasons: the space of pedigree graphs is exponential, and
the likelihood calculation has exponential running time. The likelihood calculation given
genotype data is known to be NP-hard. In an attempt to make use of the likelihood in
complex pedigrees, the method PhyloPed uses a Gibbs sampler to infer haplotypes from
genotype data. In a second attempt to use likelihood methods, this time for haplotype
data, an NP-hardness result is presented. A third attempt to find an efficient algorithm for
the likelihood problem results in a state-space reduction method for the pedigree hidden
Markov model.
Since likelihood-based approaches seem completely infeasible, a completely different approach is introduced. We focus on the problem of inferring relationships between a set of
living individuals with available identity-by-descent data. For convenience, we assume that
the inferred pedigree is monogamous without inter-generational mating. Two heuristic and
practical pedigree reconstruction methods are introduced, one for inbred pedigrees and the
other for outbred pedigrees. This work immediately reveals another important problem,
that of evaluating the resulting inferred pedigree against a ground-truth pedigree. This can
be done either by determining whether the two pedigrees are isomorphic or by finding the
edit distance between the two pedigrees.
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To my parents, George and Denise Kirkpatrick.
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“A man should learn to detect and watch that gleam of light which flashes across his
mind from within, more than the lustre of the firmament of bards and sages. Yet he dismisses without notice his thought, because it is his.”
“There is a time in every man’s education when he arrives at the conviction that envy
is ignorance; that imitation is suicide; that he must take himself for better for worse as his
portion.”
–Ralph Waldo Emerson, Self-Reliance
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genome, called single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), to determine what
nucleotide alleles appear there. Two SNP positions are illustrated here. There
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from next-generation sequencing technologies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Genotype Data. The same chromosomes are shown here as in Figure 1.2.
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Lander-Green Hidden Markov Model. The emission states are labeled
G1 , ..., GT . Example hidden states for a four-person pedigree are shown above
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Lineage Decomposition The left panel shows the whole pedigree while the
right panel shows the lineages of the pedigree. The non-lineage parents are
dashed, and individuals 6 and 5, respectively, are parents of individuals in
the lineages L(1, 2) and L(3, 4) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Accuracy Against Recombination Rate. This plot shows results of
10,000 blocks for M2 the 2-lineage, 10-individual family. The accuracy of
each method was computed for different physical distance between neighboring SNPs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ROC Plot for Tests With and Without Genotype Inference. Pedigree
R1 was tested at 3 SNPs for disease linkage after hiding a linked disease SNP.
Of the 4 simulated SNPs, neighboring SNPs were separated by roughly 6kbp.
ROC Plot for Tests With and Without Genotype Inference. Pedigree
R2 was tested at 5 SNPs for disease linkage after hiding a linked disease SNP.
Of the 6 simulated SNPs, neighboring SNPs were separated by roughly 25kbp.
Predicting Recombinations. The left panel is the average accuracy for
predictions from a pedigree with two half-siblings and three parents. The
right panel shows results from a six-individual, three-generation pedigree. In
both cases, 500 simulation replicates were performed, and the average accuracy of estimates from the haplotype data is superior to those from genotype
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from genotype data. The accuracies of genotype and haplotype estimates
appear to converge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Two Half-Cousins. (Left Panel) A pedigree with four non-founders of
which two are half-cousins together with their common grandparent. As
before, the two black dots for each person represent their two alleles, and
the alleles of each individual are ordered, so that the left allele, or paternal
allele, is inherited from the person’s father, while the right, maternal allele is
inherited from the mother. The two cousins are labeled A and B. It is easy
to see that the only possible IBD is between alleles Am and Bm , the maternal
alleles of individuals A and B, respectively. (Right Panel) This makes the
four male founders irrelevant to the question of IBD. The four meioses are
labeled in the order of their bits, left-to-right,and the inheritance states are
represented in binary as x1 x2 x3 x4 . Let xi = 0 if that allele was inherited
from the parent’s paternal allele, and xi = 1 if from the maternal allele. For
instance, A and B are IBD only for inheritance states 1001 and 1111. . . .
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which two are half-cousins together with their common grandparent. Circles
and boxes represent female and male individuals, while the two black dots for
each person represent their two chromosomes or alleles. Edges are implicitly
directed downward from parent to child. The alleles of each individual are
ordered, so that the left allele, or paternal allele, is inherited from the person’s
father, while the right, maternal allele is inherited from the mother. The two
cousins are labeled A and B. It is easy to see that the only possible IBD
is between alleles Am and Bm , the maternal alleles of individuals A and B,
respectively. (Right Panel) This makes the four male founders irrelevant to
the question of IBD. The four meioses are labeled in the order of their bits,
left-to-right,and the inheritance states are represented in binary as b1 b2 b3 b4 .
Let bi = 0 if that allele was inherited from the parent’s paternal allele, and
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Constructing a Pedigree from the Full D-Splits. Given the d-splits
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diagrams of the construction at three different steps in the algorithm. Each
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Running Times. These are box plots comparing the running times of the
three different algorithms: heuristic algorithm, branch-and-bound algorithm,
and the DP algorithm. The heavy line is the median, the rectangle indicates
the first and third quartiles. In this case the median is coincident with the
first quartile for all three algorithms. The outliers are not shown; specifically,
there are a number of very long execution times for the optimal algorithm. . 97
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Human Genetics
Genetics is fundamental to understanding biology. The instructions for the cell are
primarily encoded in DNA which is inherited from parent to child. This chapter introduces
the biological processes of inheritance and mutation, as well as the motivating questions
behind computational genetics research. Some of this introductory material was taken
from [57].

1.1

Genetics and Inheritance

The genome, in the form deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), is believed to encode much of the
information for the development and function of living organisms. Over the last decade, large
quantities of human genomic data have become available. These data specifically identify
genetic variation between people. In order to understand genetic variation, we first need to
consider the biological medium, DNA molecules, and how they encode variation. We also
need to understand inheritance, the origin of similarity between people, and its relationship
to DNA. Both variations and similarities appear in most modern data sets, because the
locations of the variants are sampled with sufficient density along the DNA sequence. As a
result, these biological observations provide the intuition behind the algorithms we develop
in later chapters.

1.1.1

Genetic Variation

DNA and Chromosomes. A strand of DNA is a sequence of repeating units, named
nucleotides, together with the phosphate and sugar groups which bond covalently to provide
the connected backbone structure between the nucleotides. The four possible nucleotides
are represented with the letters: A, C, G, and T. Each nucleotide can form a hydrogen
bond with the complementing nucleotide on another DNA strand: usually A bonds with
T, and G with C. DNA is energetically stable when found as a double helix containing two
hydrogen-bonded and complementary strands of DNA. One long DNA double-helix is coiled,
with the aid of histone proteins, into a structure named a chromatid . A chromosome is an
X-shaped structure formed by joining two identical chromatids. Each chromosome contains
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a 4-fold redundancy of the genetic information, since there are two identical chromatids each
containing a double helix which is formed from a DNA strand and its complement.
Humans have 23 types of chromosomes, numbered 1-22 and the 23rd being the sex
chromosome. Each type of chromosome encodes a different set of genes, with each gene being
the blueprint for a functional unit (protein or non-coding RNA). Both the unique physical
features of a chromosome and the unique set of genes it contains identify a chromosome as a
specific one of the 23 chromosome types. The 23rd chromosome is the sex chromosome, and
it comes in two varieties, either an X or a Y. For the remainder of this discussion, we will
leave aside the complexities of the sex chromosomes and will restrict our discussion to the
22 autosomal chromosomes. Most human cells are diploid, meaning that they contain two
‘copies’ of each chromosome type. Thus, a diploid human cell contains 46 chromosomes. It
is important to note that the two copies of each chromosome, although identical in type,
are not identical in genetic content. To emphasize this difference, we refer to these copies
as homologous chromosomes.
An analogy from computer science that may be helpful is that of classes and instantiated objects. One can think of the 22 autosomal chromosomes as classes which each contain
different variable declarations, or different sequences of nucleotides. Having diploid human
genetic material is similar to having two instantiations of each of the chromosome objects,
and the exact nucleotide content is slightly variable across instantiations of the same chromosome.
Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms. A location in the nucleotide sequence where variation occurs is named a polymorphic site or locus. The variants appearing in the genome
at a polymorphic location are referred to as alleles. On average, 99.9% of sites in the human
genome are identical in all humans [93]. Much genetic variation occurs at single-nucleotide
locations, and these sites are known as single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Thus, in
the case of SNPs, the alleles are nucleotides.
Continuing with the object analogy introduced above, we can think of the variable
content of a single chromosome class as a long array of nucleotide elements. Notice that the
array only contains the information on a single piece of DNA from each chromosome, since
there is no need to represent the 4-fold redundancies. Each gene is then described as a tuple
of indices which give the the start and end positions of the gene in the nucleotide array. For
the purposes of the analogy, we can think of a SNP site as a single polymorphic position in
the nucleotide array. In the interest of accuracy, we note that although the term ‘position’
is useful for conceptual explanations, it is not synonymous with ‘site’ or ‘locus’ since the
latter two terms implicitly account for variations in sequence length across individuals.
The alleles of each SNP would be the set of nucleotides that can possibly appear in the
sequence at the SNP locus. In practice, the alleles of a particular SNP are determined by
examining many genomes for variation at that particular site. While SNPs are the genetic
variants on which we focus in this thesis, there are other types of variation that are amenable
to the methods presented in this thesis, such as microsatellite loci, copy-number variants,
and some structural variation.
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1.1.2

Meiotic Inheritance

Since most sites in the genome are identical across all humans, there are some significant
sources of genetic similarity. These sources are explained by the process of inheritance which
transmits genetic material from parents to their offspring. In diploid organisms with sexual
reproduction, each parent contributes half of their genetic material to each offspring. One of
the offspring’s homologous chromosomes comes from the father, and the other is contributed
by the mother. A haplotype is a sequence of alleles that were inherited together from a single
parent and all appear on the same chromosome in an individual.
This simple picture of direct inheritance has two additional processes that produce haplotype diversity: recombination and mutation. Although these two mechanisms are most
clearly observed in families, the effects of recombination and mutation are also seen among
groups of ‘unrelated’ humans due to the evolutionary relatedness of the human species.
Recombination. Meiosis is the form of cellular reproduction that produces gametes, eggs
and sperm, for sexual reproduction. A recombination event occurs during meiosis in the
parent just prior to gamete or zygote formation and results in DNA being swapped between
the two homologous parental chromosomes. This forms a new combination of alleles in
the haplotype being transmitted to the offspring. Thus, the genetic material contributed
by a single parent is from both grandparents, because recombination yields a recombinant
chromosome containing portions of both grand-parental chromosomes (see Fig. 1.1). For
more molecular details about recombination, refer to Hartwell et al [38]. Between one and
three recombination events occur per chromosome per generation. The average rate of
recombination between contiguous nucleotides is 10−8 , but recombination rates vary locally
by at least four orders of magnitude [68]
Recombination is usually modeled by the probability θ of a recombination event between two loci. For instance consider two SNPs, C1 and C2 with alleles {A, T } and {G, C}
respectively. In a parent having haplotypes AG and T C, the recombinant gametes have
haplotypes AC or T G while the parental-type gametes have AG or T C. The farther apart
two loci appear on the DNA sequence, the larger the probability of observing recombinant
gametes. As a result, loci that are very far apart are said to be unlinked with θ ' 0.5. If two
loci are contiguous, or nearly contiguous, in the genome, they are said to be linked because
the vast majority of the gametes carry the parental-type alleles (θ << 0.5). Although the
frequency of recombinant gametes is usually only counted in a family study or in sperm
study, there is a related concept that describes the historical effects of recombination in a
largely-unrelated population. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) measures linkage by examining
the haplotypes in the population and determining whether the alleles appearing at two loci
are correlated. There are several different statistics for LD (see [4] for details).
Mutation. Rather than producing new combinations of existing alleles, a mutation is an
event that introduces a new allele. The mutation rate per SNP is estimated as being between
10−8 and 10−9 [99]. One formulation of mutation that is useful at the population-level is
the perfect phylogeny. The main assumption underlying it is the infinite-sites assumption,
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Figure 1.1: Recombination. This figure illustrates the two parental chromosomes and four
gametes that result from the recombination event at the indicated recombination junction
on the parental chromosomes. The parental chromosomes are homologous and distinguished
by their colors. The chromosomes that appear together in one cell are encircled by a line.
The two recombinants are a collage of the parental chromosomes. Only two of the four
resulting gametes contain recombinant chromosomes, which are colored with both yellow
and blue.

where each site can only mutate once over history. Of course, if there really are countably
infinite sites, the genome-wide mutation rate is spread across so many sites that there is
little chance of mutating the same site twice.
Among unrelated people, inheritance and evolution have resulted in a small number
of short haplotypes being shared by many people. If a haplotype is untouched by either
recombination or mutation, it will propagate through a phylogeny and will be shared by
many individuals. Recombination would seem to diversify away the effects of inheritance by
re-assorting the haplotypes, but linkage results in short regions of the genome having conserved haplotypes. The process of mutation also diversifies haplotypes, but at a sufficiently
low rate that local haplotypes will differ in only a few positions. These ideas inspire the
perfect phylogeny method introduced in Chapter 2.

1.1.3

Data

Perfect data would tell us both the haplotype of each individual and exactly where the
recombination breakpoints occurred, see Figure 1.2. Currently, sperm typing and family
studies are the only way to reliably determine where recombination breakpoints occur. In
sperm studies, the haploid gametes in sperm are genotyped to determine where recombination breakpoints are[18]. In family studies, the recombinations must be inferred from
genotype data. There is some hope in the near future of obtaining haplotype information
via sequencing methods, although this data is currently unavailable.
Genotyping Although haplotypes are the genetic variants that are most useful for genetic
studies, using laboratory methods to determine haplotypes from diploid cell samples is
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Figure 1.2: Perfect Data. One chromosome is illustrated with two copies for each person
(rectangles with the sequence of the genome being along on the x-axis). The colors represent
which regions of the chromosomes are identical to those in the parent. Each child receives
a collage of their parents two chromosomes, with one collage coming from each parent. The
positions in the genome where the colors change represent recombination breakpoints. We
would like to assay the color pattern, since this would represent complete data. However,
there is no experiment which can tell us exactly where recombination breakpoints are.
Instead, we typically use genotyping to assay particular positions in the genome, called
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), to determine what nucleotide alleles appear there.
Two SNP positions are illustrated here. There is some hope that in the near future haplotype
data may become available from next-generation sequencing technologies.

Figure 1.3: Genotype Data. The same chromosomes are shown here as in Figure 1.2.
As previously mentioned, we would really like to know exactly where the recombination
breakpoints occur. However, genotyping only tells us the unordered set of alleles that
appear at each site. Two sites are shown here. Both the haplotype information and the
recombination breakpoints must be inferred from the genotype data.
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currently prohibitively expensive for large numbers of individual. Instead most studies
perform genotyping, an affordable analysis of genetic variation that is performed on diploid
cell samples. A genotype experiment examines SNPs at particular loci in the nucleotide
sequence and determines which alleles appear in the pair of homologous chromosomes.
The genotype of an individual reveals the (unordered) set of alleles that appear at each
site. Figure 3.7 illustrates the genotypes of a portion of the DNA sequence belonging to
a diploid individual. A single locus can contain two distinct alleles, in which case it is
heterozygous, or one allele, in which case it is homozygous. In the mother in Figure 3.7,
the second locus is homozygous, while the other is heterozygous. Notice that the genotype
is symmetric, since the set of alleles revealed by the analysis does not contain any order
information. For individual i and locus j, we will use the notation
{gij0 , gij1 }
to refer to the individual’s two alleles.
The order information is contained in the haplotypes of an individual. In Figure 1.2,
the father has two haplotypes AG and T C. There are two haplotype pairs that satisfy the
father’s genotypes shown in Figure 1.3. In general, when there are H heterozygous sites
in the observed genotype, there are 2H−1 haplotype pairs that could have produced the
genotype. We will represent the haplotypes as a vector of alleles. So, individual i will have
two haplotype vectors
(h0i , h1i )
with hkij being the allele at site j. Genotypes and haplotypes for the same person must be
consistent, so that the set of alleles at each site are identical
{gij0 , gij1 } = {h0ij , h1ij }.
Since genotyping is inexpensive relative to haplotyping, most studies based on haplotypes
collect genotype data and infer the haplotypes from the genotypes (also called the phase
information). Due to the symmetry properties relating genotypes to haplotypes, the decision
to collect genotype data introduces a non-trivial problem of inferring the haplotypes.
Sequencing Whole genome sequencing methods are currently being developed. These
methods will allow us to examine genetic variation at an unprecedented resolution. Not
only will we be able to detect unknown rare variants and examine structural variation (such
as chromosomal rearrangements), but using families we will be able to observe distinct
mutation events that produce novel variants. Exome sequencing is one method producing
invaluable information about novel variants [39].
Single-molecule sequencing is another genome sequencing technology where the genome
is sheared into many small fragments and then the fragments are sequenced by using DNA
replication machinery to bind complementary florescent nucleotides to the sheared fragments
of DNA. A camera is used to read the colors of the florescent nucleotides as they are
consecutively attached to the fragments yielding a sequence “read” of the fragment. Singlemolecule sequencing is an attractive alternative to genotyping and may soon yield long
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haplotype reads for individuals [26]. Such technologies are being developed and may become
commercial within five to ten years. Sequencing methods would yield more information from
the same set of sampled individuals than genotyping methods, because more of the phase
information would be known.

1.2

Motivating Questions

The driver behind computational genetics research is a desire to fully understand genetic epidemiology, pharmacogenomics, cancer genetics, population histories, and inheritance processes. All of these goals require a sophisticated understanding of inheritance and
the functional expression of each unique genome.
The genome encodes most of the information required to orchestrate cellular activities.
Genes are expressed in the form of proteins or non-coding RNAs to carry out cellular functions. Cascades of chemical reactions involving multiple proteins and RNAs lead to complex
cellular processes. Measurable characteristics of these processes are called phenotypes, or an
observable trait of an organism. The grand challenge of genetics is go understand how the
genome encodes phenotypic variation, and how small changes in the genome can result in
varying disease susceptibility.
A complete understanding of genetics, genetic variation, and the functional consequences
of genetic variation will greatly aid in understanding disease and treatment response. Every
individual has their unique genome and their unique disease susceptibilities. Furthermore,
every individual has a unique response to drug treatment that is dependent on their unique
genome through their ability to metabolize drugs. The goal of genetic epidemiology is to
elucidate the relationship between the genome and disease. Pharmacogenomics is aimed at
understanding how genetic variation influences drug response in an individual manner.
Much of the work in both genetic epidemiology and pharmacogenomics involves attempts
to correlate the presence or absence of a genetic variation with a disease or a drug response.
In these studies, researchers collect genetic material from individuals who have a particular
disease, called cases, and from individuals without the disease, called controls. In studies with unrelated individuals, association studies are done which are statistical tests for
correlation. These are often regression tests with allelic variations being the independent
variables and the disease being the dependent variable [77]. If there is a correlation detected,
then the tested variation is presumed to be involved in production of the disease phenotype.
Of course, biological investigation must follow-up the statistical study to determine whether
the detected variation is actually linked to a gene that might be causative for the disease.
These studies have successfully found genetic variations involved in Celiac disease, diabetes,
Crohn’s disease, and heart disease.
The classical association study is done with unrelated individuals. There is a similar
study, known as linkage analysis, which is performed on families[72]. Presuming that there
is a single site of variation responsible for the disease, the goal is to find the location in
the genome that best explains that site. The principal feature of the data that is exploited
is linkage disequilibrium, the correlation between neighboring sites in the genome. These
studies have found the genetic basis of many diseases including cystic fibrosis, Huntington’s,
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and sickle-cell anemia.
Another critical application of computational methods is cancer genetics. The somatic
genome of cancer cells carries mutations that produce malignant behavior from the cancer
cells [89]. The genomes of cancer cells and normal cells differ in critical places that influence
the production of the cancerous phenotype. Since mitosis proceeds without recombination
(in contrast to meiosis), somatic genomes typically reproduce with few changes. Cancer is
usually the product of particular mutations occurring in genes whose disruption can produce
a cancerous phenotype.
It is also becoming evident that a population genetic perspective is required to understand the disease phenotype of virus populations. It seems that the infectious properties of
HIV require that a population of the virus be present in the infected person’s blood. The existence of multiple virus genomes (i.e. with small changes from the ancestral virus genome)
allow the virus population to be more robust to environmental changes and influences the
virulence of the virus population [60].
Population genetic problems involve inferring the history of human populations, such
as bottlenecks and divergences. Very recent investigations involve the question of whether
Neanderthals mated with humans and how recently [33]. Many forensic questions are also
of a population genetic nature, such as identifying the owner of a tissue sample left at a
crime scene [86]. Finally there are important questions of genetic privacy that are becoming
more relevant as genotyping technologies become more commonplace.
Family-based analysis are useful beyond just finding disease-gene correlations using linkage analysis or association testing. Genotypes of family members can be used to observe
evidence of novel variants, those variants not present in parents but appearing in their
children. Novel variants are mutations and provide a way to investigate mutation rates,
particularly using whole genome sequencing methods which are more likely than genotyping
methods to capture the presences of rare mutations. Fine-scale recombination rates can be
mapped using family studies. Families provide the only known way to estimate recombination rates in human females [20]. On the other hand, male recombination rates can be
inexpensively estimated from sperm-typing studies.
Additionally there are a number of questions regarding inferring relationships. Paternity
testing is one of the most common relationship testing methods. Beyond that, one might
test for any particular relationship between a pair of individuals. Even more important is
the problem of inferring relationships on a set of individuals.

1.3

Computational and Statistical Challenges

In this thesis, we will focus on a number of specific computational and statistical challenges. The problems addressed here include privacy of individuals participating in genetic
studies, pedigree analysis with haplotype data, inferring haplotypes in large pedigrees, inferring recombination breakpoints from haplotype data, and inferring pedigrees from genotype
data.
There are a number of interesting population genetic questions. In Chapter 2 we will
focus on two questions. The first is the privacy of individuals participating in genetic
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studies. It was originally thought that average allele frequencies across the individuals in
a study could be released without violating the privacy of study participants. This idea
was strikingly false [41]. Indeed, we will investigate how haplotype information can be used
to more accurately detect individuals in studies than genotype information. The second
population genetic question in this thesis is that of the compatibility of partial binary
characters with the perfect phylogeny. In general this problem is NP-hard, however we
consider a particular variety of data under which this problem is solvable in polynomial
time. In particular, we can enumerate the perfect phylogenies that are compatible with
a given set of partial characters. This has applications to computing the probability of
data under the coalescent with infinite sites. This is the first known algorithm for these
calculations on missing data.
Next, we consider questions regarding family genetics. In Chapter 3, after introducing
family trees, or pedigrees, we introduce hardness results for pedigree calculations given
haplotype data. Regardless of the hardness of these calculations, we proceed to introduce
three different algorithms for pedigree calculations in Chapter 4. The first algorithm infers
haplotypes for all individuals in a large pedigree on a small number of loci. Haplotype
inference of this type can improve the power of association studies on pedigrees. The
second algorithm infers recombination breakpoints from haplotype data. It turns out that
when there is missing data for some of the individuals in the pedigree, haplotype data and
genotype data can be equally useful for inferring recombination breakpoints. Finally, we
introduce a method for improving the efficiency of pedigree likelihood calculations.
In Chapter 5 we consider methods for pedigree reconstruction. First, we introduce a
theoretical method for pedigree reconstruction that has conceptual value. Next, we introduce the problem of evaluating the accuracy of inferred pedigrees. This problem can be
formulated either as a pedigree isomorphism problem or as an edit distance problem. The
edit distance problem turns out to be APX-hard, however there appear to be efficient and
useful heuristics for approximating the edit distance. Finally, we introduce two practical
methods for inferring pedigrees from identity-by-descent data. The simulation results indicate that these methods work better than the state-of-the-art methods. We then discuss an
application of this method to publicly available data.
The final contribution of this thesis is to discuss future problems in Chapter 6. Several
natural and important problems are proposed. In particular sequence data is opening new
opportunities to modify existing algorithms and make genetic discoveries. In addition, the
pedigree reconstruction problem is not solved. There is much work left to do both in
evaluating pedigree reconstruction methods and in improving the methods.
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Chapter 2
Unrelated Individuals
Strictly speaking no set of individuals is ’unrelated’, since even individuals of different
species are related phylogenetically. To clarify the context of this chapter, we are interested
in individuals who are not recently related, i.e. not related via close family relationships.
In particular, we imagine a population of haploid individuals who mate randomly with
each other (i.e. no biased selection of mates) and are not subject to the forces of selection.
The main process is mutation and genetic sequences are generated in the model via the
introduction of mutated alleles. This random process is the coalescent process.
Why would we want to model a diploid human population using a haploid model with so
many restrictions? The reason is that this model can be dealt with mathematically, in that
we can actually compute certain quantities of interest. It turns out that the genealogies
generated by the coalescent process are trees with randomly chosen branch lengths. As
we know, trees are convenient both for closed-form solutions for quantities of interest and
for efficient computation. Under more complicated, non-tree models, such as the coalescent
with recombination, the genealogies, called ancestral recombination graphs (ARGs), are more
difficult to perform calculations with [40].
Under one particular model of mutation, the coalescent with infinite sites, the genealogies
generated by the coalescent must be consistent with the perfect phylogeny tree [101]. For
a given perfect phylogeny tree, there are many coalescent genealogies consistent with it,
thus computing probabilities of data under this model requires enumerating genealogies
consistent with the perfect phylogeny. Fortunately, the perfect phylogeny can be found
efficiently for binary data when there is no missing data [36].
This chapter introduces the coalescent with infinite sites and the perfect phylogeny.
Then it proceeds to introduce two algorithms. The first algorithm is an application of the
perfect phylogeny to the problem of detecting individuals in pooled data sets. Geneticist
have shared genotype data from studies by pooling the individuals in the study and releasing
the average allele frequencies for each site. Recently this pooled data was shown to violate
the privacy of individuals participating in the study, since individuals can be detected in
the pooled data [81]. The algorithm introduced in this chapter extends previous work by
leveraging haplotypes to better detect individuals in pooled data.
The second algorithm introduced in this chapter considers efficient ways for constructing
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perfect phylogenies from binary data with missing values. While this problem is hard in
general, there are settings in which the phylogenies can be found in polynomial time. In
particular, we introduce an enumeration algorithm which finds all the perfect phylogenies
consistent with the input data, provided that the input data satisfy a certain condition.
This algorithm gives the first known way to compute probabilities of observed data with
missing values under the coalescent model with infinite sites.

2.1

Populations

The ’population’ referred to in the title ’population genetics’ is one that satisfies the
assumptions of the coalescent process. These are populations that are panmictic, or well
mixed by random mating, and not subject to selection. The study of family relationships is
a different topic typically falling outside the purview of population genetics. The panmictic
populations referred to here are typically populations of haploid individuals that evolve by
a mutational process without recombination. Although more recent models have considered
recombination and diploid individuals [40].
One of the oldest population models was introduced by Wright [100] and Fisher [30] in
1931 and 1930, respectively. This was after the discovery of the gene and Mendelian genetics,
but before Watson and Crick discovered the structure of DNA and long before the advent
of molecular genetics. The advent of sequencing and genotyping methods changed the field
of theoretical population genetics into a practical science with applications to forensics,
epidemiology and pharmacogenomics.

2.1.1

Coalescent

The coalescent [47] defines a genealogical process on haploid individuals (where each
individual has a single copy of each chromosome), for example bacteria or yeast. The coalescent primarily models mutation and is the limiting result for the Wright-Fisher model
on an infinite population [98]. The properties of the coalescent have been beautifully developed in many books which also give the relationship between different variations on the
coalescent model [98, 40]. One very well studied version of the coalescent is the coalescent
with infinite sites, which is related to the perfect phylogeny [82], and is a model used both
for evolutionary and population-genetic relationships. Much of the literature devoted to the
coalescent deals with the problem of sampling coalescent trees from the probability distribution of the genealogy given the observed data (typically from the most recent generation).
In this section, we will restrict ourselves to discussing the Wright-Fisher (WF) model and
Kingman’s n-coalescent with the infinite-sites mutation model without recombination. Both
WF and Kingman’s coalescent can be thought of as a directed tree whose nodes are haploid
individuals and whose edges describe inheritance from an individual in an older generation
to one in a more recent generation.
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Wright-Fisher Model.
The Wright-Fisher (WF) model consists of a fixed number, N , of haploid individuals
per generation and a fixed number of generations t. The generations are discrete with no
mating between generations. To simulate reproduction going forward in time, each haploid
individual chooses their haploid parent uniformly at random from the previous generation,
i.e. each parent has chance 1/N of being chosen. The number of offspring of a particular
individual is Poisson distributed [40]. The WF model is a coalescent process, because when
starting with the most recent generation and looking backward in time, there is always
a single ancestor from which all the extant individuals are descended, termed the most
recent common ancestor (MRCA). This means that the genealogy of relationships forms a
tree. (Note that some versions of the WF model for diploid individuals do not necessarily
coalesce [73]. Roughly, this is because the number of ancestors that an individual has each
successive generation, backwards in time, is potentially doubled.)
The WF model has discrete generations, but it is mathematically convenient to consider
continuous time approximations. Let n be a fixed sample size of extant individuals taken
from the most recent generation. When taking the limit as N → ∞ the WF model converges
to the continuous-time n-coalescent described by Kingman [47].
Frequently the population size is re-scaled to obtain an effective population size that
facilitates the conversion between discrete-time units and continuous-time units. Specifically,
a common scaling is such that one unit of continuous time is the average time in the WF
model for two individuals to coalesce into a common ancestor, which is 2N generations.
The n-Coalescent
We will limit our discussion to giving the stochastic process to sample coalescent genealogies on n extant individuals. Certainly this discussion does not do justice to the breadth of
work on the coalescent. Please see [40, 98] for much more in-depth expositions.
To sample a coalescent genealogy, we begin with n individuals. Let k represent the
number of branches in the tree.
1. Initially, let k = n.
2. While k > 1 simulate events as follows.
(a) The waiting time Tkc to the next coalescent
event backwards in time is exponen
tially distributed as Tkc ∼ Exp( k2 ).

(b) To choose the particular event, pick
 a random pair (i, j) of branches where 1 ≤
k
i < j ≤ k uniformly among the 2 possible pairs of branches.
(c) Merge lineages i and j into one branch updating the branch count k = k − 1.

The Infinite Sites Mutation Model
Here we are concerned with simulating the haplotypes of the individuals in addition to
the genealogy. We restrict our attention to the infinite sites model for mutation where each
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new mutation occurs at a unique position in the genome and the length of the haplotype is
the number of mutations. The genome is assumed to be infinitely long so that a uniform at
random choice of a site to mutate always produces a unique site. This means that there are
no recurrent mutations, i.e. mutations at the same site occurring at different time points.
This is only one mutation model, please see [40, 98] for other mutation models.
We can modify the WF model to simulate haplotypes under the infinite sites model as
follows. For each reproduction event, the parental haplotype chosen is passed on unmodified
with probability 1 − u. With probability u the parental haplotype undergoes a mutation
event at a unique site. Once mutation occurs at a site, that particular mutant allele is
inherited to all the individual’s descendants. Typically use a bit to represent each site
where a ∈ {0, 1} represents the ancestral allele and 1 − a represents the mutant allele.
We can similarly modify our generative model for sampling an n-coalescent. Let ρ
represent the population mutation rate which is a scaled WF mutation rate, typically ρ =
4N u. Again, let k represent the number of branches in the tree.
1. Initially, let k = n.
2. While k > 1 simulate mutation and coalescent events as follows.
(a) The waiting time to the next event backwards in time is exponentially distributed
Exp(k(k − 1 + ρ)/2).

(b) Choose the type of event, either coalescent or mutation, as follows. With probability (k − 1)/(k − 1 + ρ) the event is a coalescent event and with probability
ρ/(k − 1 + ρ) it is a mutation event.

(c) To choose the particular coalescent event, pick
 a random pair (i, j) of branches
k
where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k uniformly among the 2 possible pairs of branches, merge
lineage i and j, and let k = k − 1.

(d) To choose a particular mutation event, pick a branch to mutate uniformly at
random from the k branches. Leave the number of branches, k, unchanged.

Computing probabilities of observed data under the coalescent model with infinite sites
involves effectively enumerating all the genealogies consistent with the data and determining
the probability of each genealogy. This can be done reasonably effectively by enumerating
the perfect phylogenies consistent with the data and then enumerating the genealogies consistent with the perfect phylogenies using dynamic programming [101]. To discuss this,
we need to introduce the perfect phylogeny and algorithms for finding perfect phylogenies
compatible with the data.

2.1.2

Perfect Phylogeny Tree

The perfect phylogeny tree is a variant of the coalescent. Specifically, it is the coalescent
with infinite sites, but without the branching order specified by the coalescent genealogy.
In other words, many coalescent genealogies are consistent with one perfect phylogeny tree,
see [101] for details.
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S1
S2
S3

C1
1
1
1

C2
0
1
0

C3
1
0
0

C4
1
0
1

C5
0
1
0

Table 2.1: Compatible characters. Here the rows are haplotypes and the columns are
SNPs. In the language of phylogeny, the columns are called characters. Characters are
compatible if there exists a perfect phylogeny for the haplotypes.
A perfect phylogeny on binary characters (in this case SNPs, see Table 2.1) is defined
as a rooted tree having haplotypes as nodes and SNPs as edges. Every edge in the tree,
labeled with a SNP, represents a a → 1 − a mutation at that SNP where a ∈ {0, 1} is the
ancestral state of the SNP. Note that this tree is not necessarily a binary tree. Since there
are many inheritance events that could violate a tree-like structure, we will introduce the
two assumptions that guarantee the phylogeny to be a tree:
1. The number of sites is infinite relative to the genome-wide mutation rate, which allows
each site to mutate at most once in the phylogeny.
2. No recombination occurs between haplotypes, and thus each haplotype has a single
ancestor.
From property (2), it is easy to see that the phylogeny must be a tree, since each haplotype
can only have one ancestor. The definition of the perfect phylogeny tree as rooted assumes
that there is a most recent common ancestor (MRCA) for the phylogeny. Property (1) tells
us that each haplotype containing a mutation descended from the ancestral haplotype where
the mutation first occurred. Let each node of the tree represent a haplotype, then the root of
the tree is the MRCA of the extant haplotypes. Each edge in the tree represents a mutation
that occurred between a parent-node and a child-node. Parent and child relationships in
the tree are indicated by two nodes sharing an edge, and the parent node has the shorter
path to the root. This figurative use of parent and child should not be confused with genetic
relationships such as Mendelian inheritance. Thus, every edge has two adjacent haplotypes
which differ by a single SNP, and that SNP labels the edge (Figure 2.1). Property (1) tells
us that there is at most one edge in the tree that corresponds to each mutation, and this
edge corresponds to the one time in history when the mutation occurred. Therefore, there
are no recurrent mutations.
For an example of a phylogenetic tree see Figure 2.1. There are three haplotypes on five
sites. Only four of the sites mutate, and these four sites, {C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 }, label the tree
branches on which they mutate.
Compatibility of Data
Wherever possible we will follow the notation used by Semple and Steel [82]. A phylogenetic tree T is an ordered pair (T, φ) with a label set X, where T = (V, E) is a tree and
φ : X → V is called the labeling map.
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h3 = 10010
C3
h1 = 10110

C2 , C4 , C5
h2 = 11001

Figure 2.1: Compatibility. The characters given in Table 2.1 are convex on this tree. The
root of the connected subtree on which a character’s 1-states are convex is labeled with that
character.

A character is a map C : X 0 → A from a non-empty subset of the label set to the set of
character states. If X 0 = X, the map C defines a full character. If |A| = 2, the character
is called a binary character and the states are labeled A = {0, 1}. A non-full character, C,
having X 0 ⊆ X and X 0 6= X, is a partial character. For example, Table 2.1 is a data set
where the rows of the table are haplotypes. The columns are characters, which are simply
the values of all the haplotypes at a particular site. The characters can be thought of as
SNPs. Here the data are for full characters since there is no missing data.
A set of partial characters C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Cm } has some unspecified character states
on X where X is the label set obtained from the union of the domains of Ci for all i. A
resolution of C is a full character set C R which agrees with C in every specified character
state and gives some assignment for the unresolved characters.
A character C : X → A∪{∗} is convex on a phylogenetic tree T = (T = (V, E), φ) if and
only if there is an extension C̄ : V → A of the character such that the following conditions
hold:
i) The restriction of the domain of C̄ to X 0 yields a function equivalent to C.
ii) Let Ta be the subgraph of T induced by the set of vertices mapped by C̄ to a
particular character state a. For every character state a ∈ A, Ta is connected and
disjoint from all other Tb for b ∈ A, a 6= b.
A set of characters is compatible if and only if there is a phylogenetic tree on which
all the characters are convex. A set of partial characters C is compatible when there is a
fully-specified resolution C R that is compatible.
In general there are three distinct problems pertaining to compatibility of characters.
i) Given a phylogenetic tree T and a set of characters, determine whether the characters are compatible with the tree.
ii) Given a set of characters, determine whether the characters are compatible and
construct a tree on which the characters are convex.
iii) Given a set of characters, find the maximal subset of characters that are compatible.
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Problem (i) is easily computed in linear time. Problem (ii) is known as both the character compatibility problem and the perfect phylogeny problem. In the general case, both
problems (ii) and (iii) are NP-hard [82]. For the case of binary characters, there is a polynomial algorithm for determining compatibility [36]. Even for binary partial characters,
problem (ii) is NP-hard [88].
For example the characters given in Table 2.1 are compatible with the phylogenetic tree
in Figure 2.1. In this case, there is only one phylogenetic tree compatible with the data,
since the characters are full binary characters.
Perfect Phylogeny Haplotyping
The perfect phylogeny compatibility problem described above is defined for haplotype
data. Due to the ubiquity of genotype data, it is useful to define a notion of compatibility
between genotype data and a perfect phylogeny tree. Let gij0 and gij1 be the two binary
genotype alleles for individual i at site j, with gijk ∈ {0, 1}. The genotype of person i is
compatible with a perfect phylogeny tree if there exist two tree haplotypes h0 and h1 with
binary alleles such that gij0 + gij1 = h0j + h1j for all sites j. A set of genotypes are compatible
with a perfect phylogeny tree if all the genotypes in the set are compatible with the perfect
phylogeny tree. This problem is known as the Perfect Phylogeny Haplotyping problem.
The problem of finding perfect phylogenies compatible with genotype data was first proposed by Gusfield [35]. An efficient algorithm was given by [28]. A linear time algorithm
was found by Ding, Filkov and Gusfield [22]. Later in this thesis, the perfect phylogeny
haplotyping problem will be used to find haplotypes for the founders of a pedigree in Chapter 4.

2.2

Detecting Individuals in Pools

The problem under investigation here is the privacy of individuals participating in genetic
studies. Suppose there is a cohort of n individuals contributing to a genetic study. Suppose
that the genotype alleles are binary, i.e. gijk ∈ {0, 1}. It is possible to pool the genetic data
of the participants as follows
n
1 X 0
gij + gij1 .
pj =
2n i=1
The pool allele frequencies pj for site j are simply the fraction of genotypes of individuals in
the pool that have the 1-allele. Originally it was thought that these pool allele frequencies,
p~ = (p1 , ..., pm ), for a study cohort could be publicly released, in order to facilitate research,
without violating the privacy of study participants.
In 2008, Homer, et al. [41] published the striking result that publicly releasing the pool
allele frequencies of a cohort violated the privacy of the study participants. Indeed, they
showed that, given the genotype of an individual, it is possible to detect whether that person
participated in the study. Intuitively, this result extends also to close relatives, for example,
siblings can share long haplotypes.
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More recently, Sankararaman, et al. [81] investigated the number of independent loci
whose pool allele frequencies could safely be published without violating privacy. Specifically
they tested the hypothesis that an individual was a better match for a pool than for an
ethnically matching population. They used a likelihood ratio test to test for the hypothesis
that the individual’s genotype could be generated by a random draw of two haplotypes
from the pool versus the hypothesis that the individual’s genotype could be generated by
a random draw of two haplotypes from the ethnically matching population. They proved
theoretical bounds making use of the likelihood ratio test for individuals in the pool which
assumes independence of the sites in the genome. Indeed the likelihood ratio test is the
theoretically most powerful test under the assumption of independence.
Here, we investigate whether the dependence between sites in the genome, or linkage
disequilibrium, can be used to more reliably detect individuals in a pool than is possible
under the assumption of independence. The work in the section is unpublished work done
in collaboration between the author, Sankararaman and Halperin.
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Figure 2.2: Equivalent Power of Perfect Phylogeny Haplotypes and Independent
Loci. For common haplotypes and common alleles (0.1 frequency), both tests were applied
to 1000 SNPs. The haplotype test was performed on 500 independent SNP-pairs whose
haplotypes conformed to a perfect phylogeny. The genotype test had 1000 independent
SNPs.
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2.2.1

Likelihood-Ratio Test

Two likelihood ratio (LR) tests were computed: one for genotypes and one for haplotypes.
For the genotype case, the LR test was computed exactly as done by Sankararaman, et
al [81]. For SNP j, let pj be the pool allele frequency, and let fj be the population allele
frequency. For the person of interest i, let cij be the number of 1-alleles at SNP j, meaning
that cij = gij0 + gij1 for gijk ∈ {0, 1}. Then the genotype LR test for person i over m
independent SNPs is
Lgi

=

m
X


cij log

j=1

pj
fj




+ (2 − cij ) log

1 − pj
1 − fj


.

(2.1)

For k linked SNPs, the haplotype LR test was computed in a similar manner. Let
h ∈ Zk2 be a haplotype on k SNPs, i.e. a string of k bits. Divide the genome into m sets
of k contiguous SNPs. For the jth set of k SNPs, let fjh be the population haplotype
frequency and pjh be the pool haplotype frequency. Presume that we have the haplotypes
of the person whose presence in the pool we wish to detect. For this person P
of interest i,
let cijh ∈ {0, 1, 2} be the count of haplotype h for the jth set of SNPs, where h Cijh = 2.
Then the haplotype LR test for person i at m haplotype blocks of SNPs is
Lhi

=

m X
X
j=1

2.2.2


cijh log

h

pjh
fjh


.

Perfect Phylogeny Simulation

Can linked SNPs be as useful as the same number of independent SNPs? In an ideal
simulation setting, we examine the haplotype test for k = 2 where the number of independent
SNPs for the genotype test is m/2 where m is the number of linked SNP-pairs in the
haplotype test. We find that false positive and false negative rates for these two tests are
essentially identical.
The simulation was performed independently for 1000 pairs of SNPs, and each SNP pair
was in LD according to the perfect phylogeny model. Specifically, for each SNP pair, j,
first select 3 haplotypes, Hj1 , Hj2 , Hj3 , u.a.r. from {00, 01, 10, 11}. To randomly choose the
haplotype frequencies, Fj1 , Fj2 , Fj3 , draw Fj1 ∼ U nif (0, 1) and Fj2 ∼ U nif (0, 1 − Fj1 ) and
set Fj3 = 1 − Fj2 − Fj3 . These frequencies represent the population haplotype frequencies.
Next, we draw 1000 haplotypes for the pool. Each person’s haplotypes were drawn from the
population, with independent draws at each pair of SNPs. The likelihood ratio (LR) test
was computed with complete knowledge of the actual pool haplotype and allele frequencies
and with known population haplotype and allele frequencies. (Also considered were the
degenerate cases, where one or more Fjk = 0, however the ROC plots of the genotype and
haplotype tests remained very similar.)
Consider a simulation of 10 pools with 500 perfect phylogeny tuples and 1000 independent SNPs. Let all the haplotype frequencies and all the allele
P frequencies be common (i.e.
0.9 ≥ Fjk ≥ 0.1 for all j, k, and the allele frequencies, Aj,l = k Hj,k,l Fj,k , of SNP l ∈ {1, 2}
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for tuple j, similarly satisfy 0.9 ≥ Ajl ≥ 0.1 for all j and l). Figure 2.2 shows that the haplotype test performs similarly to the genotype test (Equation 2.1). This result means that
relative to the total number of independent SNPs, half the number of haplotype blocks are
necessary to obtain the same power when the haplotypes conform to the perfect phylogeny.
Worded differently, using the same number of SNPs, in linked and unlinked configurations,
we get the same power if the haplotypes conform to a perfect phylogeny as we do with
independent SNPs.

2.2.3

Estimated Frequencies

Simulation. We simulated pools and reference populations from the 58C and UKBS control groups from the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium (wtccc). There were 3004
individuals genotyped on the 500k Affymetrix array, and after preprocessing the data, there
were 2937 unrelated individuals with 462386 common SNPs. A SNP is said to be not in
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) if the frequency of the heterozygous genotype does not
match that expected from the independent allele frequencies. The preprocessing step removed SNPs that were rare or not in HWE and removed individuals that had more than 3%
missing data, that had too much IBD with another individual, or that had non-European ancestry. In each replicate, a pool of n individuals were selected without replacement from the
2937 available individuals, and the 2937 − n unselected individuals comprised the reference
population.
Estimation for k = 2. The haplotype frequencies for the reference population were inferred by phasing all the reference individuals together using Beagle. This procedure used
all the available SNP genotypes, and was not limited to the 29624 pairs of SNPs that were
selected in the preprocessing step. A test individual’s haplotypes were inferred also using
Beagle, by phasing that person together with the reference population.
The pool haplotype frequencies were calculated by assuming that the pool individuals
were drawn from the same population as the reference individuals (and assuming correct
estimation of the population haplotypes). If the least frequent population haplotype occurs
< 0.005, then the perfect phylogeny method for pool haplotype inference was used. Otherwise, the pool haplotype frequencies were obtained by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence between the pool haplotype frequencies and the population frequencies.
In the first case, the least frequent, or minor, haplotype was rare enough that it appears
in very few pools. With the three remaining haplotypes and the pool allele frequencies, we
solved a system of three equations with three unknowns to obtain the haplotype frequencies.
In cases where any estimated haplotype frequency were negative, then the data were incompatible with the population perfect phylogeny model. For example, suppose the population
haplotypes are {00, 01, 11} and the pool allele frequencies are 0.3 and 0.2. Notice that if
the pool haplotype frequencies are p1 , p2 , p3 , then these equations imply that p3 > p2 + p3 ,
which is not possible with non-negative haplotype frequencies.
When the perfect phylogeny case did not apply, either due to a common minor haplotype
or due to an incompatibility, we optimized the four possible pool haplotype frequencies
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Figure 2.3: Power of the LR Test After Haplotype Frequency Estimation with
k = 2. Pools of 10 individuals, each with 100 independent pairs of linked SNPs. The
analysis was repeated for 100 replicates. The left-most curve is the test results when the
pool haplotype frequencies are known exactly. The curve just under that one, is obtained
by inferring the pool haplotype frequencies. The right-most curve is the result of the testing
all 200 SNPs with the genotype test.
to minimize the KL divergence between the pool frequencies and the reference haplotype
frequencies. Since we used the pool allele frequencies as constraints, there was one free
variable; here refer to it as p01 . For tuples of linked SNPs, i.e. k = 2, the objective function
is
X
ph
p̂ = argminp
ph log
fh
p
h

1 − a0 − p01
p01
a0 − a1 + p01
+ p01 log
+ (a0 − a1 + p01 ) log
f00
f01
f10
a1 − p01
+(a1 − p01 ) log
f11

= (1 − a0 − p01 ) log

where, as before, h ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11} is a haplotype for the SNP pair, a0 and a1 are the
pool allele frequencies, ph is a pool haplotype frequency, and fh is a population haplotype
frequency.
Results for 2-SNP Blocks. As before, we computed the power by counting the fraction
of individuals in the pool that had a significant LR test result when k = 1 and k = 2. The
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Figure 2.4: Power of the LR Test After Haplotype Frequency Estimation for
k = 1, 2 This figure was generated using only the analytical minimum KL calculation (i.e.
without using the perfect phylogeny test). Pools of 100 individuals, each with 100 independent pairs of linked SNPs. The analysis was repeated for 100 replicates. The left-most
curve is the test results when the pool haplotype frequencies are known exactly. The curve
just under that one, is obtained by inferring the pool haplotype frequencies. The right-most
curve is the results of the testing all 200 SNPs with the genotype test.
false positive rate was obtained by counting the fraction of pool individuals for which there
was a significant LR test result on the pool of n − 1 individuals where the test individual’s
genotype had been removed from the pool.
For pools of n = 10 individuals, p = 100 pools, 100 pairs of SNPs, the genotype and
haplotype inference test results are shown as the red and blue lines in Fig. 2.3. The haplotype
test shown in green (third line in the legend) is the haplotype test performed when knowing
the actual pool haplotype frequencies. This shows the power lost by mis-estimation of the
pool haplotype frequencies.
Figure 2.4 was generated using only the minimum KL calculation (i.e. without using
the perfect phylogeny test) on pools of 100 individuals, each with 100 independent pairs
of linked SNPs. This plot also shows the power lost by the haplotype frequency estimates
relative to knowing the actual pool haplotype frequencies.
Results for 3-SNP Blocks We used a similar inference method for the pool frequencies
of 3-SNP blocks (KL equations not shown). We apply the LR test for pool membership with
k = 1, 2, 3 and compare the results. The results shown in Figure 2.5 show that the power
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Figure 2.5: Power of the LR Test After Haplotype Frequency Estimation for
k = 1, 2, 3 Comparing tests on single SNPs, tuples of SNPs, and triples of SNPs. This test
was run on 150 SNPs for 10 pools with 100 individuals each.
of the 3-SNP test deteriorates below the single SNP test that assumes independence. This
shows that for 3-SNP haplotypes, the potential improvement in power by taking advantage
of haplotype information is lost due to errors in haplotype frequency estimation.

2.2.4

Discussion

We introduced a haplotype likelihood ratio (LR) test for detecting the presence of individuals in pools. For haplotypes on 2 SNPs, this test effectively leverages linkage disequilibrium to improve the power over that obtained by assuming SNPs are independent.
For haplotypes on 3 SNPs, we find that the inaccuracy of haplotype inference weakens the
power of the haplotype likelihood ratio test making it less effective than the likelihood ratio
test that simply assumes that the sites are independent.
Recall that Sankararaman, et al. [81] investigated the number of independent loci whose
pool allele frequencies could safely be published without violating privacy. Clearly it is
critical that those published pool allele frequencies are indeed from independent sites in the
genome. Otherwise a haplotype test, such as the one introduced here, might still be able to
detect study participants in the pooled data.
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2.3

Efficiently Constructing Perfect Phylogenies from
Binary Characters with Missing Data

The work from this section was done in a collaboration between the author and Stevens [56].
For partial characters, we need to redefined the labeling map. Let the labeling map be
φ : X → V 2 where V 2 are the power sets of V . A taxon can always label some connected
subtree of the phylogeny, as noted by Halperin and Karp [37].

2.3.1

Background and Examples

Let V (Ci , Cj ) be the set of values that the pair of characters Ci and Cj takes over the
the observed taxa in C. Then for binary characters V (Ci , Cj ) ⊆ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}.
The classic splits-equivalence theorem [82] states that a collection of full binary characters is
compatible if and only if |V (Ci , Cj )| ≤ 3 for all pairs of characters Ci and Cj . An equivalent
statement of the splits-equivalence theorem, is that each character corresponds to a single
edge in the tree [82].
Definition 2.3.1 (rich data hypothesis). A set of binary partial characters where |V (Ci , Cj )| =
3 for all pairs of characters Ci and Cj conforms to the rich data hypothesis (RDH) of
Halperin and Karp [37].
In general, determining if a collection of binary partial characters is compatible is NP
complete. The rich data hypothesis is of theoretical importance in that it characterizes a
class of tractable perfect phylogeny problems on binary partial characters. Halperin and
Karp were also able to demonstrate that under certain sampling conditions data will frequently conform to the rich data hypothesis.
Halperin and Karp noted that for RDH characters there was at most one topology for
the resulting phylogeny [37]. We will prove this fact later.
Partition and Subtree Intersection Graphs
There are two related notions that are extremely important for determining character
compatibility. As defined by Semple and Steel, we introduce the partition intersection graph
int(C) and the subtree intersection graph of T induced by C int(C, T ).
Each character in C, C : X 0 → A, induces a partition on the taxa given by C −1 (A). The
partition intersection graph int(C) = {VI , EI } summarizes the co-occurrence of character
state pairs on the observed taxa. int(C) is defined on C as follows. There is a vertex
in VI for each character, state pair. For a binary character Ci there will be two vertices
corresponding to Ci0 and Ci1 . There is an edge between two vertices if their character state
pairs occur for some taxon s in X. In other words (Cia , Cjb ) ∈ EI if there is some taxon s
such that Ci (s) = a and Cj (s) = b.
The partitions induced by character C can be mapped to the phylogenetic tree T using φ.
We can define an intersection graph on the vertex set of the minimal subtree of T containing
a partition of character C. Specifically, the subtree intersection graph of T induced by C
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Figure 2.6: Two examples of a set of characters C that meets the RDH requirement but
does not have a perfect phylogeny. To the left of each is the partition intersection graph
int(C) which contains cycles of four vertices that violate Buneman’s theorem.

int(C, T ) = {VI , EJ } is the graph having vertex set VI and edges EJ . As defined above, there
is a node in VI for every character, state pair. Let A be a set of taxa, and let T (φ(A)) be
the minimal subtree of T containing vertex set φ(A). Then there is an edge (Cia , Cjb ) ∈ EJ
if there is some tree-node v ∈ T such that v ∈ T (φ(Cia )) and v ∈ T (φ(Cjb ))
A legal edge in either of these graphs must connect nodes belonging to different characters.
Some RDH examples and intuition
Not every collection of binary partial characters satisfying the rich data hypothesis is
compatible. While the partial characters do not violate the splits equivalence, all resolutions
will violate splits equivalence. Figure 2.6 gives two examples of binary matrices that satisfy
the rich data hypothesis but no completion of these characters is compatible.
Not every set of compatible characters satisfies the rich data hypothesis. For example,
let the character set C = {C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , C5 }. The taxa are X = {S1 , S2 , S3 }. The tree and
character matrix are given in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1 (example taken from [74]). Indeed in
this example, it is easy to see that the character matrix does not satisfy the RDH (see C1
and C2 ), even though there exists a tree on which all the characters are convex. Recall the
splits-equivalence theorem, which states that there is a correspondence between the edges
of T and the characters. This theorem states that for each character, C there is an edge
which when removed from the tree produces two subtrees, one subtree containing only the
taxa mapped to state 0 by C and the other subtree containing only taxa mapped to state
1 by C.
This example illustrates several aspects with the RDH with distinct informative characters. If a character appears twice in the character matrix, then the matrix fails the rich
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Figure 2.7: Two trees that fit the partial characters given in Table 2.2. The edges are labeled
with the characters they correspond to.

data hypothesis test. In addition, if every taxon has the same state in character C1 , then
the matrix will fail the RDH test.
Lemma 2.3.1. Let C be a set of partial characters on taxa X such that C satisfies the RDH.
There exists a set C for which there are multiple resolutions for some unspecified character
state.
Proof. Let C = {C1 , C2 , C3 } be the set of partial characters and let the taxa be X =
{S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 , S5 } as given in Table 2.2. C satisfies the RDH since all entries Sk from a pair
of columns Ci (Sk ) × Cj (Sk ) ∈ {{0, 0}, {0, 1}, {1, 0}}
There is no unique resolution for the unspecified character state C1 (S1 ). There are two
trees that satisfy the compatibility requirement. These trees are given in Figure 2.7 with
each edge being labeled by the character it corresponds to.

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

C1
*
1
0
0
1

C2
0
0
0
1
0

C3
0
1
0
0
0

Table 2.2: C has no unique resolution for unspecified state C1 (S1 )

2.3.2

Enumerating Resolutions for Binary Partial Characters under the RDH

When given data that satisfies the rich data hypothesis, we can find a tree that is compatible with the partial characters in O(nm2 ) time. Notice that the RDH requires that the
input characters all be distinct.
Algorithm 2 defines the BINARY-RESOLVE algorithm. The algorithm takes as input a
set of m distinct partial characters on n taxa such that every pair of characters satisfies the
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rich data hypothesis. This algorithm is a modified version of the linear-time tree-popping
algorithm first described by Meacham [69] and reviewed in full detail in Phylogenetics [82].
The BINARY-RESOLVE algorithm works by iteratively modifying a tree to respect the
bipartition on the taxa that is described by character Ci . The tree begins as a single node
labeled with all the taxa. For each new character, we find the unique node, b, that is labeled
with taxa having both character states 0, 1 of Ci . We then add a single edge to the tree by
splitting b into two nodes b0 and b1 , each labeled with the taxa of b that belong to a single
color or bipartition of Ci . The edges incident to b, are then connected to either b0 and b1 in
a manner preserving convexity. Consider T [V \{b}], the subtrees induced by removing node
b from T . Each of these subtrees that is 0-colored is connected to b0 and similarly for b1 .
This splitting operation is called tree-popping.
Compatibility under the RDH
Before describing the details of the BINARY-RESOLVE algorithm, we need to define
several terms and present several results regarding compatibility under the RDH.
Recall that φ is defined as mapping a taxa to a set of nodes in the tree where the set
must define a subtree of T . For convenience, we define φ−1 (Tv |(u,v) ) = {s : φ(s) ⊆ Tv |(u,v) }.
A character Ci defines a 2-coloring on the subtrees of the phylogeny T = (T = (V, E), φ)
as follows. Let (u, v) be an edge in the tree T . Let Tv |(u,v) be the subtree of T , rooted at
v and not including edge (u, v). Given an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E and a coloring character,
Ci , there is a coloring of the subtrees, Tu and Tv , obtained by removing edge (u, v) from the
graph. The coloring is given by the resolved character states of Ci induced on Tu and Tv .
In other words, for a directed edge (u, v) ∈ E, we define
color(Tv |(u,v) , Ci ) = {Ci (s)|Ci (s) 6= ∗, φ(s) ⊆ Tv |(u,v) , and s ∈ X}.
If a subtree is labeled with a single character state, we call it monochromatic, otherwise the
subtree is bicolored. Subtrees having only unspecified character states are said to have no
color.
Similarly, we can define the color of a node v with respect to coloring character Ci to be
\
color(v, Ci ) =
color(Tv |(u,v) , Ci ),
u∈adj(v)

where adj(v) are the nodes adjacent to u in tree T and Tv |(u,v) is the subtree of T rooted
at v obtained to removing edge (u, v) from the graph. Again, we can discuss a node that is
monochromatic, bicolored, or has no color.
Now, we will prove the essential property of a set of compatible characters that satisfy
the RDH. The first result, that there are no uncolored nodes, is critical for the intuition
behind the tree-popping algorithm.
Theorem 2.3.1. Given that characters C1 , C2 , ..., Ci satisfy the RDH with a character Ci to
server as a coloring character and phylogenetic tree T = (T = (V, E), φ) that is compatible
with distinct characters {C1 , C2 , ..., Ci−1 }, every vertex in the tree has a color (i.e. it is
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impossible to select a directed edge (u, v) such that subtree Tv rooted at v contains only
unresolved characters, and it is impossible for a vertex, v, to have color(v, Ci ) = ∅).
Proof. First, we prove the statement about subtrees being resolved. Assume that there
exists a directed edge (u, v) ∈ E such that color(Tv , Ci ) = ∗. Then the set of taxa Sv =
φ−1 (Tv |(u, v)) = {s : φ(s) ⊆ Tv |(u,v) } mapped to the subtree Tv have no color, Ci (s) = ∗ for
R
that
all s ∈ Sv . Then, by the splits-equivalence theorem, there is a resolved character Cuv
−1
corresponds exactly to the edge (u, v) that splits the taxa into the partitions φ (Tu |(v,u) )
and φ−1 (Tv |(u,v) ); see Figure 2.8. But, since all of the partition Ci that overlaps with Tv is
R
unspecified, the character pair Ci and Cuv
fail the rich data hypothesis. This means that for
any unresolved character Cu,v , the pair Ci and Cuv also fail the rich data hypothesis. This
contradiction proves that all subtrees must have a color.
Second, we prove that ∀v ∈ V , color(v, Ci ) 6= ∅ by contradiction. Assume there exists a
vertex v for which color(v, Ci ) = ∅. Then there must exist two subtrees Tv |(u,v) and Tv |(w,v)
rooted at v such that
color(Tv |(u,v) , Ci ) ∩ color(Tv |(w,v) , Ci ) = ∅.
Since we know that color(Tv |(u,v) , Ci ) 6= {∗} and color(Tv |(w,v) , Ci ) 6= {∗}, the first part of
the proof, then it must be the case that one of these subtrees has taxa labeled with 0 and
the other taxa labeled with 1. With out loss of generality, let
{1} ⊂ color(Tv |(u,v) , Ci ), and {0} ⊂ color(Tv |(w,v) , Ci ).
Then there can be no taxa labeling node v (∀s, φ(s) 6= {v}). Therefore, for any full resolution
of the characters C R , by splits equivalence, there must be (at least) two edges with the same
split, i.e. the edges (u, v) and (w, v). Therefore, two full characters must be identical, which
violates the RDH for those two characters. This also means that any partial characters of
those characters must also violate the RDH. Therefore, every node must be colored.
Theorem 2.3.2. A phylogenetic tree T = (T = (V, E), φ) is compatible with partial characters C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Cm } if and only if every full resolution, C R , is compatible with T where
for Ci ∈ C, CiR ∈ C R is defined by CiR (s) = color(v, Ci ) for some v ∈ φ(s) with coloring
character Ci .
Proof. Given a phylogenetic tree T = (T = (V, E), φ) compatible with partial characters
C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Cm }, we will prove that C R is compatible with T . First, we will show that
the above CiR is a well defined resolution of Ci , then we will show that it is compatible with
T.
First, for CiR to be a resolution of Ci , it must be that ∀s such that Ci (s) 6= ∗ we have
Ci (s) = CiR (s). Certainly, we know that ∀s such that Ci (s) 6= ∗, Ci (s) ∈ color(Tv |(u,v) , Ci )
for all v such that φ(s) ⊆ Tv |(u,v) by definition of the coloring. Since character Ci (s) must
be convex on the tree and since color(Tv |(u,v) , Ci ) 6= ∗ by the previous lemma, this implies
that Ci (s) ∈ color(v, Ci ) for all v ∈ φ(s).
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Tu |(v,u) u

CiA

v Tv |(u,v)

CiB

Figure 2.8: The heavy edge, (u, v), is a tree edge. The light edges are the pair-wise partition
intersection graph edges. CiA represents the A-partition of Ci , {s|Ci (s) = A}, where A ∈
{0, 1}, similarly for CiB . Notice that coloring character Ci results in the subtree Tu |(v,u)
being bi-colored while subtree Tv |(u,v) is monochromatic.
Now, to show that CiR is well-defined, we must show that every taxon s has a single
color. By the previous lemma, every taxon has some color (i.e. there are no uncolored taxa,
since there are no uncolored nodes). Therefore, we need only establish that every taxon,
s, has no more than one color, i.e. that |{a ∈ color(v, Ci )|v ∈ φ(s), a 6= ∗}| = 1. This is
equivalent to showing that ∀v ∈ V , |{a ∈ color(v, Ci )|a 6= ∗}| = 1, meaning that there are
no bi-colored nodes. We will show this by contradiction. Let v be
T a bi-colored node, i.e. a
node v such that {0, 1} ∈ color(v, Ci ). This implies that {0, 1} ∈ u∈adj(v) color(Tv |(u,v) , Ci ).
In turn, this means that {0, 1} ∈ color(Tv |(u,v) , Ci ) ∀u ∈ adj(v). Therefore Ci is not convex
on T for any possible resolution, since clearly any possible character-state subtrees T0 and
T1 are not disjoint.
Now, given full characters C R compatible with T , then any partial character set C that
satisfies the RDH is also compatible with T by definition.
This theorem tells us three things. First, when given a set of characters, specifying T
and φ is the same as specifying compatible resolutions of the characters. Recall that there
may be multiple resolutions. Second, for s with φ(s) containing multiple nodes, s can take
the color of any of those nodes. Third, we can define a correspondence between characters
and edges by appeal to the splits-equivalence theorem on full characters. We will formalize
this next.
For a particular tree T , using Theorem 2.3.2 we can define a one-to-one mapping fT from
the partial characters C to the resolved characters C R . This is well-defined, because for each
character Ci ∈ C, simply apply the theorem to color the taxa, thereby obtaining a resolved
character. Since C R is compatible with T , the splits-equivalence theorem guarantees us a
correspondence between edges in the tree and resolved characters. Let s : C R → E be the
mapping from edges of T to characters given by splits-equivalence.
Definition 2.3.2 (correspondence of partial characters to edges). For phylogenetic tree
T = (T = (V, E), φ), let g : C → E be a function giving the correspondence between edges
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in the tree and partial characters. Specifically, we can write g as the composition of two
functions: g = s ◦ fT . We call g(Ci ) the edge that corresponds to partial character Ci ∈ C.
A set of partial characters may be mapped to a particular edge g −1 (e) for e ∈ E.
Before proceeding to the main result in this section, we need to extend our notion of a
partition intersection graph and prove one more lemma. We extend the idea of a partition
intersection graph to consider taxa that may be unresolved for a particular character.
We define a pair-wise partition intersection graph (PWPIG) under T as being a partition
intersection graph on two characters: C(u,v) represented by an edge (u, v) in the tree and
some other character Ci . Consistent with the definition of a partition intersection graph for
a set of characters, this pair-wise graph is a bipartite graph with vertex set W = X ∪ Y
where X = {Tu |(v,u) , Tv |(u,v) }, and Y = {Ci0 , Ci1 }. Again, we have edges (x, CiA ) where x ∈ X
and CiA ∈ Y if and only if there is a taxon s ∈ φ−1 (x) and Ci (s) = A, for A ∈ {0, 1}. This
object is a hybrid of the partition intersection graph and the subtree intersection graph.
Corollary 2.3.1. Given a character Ci to serve as a coloring character and a phylogenetic
tree T = (T = (V, E), φ) compatible with characters {C1 , C2 , ..., Ci−1 }, then there is at most
one bicolored node b.
Proof. There is at most one bicolored node, b, by contradiction. Let b0 be another such
node. Pick an arbitrary edge e0 on the undirected path between b
b0 . Let Ce0 ∈ g −1 (e0 )
0
be one corresponding character for edge e , by splits-equivalence on the resolved characters.
Then in the pair-wise partition intersection graph for Ce0 and Ci , there are two bicolored
subtrees. Therefore there are four edges in the graph, and the characters are incompatible.
Therefore, we conclude that there is at most one bicolored node.
Theorem 2.3.3. Given a character Ci to serve as a coloring character and a phylogenetic
tree T = (T = (V, E), φ) compatible with characters {C1 , C2 , ..., Ci−1 } where for all s ∈ X
the subtrees φ(s) are of maximal compatible size, then there is a unique bicolored-node b ∈ V
if and only if
1. Ci is not already represented by an edge in the tree T , and
2. Ci is compatible with {C1 , C2 , ..., Ci−1 } on tree T 0 = (T 0 , φ0 ) with φ0 having subtrees of
maximal compatible size where T 0 = (V \ {b} ∪ {b0 , b1 }, E ∪ {(b0 , b1 )}) and

∀s s.t. b 6= φ(s)
 φ(s)
0
φ(s) \ {b} ∪ {b0 , b1 }
∀s s.t. b ∈ φ(s) = b and Ci (s) = ∗
φ (s) =

φ(s) \ {b} ∪ {bCi (s) } \ {τ1 , ..., τk } ∀s s.t. b ∈ φ(s) = b and Ci (s) 6= ∗
where for each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, τi ∈ T [V \ {b}] such that color(τi , Ci ) 6= Ci (s), and
T [V \ {b}] is subtrees of T induced by removing node b.
Proof. For each Cj such that j < i, there is an edge e = g(Cj ) in the tree T that corresponds
to character Cj , by splits-equivalence on the resolved characters. This edge represents the
partitions of character Cj , since the taxa on the two subgraphs induced by removing e
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correspond exactly to the partitions the character Cj induces on the taxa. This tree edge is
drawn in Figure 2.8.
(⇐) First, we assume that characters {C1 , C2 , ..., Ci } are compatible and Ci not in the
tree. Then for all j < i, we have characters Cj and Ci whose partition intersection graph
contains exactly 3 edges (by the RDH and by compatibility). Notice that there is a full
resolution of the characters {C1 , ..., Ci−1 } specified by T . Let edge e = g(Cj ) correspond
to character Cj in tree T by splits-equivalence for the resolved characters. Directed edge
e towards the bi-colored subtree of T induced by the removal of edge e and according to
coloring character Ci . By the RDH, there is one such bi-colored subtree, so the direction
is well defined. Furthermore, all edges e have a direction, since they all have corresponding
characters (by the previous theorem). Then there must exist at least one node with outdegree zero, since the RDH implies that all the characters are distinct and since character
Ci is not in tree T . Every node with out-degree zero is clearly bicolored, since {0, 1} ⊂
color(Tv |(u,v) , Ci ) ∀u ∈ adj(v). There is at most one node, b, with out-degree zero, by
Lemma 2.3.1 since there is at most one bicolored node.
(⇒) Second, we will assume that the node b ∈ V is the unique bi-colored node. The
challenge is to find a phylogeny T 0 = (T 0 , φ0 ) that is a modification of the phylogeny T
and on which all the characters are compatible. The subtrees of T induced by removing b,
T [V \{b}], are monochromatic. We can see that any unresolved taxa s of Ci (i.e. Ci (s) = ∗),
if it is mapped to one of the monochromatic induced subtrees, must be resolved to be
consistent with that subtree’s color by Theorem 2.3.2.
We obtain T 0 as specified in the Theorem statement. To complete the proof, we need to
prove maximality of the subrees of φ0 and compatibility of T 0 .
Now, we prove maximality. For each s ∈ X, if the subtree of φ(s) is of maximal size.
Since the creation of φ0 only removes nodes from subtrees τi that are incompatible with
Ci (s), then the subtree of φ0 (s) is of maximal size.
To prove compatibility, we use the pair-wise partition intersection graphs under T and
0
T . Consider first the PWPIG under T . For an arbitrary edge e in T , we can consider
the partition intersection graph of a character Ce ∈ g −1 (e), a corresponding character to
e, and Ci . As above, Tu |(v,u) and Tv |(u,v) are the two subtrees of T induced by removing
edge e. Without loss of generality, let subtree Tu |(v,u) be the subtree for which the partition
intersection graph has 2 edges, one to each set of Ci . Then, we can draw the partition
intersection graph as in Figure 2.8.
The PWPIG under T 0 has the same edges as the PWPIG under T . Clearly edges in
the PWPIG under T must appear in the PWPIG under T 0 because T 0 is a modification of
T . We need only establish that no additional edges appear; this is argued by contradiction.
Suppose that under T 0 , the PWPIG has an edge between CiA and φ0 (Tv |(u,v) ), i.e. the missing
edge in Fig. 2.8. Then there exists an s such that φ0 (s) ⊆ Tv |(u,v) with Ci (s) = A. Since
b∈
/ Tv |(u,v) , φ0 (s) = φ(s) and φ(s) ⊆ Tv |(u,v) . Then under T , the PWPIG must also have
an edge between CiA and Tv |(u,v) . But this edge does not exist by the RDH, and we have a
contradiction.
The above theorem essentially gives the tree-popping algorithm. By initially having a
tree with a single node and φ mapping all the taxa to that one node, we can take advantage
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of the recursive nature of the theorem. Each step of the algorithm adds another character
to the tree by splitting the sole bicolored node and updates each φ(s) to maintain the
maximal subtree on which taxon s is compatible. The only remaining result is the proof of
splits-equivalence for the partial characters, i.e. the proof that the tree resulting from the
tree-popping method is unique.
Theorem 2.3.4. Let C be a set of partial characters on taxa X such that C satisfies the
rich data hypothesis and C has a perfect phylogeny. While there may be multiple resolutions
for unspecified character states, the tree topology T = (V, E) on which the characters are
convex is unique.
Proof. According to the tree-popping procedure, we initially have a tree with a single node
and φ mapping all the taxa to that one node. This initial tree is unique. For each treepopping step, a unique node b is found and split, producing a unique tree. Since the
tree-popped tree is unique at every step, the final tree is unique.
Algorithms
The algorithms implement the tree-popping procedure outlined in Theorem 2.3.3. When
given the existing tree T and a character Ci , Algorithm 1: SPLIT-NODE finds the unique
bicolored node b if it exists. Algorithm 2: BINARY-RESOLVE implements the tree-popping
algorithm.
Algorithm 2: BINARY-RESOLVE implements the tree-popping algorithm. The input
is the binary partial characters, C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Cm } on taxa X = {S1 , S2 , ..., Sn } and the
output is a phylogenetic tree T = (T = (V, E), φ) or ∅ The initial phylogeny is simply one
node labeled with all the taxa. The algorithm considers each character, Ci , in turn, adding
it to the the existing phylogenetic tree. It calls SPLIT-NODE to determine which node
of the tree should be tree-popped and replaced with two new nodes, one for each state of
character Ci .
The input to Algorithm 1: SPLIT-NODE is a phylogenetic tree T = (T = (V, E), φ)
on characters C1 , ..., Ci−1 , the current coloring character, Ci , and the color data structure
containing the colors of monochromatic subtrees for each character in T , i.e. C1 , ..., Ci−1 .
The output is (b, e) such that b ∈ V ∪ ∅ is a vertex b with out-degree zero, e ∈ E ∪ ∅ is
an edge e = (u, v) with no direction, the edge directions for every edge e ∈ E, dir(e), and
the color data structure, color(v, Ci ), with the color of monochromatic subtrees rooted at v
under Ci . The algorithm finds the unique bicolored node by using the coloring character Ci
to give directions to the edges in the tree and then finding the unique node with out-degree
zero. In order to properly implement the φ update procedure in the Theorem, SPLIT-NODE
also records the color of every monochromatic subtree in the phylogeny. All this is done in
O(mn) time.
Lemma 2.3.2. For each character Ci and tree T the SPLIT-NODE algorithm finds a
unique bicolored node b to tree-pop, determines that the character Ci is already in the tree,
or declares the characters incompatible.
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:

foreach edges (u, v) ∈ E do
Let Cuv ∈ {C1 , ..., Ci−1 } be the character corresponding to edge (u, v).
{ Examine the PWPIG for Cuv and Ci to obtain the edge direction. }
D ← color(u, Cuv )
Initialize bcounts[i] ← 0 for i ∈ {0, 1}.
Initialize counts[i][j] ← 0 for i, j ∈ {0, 1}.
foreach taxon s ∈ X do
if count[Cuv (s)][Ci (s)] == 0 then
bcount[Cuv ] + +
end if
count[Cuv (s)][Ci (s)] + +
end for
if bcount[D] == 1 then
dir((u, v)) = (u → v)
color(u, Ci ) = j such that count[D][j] > 0
end if
if bcount[1 − D] == 1 then
dir((u, v)) = (v → u)
color(v, Ci ) = j such that count[1 − D][j] > 0
end if
if dir((u, v)) = ∅ then
e = (u, v)
end if
end for
nb ← 0
foreach vertex v ∈ V do
if color(v, Ci ) = ∅ then
b=v
nb + +
end if
end for
if nb == 0 then
{ Character Ci is already in the tree. }
RETURN (∅, e, dir, color(., Ci )
else
if nb == 1 then
RETURN (b, ∅, dir, color(., Ci ))
else
{ Character Ci is incompatible. }
RETURN (∅, ∅, dir, color(., Ci ))
end if
end if
Algorithm 1: SPLIT-NODE(T = (T = (V, E), φ), Ci , color)
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{ Initialize V , E, φ with a single node. }
V ← {v}
E←∅
for i = 1 to n do
φ(Si ) ← v
end for
7: T ← (T ← (V, E), φ)
8: color(v, Ci ) ← ∅ ∀v ∈ V, ∀i ∈ {1, ..., m}
9: { Process characters. }
10: for i = 1 to n do
11:
(b, e, dir, color(., Ci )) ← SPLIT-NODE(T = (T = (V, E), φ, Ci , color))
12:
if b = ∅ and e = ∅ then
13:
RETURN ∅ { incompatible }
14:
end if
15:
if b 6= ∅ then
16:
{ Tree-pop b to split it into two nodes }
17:
E ← E ∪ {(b0 , b1 )}
18:
V ← V \{b} ∪ {b0 , b1 }
19:
color(b0 , Ci ) = 0
20:
color(b1 , Ci ) = 1
21:
foreach u such that (u, b) ∈ E do
22:
Replace edge (u, b) with (u, bcolor(u,Ci ) )
23:
end for
24:
end if
25:
{ Update taxon labels to be on the correct side of the new split }
26:
foreach taxa Sj ∈ X such that b ∈ φ(Sj ) do
27:
if Ci (Sj ) = ∗ then
28:
φ(Sj ) = φ(Sj ) \ {b} ∪ {b0 , b1 }
29:
else
30:
φ(Sj ) = φ(Sj ) \ {b} ∪ {bCi (Sj ) }
31:
foreach node v ∈ φ(Sj ) do
32:
if color(v, Ci ) 6= Ci (Sj ) then
33:
φ(Sj ) = φ(Sj ) \ {v}.
34:
end if
35:
end for
36:
end if
37:
end for
38: end for
39: RETURN T = (T, φ)
Algorithm 2: BINARY-RESOLVE(C) Returns one tree topology T and a mapping φ
that has multiple resolutions for the taxa.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
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Proof. If the algorithm finds no bicolored node, then the edge e returned by the SPLITNODE algorithm is the edge in the tree that corresponds to character Ci , and the tree need
not be changed. Lines 25-31 of SPLIT-NODE count the number of nodes with out-degree
zero, i.e. the number of nodes having no monochromatic color under coloring character Ci .
If the algorithm finds a unique node b with out-degree zero, which by the proof of Theorem 2.3.3 must be the unique bicolored node, then SPLIT-NODE returns b. If SPLIT-NODE
finds more than one node with out-degree zero, By Cor. 2.3.1, it declares the characters incompatible.
Theorem 2.3.5. If the characters are compatible, the BINARY-RESOLVE algorithm finds
a unique tree T and for each taxon s ∈ X the maximal subtree φ(s) of T on which the taxon
is compatible.
Proof. If the characters are compatible, by Lemma 2.3.2, for each character Ci the algorithm will find a unique bicolored node to tree-pop. The BINARY-RESOLVE algorithm
implements the tree-popping procedure given in Theorem 2.3.3 for replacing node b with
b0 and b1 , and updating φ. Therefore by Theorem 2.3.3 the algorithm obtains the tree T
which is compatible with all the characters and the φ which has the maximal subtrees for
each of the taxa. By splits-equivalence, the tree obtained by the algorithm has the unique
topology which is compatible with the input characters.
This algorithm gives us a method to determine a unique tree that is compatible with
the given partial characters, and a way to determine all the possible resolutions of the
unspecified character state.
The running time of the BINARY-RESOLVE is O(nm2 ) time. The for loop at line
9 ranges over all m characters and performs two operations: SPLIT-NODE and the treepopping procedure. The SPLIT-NODE operation which takes O(nm) time. The treepopping update for φ takes O(nm) time. Therefore the running time of BINARY-RESOLVE
is O(nm2 ).
Discussion
This section presents an algorithm that can calculate a unique tree that is compatible
with all the binary partial characters given to it. It also finds all possible labellings for the
unspecified character states. One interesting direction for future work is the extension of
the rich data hypothesis to non-two-state characters. In this case, the rich data hypothesis
could be defined in terms of the partition intersection graph and cycles. A pair of characters
would satisfy the generalized rich data hypothesis if and only if adding a single edge to the
partition intersection graph would create a cycle. Then all the partial characters in the
data would be pair-wise compatible. This does not guarantee the compatibility of the set of
characters, but it ensures that there are a restricted number of resolutions for the unspecified
character states.
The algorithm presented in this section is likely to be useful for resolution of partial
haplotypes. Halperin and Karp showed that the rich data hypothesis holds with high probability for a large number of partial haplotypes [37]. To get this result they created a
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probabilistic model that generates partial haplotypes. In addition, they showed that the
phase of genotypes can be resolved by resolving the partial haplotypes.
Furthermore this method will be useful for computing probabilities of data under the
coalescent with infinite sites when the data has missing values. To do this, one would need to
use the enumeration algorithm here to enumerate the perfect phylogenies, and then for each
perfect phylogeny compute the probability of the data under the coalescent. An efficient
method for the last step is given in [101]. This enumeration algorithm is the first known
algorithm allowing computation of these probabilities.
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Chapter 3
Related Individuals
Pedigrees, or family trees, are important in genetics, computer science and statistics.
The pedigree graph encodes all the possible Mendelian inheritance options, and provides
a model for computing inheritance probabilities for haplotype or genotype data. Recent
contributions to genetics from pedigree calculations include fine-scale recombination maps
for humans [20], discovery of regions linked to Schizophrenia [70], discovery of regions linked
to rare Mendelian diseases [71], and insights into the relationship between cystic fibrosis and
fertility [31].
Algorithms for pedigree problems are of great interest to the computer science community, in part because of connections to machine learning algorithms, optimization methods,
and combinatorics [32, 102, 76, 62, 91]. The pedigree graph encodes a set of inheritance possibilities and is a graphical model which models inheritance probabilities by using a graph
whose edges are conditional probability events and whose nodes are random variables. Even
thirty years after the development of some of the first pedigree algorithms [59, 27], pedigree graphical models continue to be a challenging graphical model to work with. Known
algorithms for inheritance calculations are either exponential in the number of individuals
or exponential in the number of loci [61]. There have been numerous and notable attempts
to increase the speed of these calculations [85, 1, 29, 13, 32, 63, 23]. Recent work from
statistics has focused on fast and efficient calculations of disease-linkage that avoid the full
inheritance calculations [9, 96].
Statistical calculations on pedigrees are the principal method behind the most accurate
disease-association approaches [80, 96]. In those approaches, the aim is to find the regions
of the genome that are associated with the presence or absence of a disease among related
individuals.
This chapter introduces pedigrees, inheritance probabilities, and likelihood calculations.
Three probabilistic and combinatorial quantities of interest on pedigrees are introduced.
The previously known hardness of these three problems given genotype data is discussed
and a novel hardness result for the same problems given haplotype data is introduced.
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3.1
3.1.1

Introduction
Pedigrees
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Figure 3.1: Two Drawings of the Same Pedigree. These two drawings are of the same
pedigree graph. A third, more traditional, representation is shown in Figure 3.2

A pedigree is a directed acyclic graph where the set of nodes, I, are individuals, and
directed edges indicate genetic inheritance between parent and child. A diploid pedigree
(i.e. for humans) necessarily has either zero or two incoming edges for each person. The set,
F , of individuals without incoming edges are referred to as pedigree founders. An individual,
i, with two parents is a non-founder, and we will refer to their two parents as m(i) and p(i).
Due to every person having a male and female parent, it is well known that legal pedigree
graphs are four-colorable [94].
Pedigree graphs are drawn with the edges implicitly directed down from parent to child,
without drawing the actual direction arrow on the edge. Circle nodes are females, boxes are
males, as in Figure 3.1. There are three ways to draw the parent-child edges. The left panel
of Figure 3.1 has one edge drawn for each parent-child pair. The right panel of Figure 3.1
bundles the edges from a pair of parents to their children into the diamond ’marriage’ node.
Figure 3.2 shows the traditional way that epidemiologists draw pedigrees where a horizontal
edge between a male and female indicate marriage and an edge proceeds downward from the
marriage line to indicate all the offspring of the coupling, so that full-siblings are adjacent
to each other. At various points in this thesis we will use different representations based on
convenience.
For convenience, we will number the generations backwards in time, with larger numbers
being older generations. Let g be the number of generations of individuals in the graph.
For example, if g = 1, then we are discussing only the extant individuals, those individuals
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Figure 3.2: Traditional Drawing of a Pedigree. This is the same pedigree as that shown
in Figure 3.1

at the most recent generation. If g = 2 the graph contains the extant individuals and their
parents.
We call a pedigree regular when all individuals only mate with other individuals at the
same generation. A pedigree is monogamous if and only if every individual mates with at
most one other individual, so that there are no half-siblings. A pedigree has inbreeding if
there exists two individuals, one the ancestor of the other, such that there are multiple paths
in the pedigree graph connecting those two individuals.
Unlike a phylogeny, where the principal process is mutation, in a pedigree, the principal
process is recombination. In pedigrees the typical assumption is that there is no mutation
of alleles during inheritance. While this assumption is clearly not biologically accurate,
genotyping errors are too common to be able to distinguish between actual mutations and
genotyping errors.
Recombination along the genome is typically modeled as a Poisson process, where the
distance between recombination breakpoints is drawn from an exponential distribution. The
mean of the exponential is a function of the recombination rate [24, 7]. This is a model
for recombination without interference, where interference means that the presence of one
recombination breakpoint suppresses the occurrence of breakpoints in neighboring regions
of the sequence [65].

3.1.2

Inheritance States and Identity by Descent (IBD)

The pedigree graph represents the possible inheritance options, i.e. which alleles can be
copies of each other. Let us consider one position, j, in the genome. If there are |I \ F |
non-founders, we can represent the inheritance state of all alleles in the pedigree with a
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Figure 3.3: Inheritance Options for Half-Cousin Pedigree. The black disks are alleles,
with each diploid person having two alleles. The inheritance edges indicate transmission of
a parent’s allele to the child. The four edges relevant to IBD inheritance for individuals A
and B are numbered 1, ..., 4. The alleles of each person are sorted so that the left allele is
the one inherited from the father and the right allele is inherited from the mother. Each
allele has a binary inheritance choice, in that it can be a copy of either of the parent’s two
alleles.

|I \ F |-bit vector sj . For each non-founder, let us indicate the source of each maternal
m
allele using the binary variable sm
i,j ∈ {0, 1}, where the value 1 indicates that xi,j allele has
grand-maternal origin and 0 indicates grand-paternal origin. Similarly, we define spi,j for the
origin of i’s paternal allele. The vector sj = {spi,j , sm
i,j |∀i} is the inheritance state for locus j.
Individuals of interest are called identical by descent (IBD) if a particular founder allele
was copied to each of the individuals. In general, the inheritance state is a collection of
trees, since each allele is copied from a single parent.
For example, see Figure 3.3 where a half-cousin pedigree is shown in detail with the black
disks representing alleles. The inheritance edges relevant to IBD relationships between
individuals A and B are numbered 1, ..., 4. Since there is one bit per edge, there are 16
inheritance states for the four numbered edges in this pedigree. Shown in the left panel of
Figure 3.4, a non-IBD inheritance state for individuals A and B is 1011. There are only two
inheritance states which yield IBD relationships, 1001 and 1111, the former is illustrated in
the right panel of Figure 3.4.

3.1.3

Inheritance Probabilities

We represent a single chromosome as an ordered sequence of variables, xj , where each
variable takes on an allele value in {1, ..., kj }. Each variable represents a polymorphic site,
j, in the genome, where there are kj possible sequence variants. Notice that even though
we restricted ourselves to binary alleles in Chapter 2, we are now considering the general
case. Since diploid individuals have two copies of each chromosome, one copy inherited
from each parent, we will use a superscript m and p to indicate the maternal and paternal
chromosomes respectively. For a particular individual i, the information on both copies of
p
a particular chromosome at site j is represented as xm
i,j and xi,j .
Furthermore, we assume that inheritance in the pedigree proceeds with recombination
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Figure 3.4: Non-IBD and IBD Inheritance States. For the pedigree from Figure 3.3,
there are 16 possible inheritance states on the 4 relevant edges. Two inheritance states
are shown here. The left panel shows a non-IBD inheritance state, 1011, where no allele
from individuals A and B is copied from the same ancestor. The right panel shows an IBD
inheritance state, 1001, where the red alleles in individuals A and B are copied from the
same ancestor. Indeed, there is only one other IBD inheritance state, 1111, where the right
allele of the grandmother is copied to individuals A and B.

and without mutation (i.e. Mendelian inheritance at each site). This imposes consistency
rules on parents and children: the allele xm
i,j must appear in the mother m(i)’s genome as
p
either the grand-maternal or grand-paternal allele, xm
m(i),j or xm(i),j , and similarly for the
paternal allele and the father p(i)’s genome.
p
Let x be a vector containing all the haplotypes xm
i , xi for all individuals i ∈ I, then we
are interested in the probability
Y
Y
m p
m
P[xpf ]P[xm
P[x] =
]
P[xpi |xpp(i) , xm
(3.1)
f
p(i) ]P[xi |xm(i) , xm(i) ],
f ∈F

i∈I\F

where the superscript m and p indicate maternal and paternal alleles, while the functions
m(i) and p(i) indicate parents of i. The first product is over the independent founder
individuals whose haplotypes are drawn from a prior distribution which is often the uniform
distribution. The second product, over the non-founders, contains the probabilities for
the children to inherit their haplotypes from their parents. The unobserved vector x is
not immediately derived from observed haplotype data, since vector x contains haplotype
alleles labeled with their parental origins for all the individuals. To compute this quantity,
we need notation to represent the parental origins of each allele where differing origins for
neighboring haplotype alleles will indicate recombination events.
Recall that sj is a binary vector giving the inheritance state for site j. A recombination is
observed at consecutive sites as a change in the binary value of a source vector, for instance,
m
sm
the inheritance portion of Equation 3.1, we will sum
i,j = p and si,j+1 = m. To compute
P
over the inheritance options P[x] = s P[x|s]P[s] where P[s] = 1/22|I\F |
As introduced in Chapter 1, we can observe two kinds of data for pedigree individuals
whose genetic material is available. The first, and most common, is genotype data, a
p
0
1
tuple of alleles (gi,j
, gi,j
) that must appear in the variables xm
i,j and xi,j for each site j.
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Since these alleles are unlabeled for origin, we do not know which allele was inherited from
which parent. The second type of data is haplotypes, where we observe two sequences of
alleles h0i and h1i and each sequence represents alleles that were inherited together from the
same parent. However, we do not know which sequence is maternal and which is paternal.
Let χ(ski,j ) = p if inheritance bit ski,j = 0 and χ(ski,j ) = m if inheritance bit ski,j = 1.
For either type of data, define a function Ci,j for locus j which indicates compatibility of
the assigned haplotype alleles with the data and requires inheritance consistency between
χ(spi,j )
χ(sm
p
i,j )
generations. Specifically, for genotype data Ci,j = 1 if xm
i,j = xm(i),j , xi,j = xf (i),j , and
p
1
0
{xm
i,j , xi,j } = {gi,j , gi,j }. Under haplotype data, the Ci,j = 1 when the first two equalities,
m
above, hold and {xi,j , xpi,j } = {h0i,j , h1i,j }, which are the haplotype alleles at locus j.
Now, we write Equation 3.1 as a function of the per-site recombination probability
p
θ ≤ 0.5. For particular values of all the haplotype alleles xm
i,j and xi,j , the haplotype
probability conditional on the inheritance options and the observed data through Ci,j is
P[x|s] =

l
Y Y
f ∈F

Y

Cf,j P[xpf,j ]P[xm
f,j ]

j=1

Ci,1

l
Y
j=2

i∈I\F

m

p

m

p

Ci,j · θ(Ri,j +Ri,j ) · (1 − θ)(2−Ri,j −Ri,j )

p
p
p
m
m
where Ri,j
= I[sm
i,j−1 6= si,j ] and Ri,j = I[si,j−1 6= si,j ]. Figure 3.5 illustrates each component
of P[x|s] as well as P[s].

3.2

Problems of Interest

Given a pedigree and some observed genotype or haplotype data, there are three problem
formulations that we might be interested in. The first is to compute the probability of some
observed data, while the last two problems find values for the unobserved haplotypes of
individuals in the pedigree.
Likelihood. Find the probability of the observed data by summing over all the possible
unobserved haplotypes, i.e.
XX
P[x|s]P[s].
x

s

p
Maximum Probability. Find the values of xm
i,j and xi,j that maximize the probability of
the data, i.e.
X
max
P[x|s]P[s].
x

s

p
Minimum Recombination. Find the values of xm
i,j and xi,j that minimize the number of
required recombinations, i.e.

min
x,s

l
XX
i

j=2

m
I[spi,j−1 6= spi,j ] + I[sm
i,j−1 6= si,j ].

(3.2)
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Inheritance Probabilities

. . .

(1/2)6
p[ ]2 p[ ]2

Ө4 (1- Ө)2
p[ ]3 p[ ]1

Ө (1- Ө)5
p[ ]2 p[ ]2

Figure 3.5: Illustration of Inheritance Probabilities. The pedigree shown in this figure
is the same as that given in Figure 3.1. Each pair of colored polygons are the two alleles for a
single individual. Three positions in the genome are illustrated as three separate inheritance
state graphs. Edges connect alleles that are copies of each other. The contributions to
the inheritance probability for each position are recorded below the graph. For the first
locus, P[s] = 1/26 and the founder contributions are given. For the second and last locus,
the recombination contributions and founder contributions are given. For recombination
contributions, we have θ to the power of the number of recombination edges, shown in red.
For the founder contribution, we multiply the probabilities of each specified founder allele.
The red founder alleles are unspecified and contribute probability 1.
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The likelihood is commonly used for estimating site-specific recombination rates, relationship testing, computing p-values for association tests, and performing linkage analysis,
which is a likelihood ratio test for the recombination rate between a hypothetical disease
locus and the observed genetic loci. Haplotype and/or IBD inferences, obtained by maximizing the probability or minimizing the recombinations, are useful for non-parametric
association tests, tests on haplotypes, and tests where there is disease information for unobserved genomes.
The pedigree likelihood was introduced long before there were computers to do the
calculations. The two algorithms most commonly used for computing these likelihoods are
the Elston-Stewart algorithm [27] introduced in 1971 and the Lander-Green algorithm [59]
introduced in 1987. The former algorithm is exponential in the number of sites, while the
later is exponential in the number of individuals. More recently these calculations have
been formulated using the graphical model framework from machine learning [61]. We
now know that both the Elston-Stewart and Lander-Green algorithms deal with the same
pedigree graphical model, they just choose a different elimination order for the sum-product
algorithm. The Elston-Stewart algorithm eliminates individuals in a process called ’peeling’,
while the Lander-Green algorithm eliminates loci.

3.2.1

The Peeling Algorithm and Elston-Stewart

Elston and Stewart’s peeling algorithm [27] is usually applied to outbred pedigrees. This
requirement is introduced to remove loops from the pedigree graph, i.e. removing the possibility of inbreeding. Loops are troublesome for the peeling algorithm, because they increase
the tree-width of the pedigree graph, thereby increasing the sizes of the cliques required
by the junction-tree algorithm [61, 58], a generalization of the sum-product algorithm to
non-tree-like graphs. Since, the clique sizes directly influence the running time, it is best to
keep them small.
For the purposes of this section, we will consider monogamous outbred pedigrees which
consist of a single lineage denoted L(p, q), i.e. the descendants of a monogamous founding
pair (MFP), p and q, and the founder parents of the descendants of p, q. The ElstonStewart algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm that proceeds up the pedigree from
the leaves.
Let indices i and j denote haplotypes. Let Lr be the subpedigree rooted at a child r
of the founders. For each node w in Lr let T (w) be the subtree consisting of individual w
and all its descendants; in particular, T (r) = Lr . If w 6= r let a(w) denote the haplotype
that w receives from its founder parent, and b(w), the haplotype that w receives from its
non-founder parent in L(p, q), and let α(i) be the probability that a(w) = i. Let a(r) and
b(r) the two lineage haplotypes of r (all relevant properties are unaffected by interchanging
a(r) and b(r)). Let C(w, i, j) be an indicator variable that is 1 if the haplotype pair (i, j)
is consistent with the genotype of individual w. Let H(w) denote the set of children of w.
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We want to compute:
Pr (i, j) =

X

C(r, i, j)P r[a(r) = i, b(r) = j|MFP haplotypes]

b(x),a(x)∀x∈T (r)

Y

·

P r[b(x), a(x)|b(l(x)), a(l(x)), h0n(x) , h1n(x) ]

x∈T (r)

where n(x) is the founder parent of individual x. If we re-arrange the equation, we get a
message for each individual just as in the sum-product algorithm. The message is a factor
in the complete marginal. Then for leaf-nodes u, and internal nodes w, where w 6= r we
have the recursive equations:
Leaf:
Pu (i) =

X

α(j)C(u, i, j)

j

Internal Node:
Pw (i) =

X

α(j)C(w, i, j)

j

Y Px (i) + Px (j)
2

x∈H(w)

Founder Child:
Pr (i, j) = C(r, i, j)

Y Px (i) + Px (j)
2

x∈H(r)

We can compute all these quantities by working upward from the leaves of the tree Lr to the
root. The running time of the algorithm is O(N 2 L) where N is the number of haplotypes
and L is the number of individuals in Lr .
We now extend the restricted model to encompass the monogamous pair of founders, p
and q in their lineage L(p, q). Extending the restricted model to this case, we make the same
assumptions as above except that the MFP-children r ∈ H(p) have two lineage haplotypes.
We continue to assume that each founder parent of a child in L(p, q) is the parent of at
most one node in L(p, q) and that a probability distribution α independently determines
the probability of haplotype transmission for haplotypes from the founders other than p, q.
Let Pp,q (i, j, k, l) be the probability that the haplotypes of all nodes of L(p, q) are compatible with the genotype data at those nodes, given that p has haplotypes i and j and q
has haplotypes k and l. Then the recursive probabilities for the founder pair are
Pp,q (i, j, k, l) = C(p, i, j)C(q, k, l)

Y Pr (i, k) + Pr (i, l) + Pr (j, k) + Pr (j, l)
4

r∈H(p)

where, for each r ∈ H(p), the quantities on the right-hand side are computed according
to the recursive algorithm given above. The execution time of the computation is O(N 4 L)
where N = 2m is the number of haplotypes, m is the number of SNPs, and L is the number
of individuals in the lineage.
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3.2.2

Hidden Markov Models, Lander-Green, and the ForwardBackward Algorithm
(1−θ)4
θ 1 (1−θ)3

θ4

G1

G2

GT

Figure 3.6: Lander-Green Hidden Markov Model. The emission states are labeled
G1 , ..., GT . Example hidden states for a four-person pedigree are shown above the emission
states. The alleles of each person in the pedigree are drawn as a hollow disk, and the alleles
are implicitly grouped in pairs. There are an exponential number of hidden states, one state
for each inheritance vector. Recombination probabilities give the transition probabilities for
the HMM. If two b-bit inheritance vectors differ at i bits, then the transition probability is
i
θj−1
(1 − θj−1 )m−i .
The pedigree likelihood can obtained by constructing a hidden Markov model for the
linkage dependencies along the genome. At each locus, the HMM considers the constraints
given by the genotype data. We first use the forward-backward algorithm [79] to compute
the marginal inheritance probabilities for each locus using a hidden Markov model. While
the forward-backward algorithm is the terminology used for general HMMs, the pedigree
algorithm has a special name, the Lander-Green algorithm [59].
The likelihood can be modeled using a hidden Markov model along the genome with
inheritance paths as hidden states. The transition probabilities are functions of θj and the
number of recombinations between a given pair of inheritance graphs. Let b = |I \ F | be the
number of non-founders. Let Xj be the random variable for the hidden state at position j.
Then the probability of transitioning from inheritance state sj−1 to sj is
|s −sj−1 |

j
P r[Xj = sj |Xj−1 = sj−1 ] = θj−1

(1 − θj−1 )b−|sj −sj−1 | .

where θj−1 is the recombination rate between site j − 1 and site j. See Figure 3.6 for an
illustration of the HMM for a four-person pedigree.
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Given the data, we compute the marginal inheritance path probabilities at each site by
using the forward-backward algorithm for HMMs. Sobel and Lange [85] described a method
for enumerating only the inheritance paths compatible with the allele data observed at each
locus. There are at most k = 22|I\F | inheritance paths when I \ F is the set of non-founder
individuals, and both the forward and backward recursions do an O(k 2 ) calculation at each
site, making this algorithm exponential in the number of individuals.

3.3

Hardness

The work in this section was a novel contribution by the author [50, 48].
Single-molecule sequencing is an attractive alternative to genotyping and could yield
haplotypes for individuals in a pedigree [26]. In order to exploit the information contained
in haplotype data, we need to understand the instances where diploid inheritance is computationally tractable given haplotype data.
Pedigree analysis with genotype data is well studied in terms of complexity [76, 62] and
algorithms [27, 59, 85]. Less is known about haplotype data on pedigrees. This section considers the three probabilistic and combinatorial problems introduced earlier and introduces
novel hardness results for haplotype data. Given haplotype data on a pedigree, finding both
minimum recombination and maximum probability haplotypes is as tractable as computing the same quantities for pedigrees with genotype data (i.e., these problems are NP- and
#P-hard, respectively).
With genotype data, the likelihood and minimum recombination problems are NP-hard,
while the maximum probability problem is #P-hard. Piccolboni and Gusfield [76] proved the
hardness of the likelihood and maximum probability computations by relying on a single
locus sub-pedigree with half-siblings. Although their paper discussed a more elaborate
setting involving a phenotype, their proof, however, applies to this setting. Li and Jiang
proved the minimum recombination problem to be hard by using a two-locus sub-pedigree
with half-siblings [62]. In all these proofs, half-siblings were pivotal to establishing reductions
from well known NP and #P problems.
In this section, we introduce a simple and powerful reduction that converts any genotype
problem on a pedigree of n individuals into a haplotype problem on a pedigree of at most
6n individuals. This reduction is simple, because it merely introduces four full-siblings and
an extra parent for each genotyped individual. We do not need complicated structures
involving inbreeding or half-siblings. The reduction works equally well for all three problem
formulations. Note that the proofs in this section require that per-site recombination rate
θj = θ is equal across all sites.
Mapping. Given a pedigree with genotype data, for any of the three pedigree problems,
we define a polynomial mapping to a corresponding haplotype problem with exactly 5|G|
individuals haplotyped. First we create the pedigree graph for the new haplotype instance,
and later we construct the required haplotype observations from the genotype data.
Let G ⊂ I represent the set of genotyped individuals in a pedigree having individuals I
and edges E. We will create a haplotype instance of the problem, with individuals H ∪ I
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and edges R ∪ E. To obtain the set H, we add five individuals, i0 , i1 , i2 , i3 , i4 , to H for every
individual i ∈ G. The set of new relationship edges, R, will connect individuals in sets H
and G. Specifically, the edges stipulate that i and i0 are the parents of full-siblings i1 , i2 , i3 ,
and i4 by including the edges: i0 → i1 , i0 → i2 , i0 → i3 , i0 → i4 , i → i1 , i → i2 , i → i3 , and
i → i4 . We will refer to these five individuals, i0 , i1 , i2 , i3 , and i4 , and their relationships
with i as the proxy family for individual i. For example in Figure 3.7, the 6-individual
genotype pedigree in becomes a 21-individual haplotype pedigree. This produces a pedigree
graph with exactly 5|G| + |I| individuals and 8|G| + |E| edges.
To obtain the new haplotype data from the genotype data, we type only individuals
in H such that the corresponding genotyped individual in G is required, by the rules of
inheritance, to have the observed genotypes. Without loss of generality, assume that the
1
0
. Now we can easily constrain the parental
< gi,j
genotype alleles are sorted such that gi,j
genotype for individual i ∈ G by giving the spouse, i0 , homozygous haplotypes of all ones
while giving child i1 the haplotypes {~1, gi0 }, child i2 haplotypes {~1, gi1 }. This guarantees the
correct genotype, but does not ensure that the haplotypes of that genotype have the same
probability or number of recombinations.
Since there is an arbitrary assorting of genotype alleles at neighboring loci into the parent
haplotypes xpi and xm
i , we will use the remaining two children to represent possible reassortments of the genotyped parent’s Ti heterozygous loci, indexed by tj where 1 ≤ j ≤ Ti .
1−jmod 2
In addition to the haplotype ~1, child i3 , will have haplotype consisting of hi3 ,tj := gi,t
j
jmod 2
while child i4 has the genotyped parent’s complementary alleles hi4 ,tj := gi,tj . This results
in child i3 and i4 alternating in having the smaller allele at every other heterozygous locus.
This reduction preserves the solutions to the three problems up to constant factors or
constant coefficients. Specifically, the solution to the haplotype version of the problem is the
solution to the genotype version with the values of the functions being related by constant
factors or coefficients, depending on whether the function is a recombination count or a
probability.
Lemma 3.3.1. Let rg be the minimum number of recombinations in the genotype
problem
P
instance. The mapping yields a haplotype problem instance having rh = rg + i∈G 2(Ti − 1)
for the minimum number of recombinations, where Ti is the number of heterozygous sites in
genotype i.
To prove this result, we exploit the alternating pattern of alleles assigned to the four
children. This pattern forces there to be two recombinations, among the four children,
between consecutive heterozygous loci.
Proof of Constant Dependence for Minimum Recombination. Consider the haplotype instance
of the problem. Recall that set G is defined as the individuals who are genotyped in the
genotype problem instance, and, by construction, they are not haplotyped in the haplotype
problem instance. For each i ∈ G the rules of inheritance applied to i’s proxy family dictate
0
1
that the set of alleles at each position are given by gi,j
and gi,j
. Therefore, the proxy family
dictates the genotype of i.
Since the haplotypes for all the typed individuals are completely given, we only need
to consider the assortment of the alleles from gi0 and gi1 into the maternal and paternal
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Figure 3.7: Genotype and Haplotype Pedigrees. (Left) Genotyped individuals are
shaded. We show one typed individual’s genotype which is expanded into the haplotypes
of the typed individuals in the proxy family of the haplotype pedigree. (Right) Haplotyped
individuals are shaded. For each of the genotyped individuals in the left panel, the mapping
adds a nuclear family containing five new individuals with haplotypes having the pattern
illustrated.
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alleles of individual i. Clearly this assortment determines the number of recombinations
that the proxy family contributes to Equation (3.2). However, we will use induction along
the genome to show that every possible phasing of the parental genotype induces the same
minimum number of recombinations among the four children, namely 2(Ti − 1).
Now we define an arbitrary assortment of the genotype alleles into two haplotypes for
person i. We can think of this parental genotype for l loci as a string s ∈ {H, T }l , where
H represents a homozygous site and T a heterozygous site. Recall that Ti is the number
of heterozygous sites in the genotype string, and those sites appear at indices tj where
1 ≤ j ≤ Ti . For this genotype there are 2Ti −1 pairs of haplotypes that phase the given
genotype. Represent each pair by setting Ti − 1 binary variables

0, if xpi,tj < xm
i,tj ,
Ptj =
1, otherwise.
Note, that we are only interested in the origin of the children’s haplotypes, rather than in
the origin of i’s haplotypes, so the p and m can arbitrarily label either haplotype.
Since {i1 , i2 } between them have the parent genotype at every locus, one of them has
origin p while the other has origin m, and similarly for {i3 , i4 }. For each locus, indicate the
paternal origin of the allele for individuals i1 and i3 , respectively with Qj and Sj . Formally,
Qj = 1 if both hi1 ,j = xpi,j and hi2 ,j = xm
i,j while Qj = 0 otherwise. Similarly, Sj = 1 if both
p
m
hi3 ,j = xi,j and hi4 ,j = xi,j while Qj = 0 otherwise.
Define Rj as the minimum recombination count before locus j. Notice that Pt1 sets the
origin of all the child haplotypes, therefore Rt1 = 0, since all preceding homozygous loci can
have the same origin as locus t1 .
From tj to tj+1 we have two cases:
1. If Ptj = Ptj+1 , then Qtj = Qtj+1 and Stj 6= Stj+1 , by the alternating construction of
children i3 and i4 as compared with i1 and i2 .
2. Similarly, if Ptj 6= Ptj+1 , then Qtj 6= Qtj+1 and Stj = Stj+1 .
Furthermore, regardless of the number of homozygous loci separating tj and tj+1 , the number
of recombinations can only be increased. Therefore, we have the recursion
Rtj+1 = 2 + Rtj ,
proving the lemma.
After applying the mapping, the haplotype probability turns out to have a coefficient that
is independent of the haplotype assignment to the non-founding parent of the proxy family.
This coefficient can be computed in linear time from the genotype data using a Markov
chain. The Markov chain has 16 states and has a transition step between each pair of
neighboring loci. This small Markov model can be thought of in the sum-product algorithm
as an elimination of the typed individuals in the proxy family; alternatively, it is also
equivalent to peeling-off the typed proxy individuals in the Elston-Stewart algorithm [27].
Once we have this coefficient, independent of the haplotype assignment, it is clear that
the likelihood and maximum probability haplotype problems also have haplotype solutions
related proportionally to the genotype solution.
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Lemma 3.3.2. The mapping yields a haplotype problem instance having haplotype probabilities proportional to the haplotype probabilities of the genotype instance. Specifically, for
all x,
Y

 Y
Ph [x] = Pg {xi |i ∈ I}
pt (i)
P[xpi0 ,j = 1]P[xm
i0 ,j = 1]
i∈G

j

where the proxy family transmission probability is a function of genotype gi , the recombination rate θ ≤ 0.5, and of the transition matrices P , Q0110 , and Q1001 ,
 
Ti
Y

1 ~
pt (i) =
Oj Q0110 + (1 − Oj )Q1001 · P hj · ~1T
1 · P h0
16
j=0
and Oj indicates whether index j is odd, h0 is the number of homozygous loci that begin
proxy parent’s genotype, and hj is the number of consecutive homozygous loci after the j’th
heterozygous locus where there are Ti heterozygous loci for proxy parent i. The transition
probabilities are given by Pij = θH(i,j) (1 − θ)4−H(i,j) where H(i, j) is the Hamming distance
between inheritance states i and j. Let Q0110 be a transition matrix having non-zero recombination probabilities only in column 0110 (i.e. Q0110,i,j = Pij when j = 0110). Similarly, let
Q1001 be a transition matrix with non-zero recombination probabilities only in column 1001.
Proof of Proportional Haplotype Probability. Without loss of generality, assume that individuals i ∈ G are all fathers in their proxy family. This is simply for convenience of
notation.
Let x be any fixed assignment of haplotypes to all the individuals in the pedigree. When
conditioning on the assigned haplotypes for individual i, the probability of the proxy family
of i is independent of the probability for the rest of the pedigree. Since we can say this for
all the proxy families, the terms in the probability for the pedigree individuals in set I (i.e.
those also in the genotype pedigree) are equal to the probability on the genotype data in
the genotype pedigree. Therefore, we write that
X

Ph [x|s]P[s] =

X
s

s

!

 
 Y Y
Pg {xi |i ∈ I}|{si |i ∈ I} P {si ∈ I}
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·
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k
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m
m
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P[xpik |xpf (ik ) , xm
f (ik ) , sik ]P[xik |xm(ik ) , xm(ik ) , sik ]P[sik ]P[sik ]

.

The sum over vector s can be split into sums over the component pieces. The sums
involving the sik can be distributed into the product over k, since that is the only place
m p
m
m
m
they are used. Let sik = (spik , sm
ik ). We easily see that P[xik |xm(ik ) , xm(ik ) , sik ]P[sik ] = 1, since
there are two ways to inherit the 1-allele from the mother, and all of them are compatible.
X
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Let pt (i) be the transmission probability for the proxy family, defined as
YX
p
p
pt (i) =
P[xpik |xpf (ik ) , xm
f (ik ) , sik ]P[sik ].
k

sik

View this probability as a Markov chain along the genome with a state space of size 24 where
each state indicates the inheritance of (si1 , si2 , si3 , si4 ). The transition probabilities are given
by Pij = θH(i,j) (1 − θ)4−H(i,j) where H(i, j) is the Hamming distance between inheritance
states i and j. By design, the transitions allowed by the data have an unusual structure
dictated by the heterozygous loci of the proxy parent. Specifically, at a heterozygous locus,
there is exactly one inheritance state that satisfies the children’s haplotypes. At homozygous loci, all the inheritance states are allowed. So, we compute this probability using the
l-state transition probabilities to determine the contribution of a particular stretch of l homozygous loci that are followed by a heterozygous locus. Notice that the heterozygous locus
has, as inheritance indicators, either (0, 1, 1, 0) or (1, 0, 0, 1), and these alternate between
consecutive heterozygous loci.
Let Q0110 be a transition matrix having non-zero recombination probabilities only in
column 0110 (i.e. Q0110,i,j = Pij when j = 0110). Similarly, let Q1001 be a transition matrix
with non-zero recombination probabilities only in column 1001. Let h0 be the number of
homozygous loci that begin proxy parent’s genotype and let hj be the number of consecutive
homozygous loci after the j’th heterozygous locus where 1 ≤ j ≤ Ti and Ti is the number
of heterozygous loci for proxy parent i. Now, we can write the transmission probability in
terms of matrix operations

pt (i) =


Ti
Y

1 ~
1 · P h0
Zj Q0110 + (1 − Zj )Q1001 · P hj · ~1T
16
j=0

where Zj indicates whether the j’th heterozygous locus has inheritance indicators (0, 1, 1, 0).
The column vector of ones at the end simply sums all final state probabilities to obtain the
total probability.
Finally, notice that the two heterozygous inheritance states (0, 1, 1, 0) and (1, 0, 0, 1) are
arbitrarily labeled. The main feature is that these states alternate at heterozygous loci, and
it does not matter which one occurs first. So, we can write

pt (i) =


Ti
Y

1 ~
1 · P h0
Oj Q0110 + (1 − Oj )Q1001 · P hj · ~1T
16
j=0

where Oj indicates the event that j is odd. Now we have a quantity that is a function of
the genotype data and not dependent on the haplotypes under consideration.

Corollary 3.3.1. The mapping yields a haplotype problem instance having a likelihood and
maximum probability proportional, respectively, to the likelihood and maximum probability
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of the genotype instance. Specifically,

XX
X
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Y
i∈G

pt (i)

Y

P[xpi0 ,j = 1]P[xm
i0 ,j = 1]

j

where pt (i) is proxy family i’s transmission probability as defined in Lemma 3.3.2.
Proof of Proportional Likelihood and Maximum Probability. Lemma 3.3.2 shows that X is
independent of the coefficient of proportionality between the haplotype probability and the
genotype probability. Therefore, this coefficient factors out of both the likelihood and the
maximum probability equations.
Although this reduction establishes the hardness of these haplotype pedigree problems, it
does so by constructing children whose haplotypes require many recombinations and would
be extremely unlikely to occur naturally. Accordingly, we suspect that realistic instances of
these haplotyping problems may provide more information about the locations of recombinations than genotype instances.
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Chapter 4
Algorithms for Inference
Statistical inference is the process of finding parameter values to fit a statistical model
to data. Often inference is defined as an optimization problem. In this chapter, we make
use of practical methods from machine learning including the sum-product algorithm and
sampling algorithms.
The first problem considered in this chapter is to infer haplotypes from genotype data on
pedigrees where the chosen haplotypes should maximize the inheritance likelihood. This is
done without explicitly computing the likelihood by using a Gibbs sampler, see Section 4.1.
We will see that that haplotype inference has applications to improving the accuracy of
association studies on pedigrees.
The second problem is to infer recombination rates from haplotype data. This is done
using an HMM similar to the Lander-Green algorithm described in Chapter 3 and the
forward-backward algorithm for inference of the maximum-likelihood recombination rate.
Simulation results show that the best recombination rate estimates are obtained from haplotype data where every individual in the pedigree is haplotyped.
The final algorithm in this chapter is a method for removing symmetries from the IBD
hidden states of any pedigree HMM. This method reduces the number of hidden states,
therefore improving the efficiency of sum-product calculations on the HMM, including the
forward-backward algorithm. Simulations show that the exponential state-space reduction
algorithm can decrease the number of hidden states exponentially.

4.1

Gibbs Sampler

The work in this section was performed as a collaboration between the author, Halperin,
and Karp [55, 51].
In this section, we consider a special case of the pedigree haplotyping problem for complex
pedigrees having multiple lineages. Specifically, we are interested in regions of the genome
that are sufficiently linked that there is little evidence of recombination during pedigree
meiosis. Further, there are two cases for these regions. First, if there is little evidence
of ancestral recombinations or recurrent mutations in the founding haplotypes, the perfect
phylogeny model [35] would apply to the pedigree haplotypes. The perfect phylogeny model
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has been shown to be realistic as long as the studied region is physically short [21, 22,
28]. Second, if there is evidence of ancestral recombinations in the region, then ancestral
recombinations must be allowed, and the founding haplotypes are not restricted to a perfect
phylogeny. We make no other assumptions about recombination rates or founder allele
frequencies. These two cases allow us to make simplifying assumptions and allow efficient
computation over large and complex pedigrees without compromising accuracy.
To solve the first case of the problem, we propose a blocked Gibbs sampler with running
time polynomial in the number of SNPs and linear in the number of individuals. Roughly,
PhyloPed, our method, chooses overlapping blocks of individuals that correspond to lineages
in the pedigree. A single sampling step updates the haplotype assignments for all the
individuals in the lineage of interest. The algorithm considers each lineage in turn, updates
that lineage, and continues until convergence. PhyloPed begins the blocked Gibbs sampler at
an initial state that is a feasible haplotype configuration that is compatible with the perfect
phylogeny. In practice, the initial haplotype state can often be obtained quickly, though in
the worst case, due to disallowing recombination, the running time may be exponential in
the number of individuals. In the case that the founder haplotypes could not have come from
a perfect phylogeny, PhyloPed reverts to the second case, without the perfect phylogeny,
and runs the same blocked Gibbs sampler from an initial haplotype configuration with
unrestricted founder haplotypes (with running time exponential in the number of SNPs).
Furthermore, PhyloPed does not require knowledge of recombination rates or founder-allele
frequencies. The perfect phylogeny allows more accurate haplotype inference, for a small
number of SNPs, and yields inferences that can substantially improve the power to detect
disease linkage.

4.1.1

Methods

According to convention, assume that every non-founder has both their parents represented in the pedigree. For each of the M bi-allelic SNPs, every individual w has
an unordered single-locus genotype gwm at SNP m. An individual with a fully observed
genotype has a single set of possible alleles gwm ∈ {{0, 0}, {0, 1}, {1, 1}}. An individual with an unobserved or partially observed genotype has several possible sets of alleles
gwm ∈ {{{0, 0}, {0, 1}, {1, 1}}, {{0, 0}, {0, 1}}, {{0, 1}, {1, 1}}}.
We denote a haplotype by a sequence of binary alleles, h ∈ {0, 1}M , where M is the
number of SNPs in a region of the genome. Let the m-th allele of haplotype h be denoted
by h(m). A pedigree state associates an ordered pair of haplotypes (or multi-locus genotype),
sw = (h0w , h1w ), with each individual w ∈ I. The haplotypes of an individual are consistent
with the observed genotypes provided that at each SNP m, all known alleles are represented
in the haplotypes, meaning that {h0w (m), h1w (m)} ⊂ gwm . Let C(w, sw ) be an indicator
variable that is 1 when the haplotype state sw is consistent with the observed genotypes.
Let S(w) be the set of all haplotype states that are consistent with w’s observed genotype.
We assume that the M SNPs are tightly linked and are effectively unable to recombine
when passed from one generation to the next. In other words, haplotypes are passed according to Mendelian inheritance. More precisely, we define an individual’s haplotype state sw
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as non-recombinant when the haplotype h0w inherited from the father, p(w), exactly matches
one of the father’s haplotypes, h0w = h0p(w) or h0w = h1p(w) , and similarly h1w , inherited from
the mother, m(w), matches one of the mother’s haplotypes.
Mendelian inheritance gives the probability that each of the father’s (or mother’s) haplotypes are inherited by the child: P r[h0w = h0p(w) |h0p(w) 6= h1p(w) ] = 1/2 and P r[h0w =
h0p(w) |h0p(w) = h1p(w) ] = 1. This assumption determines a family of probability distributions
over states of the pedigree, given genotype data for some of the individuals. Our goal is
to find the haplotypes that maximize the conditional distribution of pedigree states given
genotype data for some individuals.
Lineage Decomposition. Rather than computing the joint distribution of haplotype
assignments to all the founders, we decompose a complex pedigree into tree-like lineages.
Roughly speaking, each lineage is a block of variables that will be updated in a single
iteration of the blocked Gibbs sampler, and the lineages are not necessarily disjoint from
each other.
A lineage is defined as follows. Let H(w) denote the set of children of node w. Founders
p and q are called a monogamous founding pair (MFP) if and only if H(p) = H(q) (i.e.,
there are no half-siblings of the founders’ children). Assume that the pedigree contains
only monogamous married pairs of founders. The lineage of the monogamous founding pair
(p, q) is the induced subgraph of the pedigree that contains all the descendants of p and q.
Formally, the lineage L(p, q) is a directed, acyclic graph that contains a source node for each
p and q and a node for each descendant of (p, q). This means that L(p, q) is the smallest
subgraph of the given pedigree such that L contains both founders p and q and, if L contains
a node w, then L contains the children of w. If a parent of w is not in L then that parent
is called the non-lineage parent.
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Figure 4.1: Lineage Decomposition The left panel shows the whole pedigree while the
right panel shows the lineages of the pedigree. The non-lineage parents are dashed, and
individuals 6 and 5, respectively, are parents of individuals in the lineages L(1, 2) and
L(3, 4)
For example a pedigree and its lineages are shown in Fig. 4.1 as two distinct pedigree
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sub-graphs. Notice that parents of lineage members fall into four categories: 1) founders
participating in the MFP, and 2) non-lineage founding parents, 3) non-lineage parents (nonfounders who are descendants of another lineage) and 4) lineage descendants (descended
from the MFP).
Our goal is to chose a haplotype state for the pedigree from the posterior distribution of
haplotype states given the genotype data of the pedigree and assumptions about haplotype
sharing between lineages. A side effect of this is that PhyloPed infers all missing alleles, including haplotypes (and genotypes) for ungenotyped individuals. To find a haplotype state,
we consider each lineage separately and calculate the distribution of haplotype states for
the monogamous pairs of founders, given the genotype data of their descendants and probabilistic assumptions about the states of the non-lineage founders and non-lineage parents.
The calculation proceeds in three phases:
1. Find a consistent, non-recombinant state for the pedigree. If there is such a state that
is also compatible with some perfect phylogeny on all of the observed genotypes [35,
28], choose that state. Otherwise, when the founder haplotypes require ancestral
recombinations or back mutations, choose any consistent, non-recombinant state for
the pedigree haplotypes.
2. Decompose the pedigree into lineages, as described above.
3. Iterate over the collection of lineages: first, compute the distribution for the MFP
haplotypes conditioning on the genotypes in the lineage and conditioning on the current states of the non-lineage parents, and second, sample new haplotype states for
the lineage descendants from the computed distribution.
Branch-and-Bound for Non-recombinant Haplotype Inference
This algorithm initializes the algorithm in the previous section. Here we describe how
to obtain a consistent, non-recombinant pedigree state (with a pair of haplotypes for every
individual). We use a branch-and-bound algorithm that branches on possible haplotype
states for each nuclear family and bounds consideration of haplotypes states when those
haplotypes would yield a lower transmission likelihood than a previously observed pedigree
state. The transmission likelihood for a pedigree state {sw |w ∈ I} is defined as:
Y
C(w, sw )P r[sw |sp(w) , sm(w) ].
w∈I\F

Preprocessing. The preprocessing step is a linear-time operation that reduces the number
of branching options that our algorithm will take. Assume the pedigree is ordered topologically. This means that the first node considered will be an individual without children and
that children must be considered before their parents. Each nuclear family is considered in
topological order until reaching the founders. Each trio is quickly considered to eliminate
haplotype pairs for each individual that are inconsistent with the genotypes of other trio
members. Recall that S(w) is defined as set of haplotype pairs that are consistent with the
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observed genotypes of individual w. Typically |S(w)| = 2Nw where Nw is the number of
heterozygous loci in w’s genotype. However during the preprocessing step means that we
effectively reduce the size of S(w) by removing haplotype pairs that are inconsistent with
the genotypes of w’s nuclear family.
Alternatively, we can choose to restrict our attention to the subsets P (w) ⊂ S(w) having
the property that H = {P (w)|w ∈ I} are haplotypes compatible with a single perfect
phylogeny tree. For haplotypes this is equivalent to the stipulation that the evolution
of the founding haplotypes occurred without recombination according to the infinite-sites
coalescent model [35]. We use the BuildTree algorithm in [28] to quickly find the o(2M −1 )
perfect phylogeny trees compatible with the genotyped individuals, where M is the number
of SNPs.
Branching. For each nuclear family (in topological order), the algorithm branches on
each possible haplotype assignment to the two parents. We get this list of assignments by
listing the possible assignments to both parents that are consistent with the genotypes of
the children. Once a haplotype assignment is made to both the parents, the children are
assigned haplotypes (if they were not already assigned when considering a previous nuclear
family). The haplotypes for the children are chosen to maximize the transmission likelihood
conditional on the assignments for the parents.
In order to get the consistent, non-recombinant haplotype-pairs for the parents, we use
Boolean logic. For the first parent, we make a Boolean expression that yields all pairs
of haplotypes that are consistent with the genotypes of all the children and one of the
parents (irrespective of the other parent’s genotype). This list contains only haplotype pairs
that maintain Mendelian consistency with the children. Once we have the list of feasible
haplotype assignments for this parent, we branch the computation and make a different
assignment to the first parent in each branch.
The second parent’s haplotypes are assigned conditional on the assignment already made
to the first parent, and there is a similar Boolean expression that gives a list of haplotypepairs that are now consistent with all the individuals in the nuclear family. Again, the
algorithm branches once for each distinct haplotype assignment for the second parent.
Bounding. The branching process proceeds up the pedigree either until all individuals
are assigned haplotypes, or until a bounding opportunity appears. For each individual encountered while proceeding up the pedigree, the algorithm updates the partial log of the
transmission likelihood which contains terms for individuals appearing later in the topological ordering. If the partial log-likelihood becomes smaller than the log-likelihood for a
previously observed state, then the algorithm ceases to follow that branch of the computation.
Inference Scheme
We will briefly introduce inference on a single lineage, then discuss multiple lineages.
Finally, we will give the detailed equations for inference.
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Inference for a Single Lineage. To describe step 3 in detail, we need to establish a
few assumptions. First, assume that we have a consistent, non-recombinant state for the
pedigree (for details, see below). Also, assume for the moment that there is a known prior
probability for founder haplotypes, α(h) for the 2m possible haplotypes. Each time inference
is performed on a lineage, the algorithm removes inbreeding loops by randomly choosing an
individual to condition on. This is done by successively finding the oldest inbred descendant
(whose parents are not inbred) and flipping a coin to choose which parent will be designated
the non-lineage parent for the duration of the iteration.
For a single, non-inbred lineage, we can compute the probability of the MFP haplotypes
by conditioning on 1) the haplotype assignments of the non-lineage parents, 2) the genotypes,
and 3) the prior probability α. The child of a non-lineage parent inherits either one of the two
equally-likely non-lineage haplotypes, if the non-lineage parent has a haplotype assignment,
or one of the 2m possible founder haplotypes drawn from α, if the non-lineage parent is an
ungenotyped founder. The prior and transmission probabilities yield a tree-like graphical
model from which to learn the MFP haplotype distribution. For the lineage L(p, q), let
Pp,q (i, j, k, l) be the marginal probability of the haplotype assignment (i, j) to p and (k, l)
to q conditioned on the genotypes in the lineage and the haplotype assignments of the nonlineage parents. This is a marginal probability, because it is computed by summing over
possible haplotype assignments for lineage descendants.
Some fairly standard bottom-up dynamic-programming equations yield the MFP marginal
Pp,q (i, j, k, l) and incomplete marginals, or messages, for the lineage descendants (see the
peeling algorithm in [61]). The descendant marginals are incomplete, because they are computed by summing only over possible haplotype assignments to their descendants (rather
than summing also over possible assignments to their ancestors), and are conditioned only
on the genotypes of their descendants (rather than all of the lineage genotypes). For an
MFP child, r, with two lineage haplotypes (i, j), define Pr (i, j) as the incomplete marginal
probability of r having haplotypes (i, j) conditioned on the genotypes of r’s descendants.
Similarly, for all other lineage descendants, with one lineage haplotype, define Pw (i) as
the incomplete marginal probability of w having lineage haplotype i conditioned on the
genotypes of w’s descendants (see below for equations).
When considering all possible haplotype assignments, computation of these conditional
probabilities takes time O(N 4 · L) where N = 2m is the number of possible haplotypes and
L is the number of individuals in the lineage. Recall that m is small and the computation
is feasible, because all the SNPs are in a short region of the genome and are in linkage
disequilibrium. In cases where only perfect phylogeny haplotypes are considered, the running
time is reduced to O((m+1)4 L). This follows from the fact that a perfect phylogeny contains
at most m + 1 haplotypes.
In order to update the haplotype state of a lineage, we use a top-down random propagation algorithm that chooses a new pair of haplotypes for each individual in the lineage
(similar to the random propagation algorithm described in [61]). Random propagation allows us to choose haplotype assignments for each person from the correct, or complete,
marginal haplotype distribution for that individual. For the pair of founders, p, q, haplotypes (i, j, k, l) are chosen proportional to α(i)α(j)α(k)α(l)Pp,q (i, j, k, l). Children, r, of the
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MFP are randomly assigned haplotypes (h0r , h1r ) ∈ {(i, k), (i, l), (j, k), (j, l)}, conditional on
the MFP haplotype assignment (i, j, k, l), with probability proportional to Pr (h0r , h1r ). All
other lineage descendants, w, are given a lineage haplotype hw conditional on the haplotypes
(h0l(w) , h1l(w) ) of their lineage parent l(w). So, P r[h0w = h0l(w) ] is proportional to Pw (h0l(w) ).
And the non-lineage haplotype h1w is chosen from the set {h0n(w) , h1n(w) } of haplotypes for the
non-lineage parent n(w) and probability proportional to α(h1w )C(w, h0w , h1w ). The random
propagation scheme is also accomplished in time O(N 4 L), except when perfect phylogeny
haplotypes are known, making the running time O((m + 1)4 L).
Inference for Multiple Lineages. We now extend our algorithm to consider several
monogamous founding pairs simultaneously. We no longer assume that there is a fixed α
distribution or that the haplotype states never change. Instead, we use an iterative process
that computes a new haplotype distribution αt at each iteration t and maintains a consistent,
non-recombinant haplotype state for all the individuals in the pedigree. For each iteration,
t, consider each MFP (p, q) and its lineage L(p, q):
1. Given the previous estimate of αt−1 , perform the bottom-up dynamic programming
calculation to compute Ptp,q (i, j, k, l), Ptr (i, j) and Ptw (i) for the MFP (p, q).
2. Use αt−1 together with the various Pt probabilities in the random propagation scheme
to sample a new haplotype state for the individuals in the lineage.
each MFP (p, q), compute the updated prior
After obtaining an updated Ptp,q (i, j, k, l) forP
t
distribution as the marginal average α (h) ∝ (p,q) mtp,q (i)+mtp,q (j)+mtp,q (k)+mtp,q (l) where
P P P t
t
the marginal mtp,q (i) =
j
k
l Pp,q (i, j, k, l) and similar definitions apply for mp,q (j),
mtp,q (k), and mtp,q (l). The iterations continue until the l1 deviation between αt and αt−1
falls below a pre-determined threshold. Clearly the running time of our method depends on
the number of iterations until convergence. In practice, the l1 deviation of the αt estimates
drop rapidly and most of the blocks in Fig. 4.2 converged in roughly 6-8 iterations (data
not shown).
Correctness. We have described a blocked Gibbs sampling scheme where in each iteration, the updated block is a non-inbred subgraph of a pedigree lineage. Each update step
uses a mixture of bottom-up recursion and top-down sampling to update the haplotype assignments in each block. A Markov Chain employing this update algorithm will converge to
the correct posterior probability distribution when the haplotype states of the pedigree form
an irreducible state space. In each update iteration, the haplotypes for the lineage individuals are updated conditional on the haplotypes assigned to the non-lineage parents, while the
haplotypes of the non-lineage parents and all other pedigree individuals are unchanged. If
the unchanged haplotypes are drawn from the stationary distribution, then after an update,
all the haplotypes together represent a sample from the stationary distribution. This would
by true for any blocking scheme, but we have chosen the lineage blocking scheme for ease
of computation.
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Details for Updating Lineage Haplotype Assignments
We describe how the haplotype assignments in a single lineage are updated within one
iteration of our algorithm. Assume that we have a consistent, non-recombinant state for the
pedigree (obtained by the branch-and-bound method). For the moment, consider restricted
instances of a general lineage L(p, q) for founders p and q. Further, consider the subgraph
of L(p, q) that contains only one child, r, of MFP (p, q). Call this subgraph Lr . For these
restricted instances we assume:
1. Lr is a tree; i.e., there is no inbreeding. This means that except for r, who has two
lineage haplotypes, each node in Lr has one non-lineage parent n(r) and one lineage
parent l(r) in Lr . If a lineage individual has two non-inbred parents in the lineage, flip
a coin to choose which parent will be the non-lineage parent for the current update
step.
2. We assume that each non-lineage founder is the parent of at most one node in Lr .
3. For each non-lineage parent v, the haplotype that v transmits to its child in Lr is
drawn from a given prior probability distribution α, and the haplotype transmissions
from the different non-lineage parents are mutually independent. For a non-lineage
founder, all haplotypes are considered transmittable. However, for non-founder, nonlineage parents, the set of transmittable haplotypes is limited to {h0n(r) , h1n(r) } and
must be from a consistent, non-recombinant state of the pedigree
Our algorithm is similar to the peeling plus random propagation scheme described in [61]
and has two steps, the Elston-Stewart dynamic programing step moving up the lineage (see
Section 3.2.1 for details) and the random propagation of new haplotype assignments down
the lineage.
Random Propagation. Once we have computed the quantities Pp,q (i, j, k, l), Pr (i, j) and
Pw (i) for the MFP (p, q) and their descendants we can sample efficiently from the conditional
distribution of the joint assignments of haplotype pairs to all nodes of L(p, q), subject to the
requirement that the haplotype assignment at each node is compatible with a consistent,
non-recombinant state for all their descendants. Each sample is computed by traversing
L(p, q) top-down, starting at the source nodes p and q. The haplotype pair assigned to each
node is determined after the haplotype pairs assigned to its parents have been determined.
In detail, the process is as follows. As before, let i, j denote the two haplotypes of p and let
k, l the two haplotypes of q. The probability, in the sample, that the haplotypes of p and q are
set to the particular values (i, j, k, l) is proportional to α(i)α(j)α(k)α(l)Pp,q (i, j, k, l), where
the constant of proportionality makes the probabilities of all choices sum to 1. Similarly, let
r be a child of the founding pair. Then the probability that r’s haplotypes are set to (i, k)
is proportional to Pr (i, k), and a similar formula holds for the three other possible choices
(i, l), (j, k), and (j, l). If w is a node of L(p, q) whose parent z is not p,q, or r then the
sampling process sets the lineage haplotype as either h0z or h1z with probability proportional
to Pw (h0z ) and Pw (h1z ). The probabilities of the other joint choices are computed similarly.
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The execution time of the sampling process is O(N 4 L), where L is the number of individuals
in the lineage, and N = 2m is the number of haplotypes on m loci.
We now extend our algorithm to deal with violations of the tree-like model. The violations are of two types:
1. A non-lineage founder may be a parent of more than one node among the descendants
of the monogamous founding pairs.
2. A node may be the child of two nodes descended from the same MFP. In that case, one
of the parents is arbitrarily designated as the non-lineage parent and the edges from
such non-lineage parents are excluded in forming the dags L(p, q) descending from the
monogamous founding pairs. As a result, each descendant of a monogamous founding
pair lies in exactly one of these dags.

4.1.2

Results

Pedigree Simulations. In order to test the accuracy of our method, we simulated a set of
pedigrees with their corresponding haplotypes. Given a pedigree, founder haplotypes were
generated uniformly at random from the phased HapMap CEU haplotypes for Chromosome
1. We considered only common SNPs (with minor allele frequencies at least 0.05). We
performed multiple trials, where each trial consisted of a distinct sample of SNPs chosen
to have a specific density along the genome. This allowed us to vary the mean physical
distance between neighboring SNPs. Each sample of SNPs was arbitrarily partitioned into
non-overlapping blocks of a fixed length for haplotype inference.
The non-founders were generated in successive generations using Poisson-distributed
recombinations (without interference), where the recombination rate was a function of the
physical distance, such that there is an average of two recombinations on the length of
Chromosome 1. Considering each non-founder in turn, we obtained one haplotype from
each parent by uniformly choosing one of the parental haplotypes to provide the allele
for the first SNP. Alleles for successive SNPs were chosen either to be non-recombinant
or recombinant according to the recombination rate. We refer to the complete simulation
output (of phased haplotypes) as the gold-standard data.
We chose pedigrees with fixed structure. For each pedigree we fixed the number and
set of individuals to be genotyped in the data input to each of the phasing algorithms (and
removed the phase information for all of the ungenotyped individuals).
L1 10 copies of a 20-individual family with 1 lineage and exactly 13 genotyped individuals
(1000 blocks of 3 SNPs with 11kbp between SNPs)
S1 single family with 10 lineages and 59 individuals, exactly 24 of them being genotyped
on 1000 blocks of 3 SNPs.
M1 5 copies of the family from S1, with exactly 24 individuals genotyped in each family
(1000 blocks with 3 SNPs).
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M2 10 copies of a 10-individual family with 2 lineages and exactly 5 genotyped individuals
(10,000 blocks of 3 SNPs).
H1 single 16-individual, 2-lineage pedigree with half siblings and exactly 9 genotyped individuals on 300 blocks of 5 SNPs.
R1 60 copies of a 12-person family with 2 lineages and 12 individuals with 6 genotyped
individuals on blocks of 4 SNPs.
R2 30 copies of a 7-person nuclear family with 5 full siblings and 5 children genotyped on
blocks of 6 SNPs
Haplotype Inference Accuracy.
We compared our approach to two others, Merlin [16] and Superlink [29]. Merlin and
Superlink perform a maximum-likelihood calculation on a similar graphical model of inheritance in a pedigree, where recombination rates and founder allele frequencies are given as
fixed parameters of the model. However, Merlin employs a different elimination order for the
EM algorithm than does Superlink and has an option for non-recombinant haplotype inference (this option was not used here, because it seemed to make little difference to inference
accuracy). PhyloPed uses a graphical model of inheritance that is similar to that used by
Merlin and Superlink but does not require the founder allele frequencies or recombination
rates.
The input data consisted of the pedigree relationships and the genotype data for only
the typed pedigree members. Merlin and Superlink were additionally provided with the
correct recombination rates and with either an uninformative prior for the founder alleles
or the perfect prior (i.e., the correct allele frequencies). Every phasing program was run on
consecutive, non-overlapping blocks of k SNPs, and all programs ran on the same blocks.
The output of each of the phasing programs was compared to the gold-standard data,
and again the comparison used the same k-sized blocks. In cases where phasing programs
provided a list of possible phasings, the first phasing was tested for accuracy. Accuracy was
measured as the percentage of haplotype assignments in the phase estimate that matched the
haplotypes in the gold-standard haplotype data. Notice that in this definition of accuracy the
parental origin of the haplotype is irrelevant. Notice also that if the assumptions of PhyloPed
are not satisfied, meaning that a particular family required recombinant haplotypes, then
PhyloPed produced no estimate, and we conservatively chose to penalize our method by
scoring the lack of a prediction as zero accuracy.
Simple vs Complex Pedigrees. For the single-lineage pedigree L1, we simulated blocks
of size k = 3 with the average physical distance between SNPs being 11kbp. All methods
estimated haplotypes with similar accuracy (Table 4.1, row L1). This suggests that the
models have few practical differences on simple pedigrees.
For multi-lineage pedigrees S1, M1, M2, and H1, we see that PhyloPed outperforms the
other methods (Table 4.1, rows S1,M1, and H1, and Fig. 4.2). Most of these results were
generated for blocks with k = 3 SNPs, because larger blocks were infeasible for Merlin.
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Pedigree
L1

S1
M1
H1

Method
PhyloPed
Merlin
Superlink
PhyloPed
Superlink
PhyloPed
Superlink
PhyloPed
Merlin
Superlink

Perfect Prior
Avg
Std-Dev
0.867
0.030
0.855
0.018
0.836
0.034
0.809
0.065
0.796
0.064
0.808
0.060
0.795
0.058
0.816
0.161
0.750
0.138
0.799
0.116

Uninformative Prior
Avg
Std-Dev
0.867
0.030
0.857
0.018
0.819
0.023
0.809
0.065
0.642
0.066
0.808
0.060
0.636
0.058
0.816
0.161
0.761
0.124
0.717
0.148

Table 4.1: Average accuracy and standard deviation. In all cases, PhyloPed dramatically outperforms Merlin. PhyloPed is substantially better than Superlink, when given a
non-informative perfect prior. When given the perfect prior, Superlink performs no better
than PhyloPed. In cases where Superlink and PhyloPed have comparable performance, we
see that the uninformative prior particularly hurts Superlink’s accuracy. Merlin was unable
to execute S1 and M1 due to running time.

Figure 4.2: Accuracy Against Recombination Rate. This plot shows results of 10,000
blocks for M2 the 2-lineage, 10-individual family. The accuracy of each method was computed for different physical distance between neighboring SNPs.
However, pedigree H1 was simulated with k = 5 SNPs, and still PhyloPed outperforms the
others.
We also see in Table 4.2 that each method is favored under different pedigree types.
Our method performs roughly comparably to Merlin, while Superlink clearly has an edge in
speed in all instances except the half-sibling case.
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Pedigree
L1

S1
M1
H1

Method
PhyloPed
Merlin
Superlink
PhyloPed
Superlink
PhyloPed
Superlink
PhyloPed
Merlin
Superlink

Avg Run-Time
0.150 s
0.166 s
0.072 s
0.612 s
0.041 s
18.2 s
0.156 s
3.69 s
0.088 s
17.5 s

Table 4.2: Average run-time per block. Each program has different run-time strengths.
PhyloPed compares favorably to both Merlin and Superlink on different types of pedigrees.
Violations of Assumptions. We consider two violations of the assumptions for the three
methods. First, we consider the performance of the three methods for different physical
distances between SNPs in the block (resulting in a range of recombination rates). PhyloPed
consistently outperforms Superlink and Merlin even as the recombination rate increases
(Fig. 4.2). Second, it is possible for the founder allele frequencies to be unknown, even
while the recombination rates may be known. We provide both Superlink and Merlin with
uninformative founder allele frequencies (i.e. frequency 0.5 for all alleles). In this scenario,
Merlin performs comparable to when it is given a perfect prior, but Superlink’s accuracy
decreases dramatically.
Power to Detect Disease Linkage.
Here we examine the influence that haplotype inference may have on the ability to correctly detect disease linkage. We consider three disease detection methods: 1) MQLS [96],
a quasi-likelihood association test, 2) Merlin’s linkage test [1], and 3) Merlin’s association
test [14]. Specifically, we are interested in whether haplotype inference before disease detection, will improve the power to detect the disease without many more false positives.
We consider haplotypes inferred by both Superlink and PhyloPed, with our method drawing multiple samples from the Gibbs sampler and retaining only individual haplotypes that
appear in at least 80% of the samples.
We simulated 500 replicates of genotype data respectively for pedigrees R1 and R2
exactly as described above. Then, for each replicate, we select a SNP to be the disease locus
and hide all genotype data for that SNP from the inference and testing programs. The two
disease models of interest are:
Alternative: disease status being a random function of the disease locus via the penetrance
probabilities that result in a population prevalence of 0.1 and relative risk 5;
Null: disease status being randomly chosen, such the total number of affected individuals
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is the same as in the alternative model.
In both these models, we ensure that at least 20% of the individuals in the pedigree have
the disease. This results in genotype data at 3 SNPs and 5 SNPs respectively for the R1 and
R2 pedigrees. Recall that ungenotyped individuals are simulated by hiding the genotypes
of 6 and 2 individuals respectively.
We compare the various methods by plotting a receiver-operator curve (ROC) showing
the true positive and false positive rates of each test for different test-score cutoffs. The
main advantage of this plot is that it allows comparison without requiring an analytical null
distribution for each test. A superior method has an ROC that appears above and to the
left of those for other methods.
For both the R1 and R2 pedigrees, the most accurate disease detection method is to use
the MQLS test on the PhyloPed inferred genotypes, see Figures 4.3 and 4.4. This is more
accurate than simply using the MQLS test or the Merlin linkage test without any inference,
presumably due to the missing genotypes. Notably, MQLS consistently gave the best power
for linkage detection without inference of missing data. Using the linkage test after inferring
genotypes with PhyloPed seems to result in little consistent advantage, probably due to
the test integrating over all inheritance possibilities. That approach is advantageous when
the estimate has very high confidence, such as with R2, but otherwise it performs similarly
to the linkage test alone (data not shown). Furthermore, when inferring genotypes with
Superlink on many different pedigrees, we observed a consistent disadvantage, unless there
is little missing data (data not shown for Superlink+Merlin). The Merlin association test
performs its own genotype inference prior to using a regression test for association, and
surprisingly performs much better than the Merlin linkage test in Figure 4.3.

4.1.3

Summary

We have introduced PhyloPed which leverages the population genetics of the founders to
produce superior haplotype estimates for multi-lineage pedigrees. Specifically, PhyloPed assumes that the founder haplotypes are drawn from a perfect phylogeny and that haplotypes
are inherited without recombination in the pedigree. As we have shown, this approach works
very well for short regions with dense SNPs. Not only does our method provide accurate
haplotype inference, but also these inferences substantially improve power for disease detection when a sufficient amount of genotype data on linked SNPs is available. We recommend
that pedigree association studies analyze their data with a combination of PhyloPed and
MQLS, or MQLS alone if inference is impractical.
In addition to the perfect phylogeny model, there are several other reasons that PhyloPed
outperforms other methods. Intuitively, Occam’s razor suggests that our method would
be preferable on blocks having little recombination. Assuming no recombination provides
not only fewer phasing options to consider but also fewer parameters and less over-fitting.
PhyloPed requires no prior information, neither for the recombination rates nor for the
founder allele frequencies, making it more robust, even with inaccurate priors.
Many factors influence the accuracy of haplotype estimation, including the complexity
of the pedigree, the number and relationships of genotyped individuals, and the number of
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Figure 4.3: ROC Plot for Tests With and Without Genotype Inference. Pedigree
R1 was tested at 3 SNPs for disease linkage after hiding a linked disease SNP. Of the 4
simulated SNPs, neighboring SNPs were separated by roughly 6kbp.
linked SNPs. The number of genotyped individuals in the pedigree and their relationships
with the other pedigree members influence the number of constraints available for haplotype
estimation. Typically, having genotypes for more individuals yields better haplotype estimates. Similarly, simultaneous phasing of larger numbers of linked SNPs can reveal more
haplotype information, provided that the pedigree is not so large that the computational
burden is infeasible. This section has focused on inference in deep and complex pedigrees
and partitioned the genome into blocks before phasing. In order to properly treat the whole
genome, future research should consider partitioning schemes and methods for producing
whole genome haplotype estimates from the estimates for each partition.
Pedigrees should not be made unnecessarily complex. Multiple-lineage pedigrees are
only useful in the case where each founding lineage provides information about either the
phenotype or the relatedness of genotyped individuals. For example, estimation of haplotypes in a nuclear family whose members are genotyped and phenotyped would not benefit
from the introduction of grandparents whose additional degrees of freedom provide no additional constraints on the haplotypes or phenotypes. However, if a pair of grandparents
are the common ancestors of this nuclear family and another genotyped family, then the
grandparents’ presence in the pedigree (along with the additional family) would provide
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Figure 4.4: ROC Plot for Tests With and Without Genotype Inference. Pedigree
R2 was tested at 5 SNPs for disease linkage after hiding a linked disease SNP. Of the 6
simulated SNPs, neighboring SNPs were separated by roughly 25kbp.
useful constraints.

4.2

Haplotype Hidden Markov Model

The work in this section was a novel contribution by the author [50, 48].
Single-molecule sequencing is an attractive alternative to genotyping and may soon yield
haplotypes for individuals in a pedigree [26]. Sequencing methods would apparently yield
more information from the same set of sampled individuals, which is critical due to the
limited availability of individuals for sampling in multi-generational pedigrees (i.e. individuals usually must be living at the time of sampling). There is substantial evidence that
haplotypes can be more useful than genotypes for both population and family based studies
when using methods such as association studies [5, 16] and pedigree analysis [14, 51]. While
it is intuitive that haplotypes provide more information than genotypes, there are instances
with family data in which there are few enough typed individuals that there is little practical difference between haplotype and genotype data. Since we have already determined the
complexity of likelihood calculations given haplotypes in Chapter 3, the goal of this section
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is to discuss algorithms for haplotype data and compare them to algorithms for genotype
data.
To compute the analogous probability for haplotype data, we use a similar HMM to the
one given in Section 3.2.2. For haplotypes, the hidden states must consider the haplotype
orientations, which specify the parental origins of all the observed haplotypes. Notice that
these orientations are not equivalent to inheritance paths, since they only specify inheritance
edges between haplotyped individuals and their parents. For each of the 22|H| haplotype
orientations, where H is the set of haplotyped individuals, we enumerate the inheritance
paths compatible with the haplotype alleles, their orientations, and the pedigree relationships. Alternatively, each of the inheritance paths enumerated for the genotype algorithm
induces a particular orientation on the haplotypes heterozygous for that locus (i.e. parental
origin of the entire haplotype). Thus, the hidden states for the haplotype HMM are the
cross-product of the orientations and the inheritance paths.
The haplotype HMM has transition probabilities that are nearly identical to the genotype
HMM with the exception that transitions between inheritance paths with different haplotype
orientations have probability zero. Recombinations are only allowed when they do not occur
between typed haplotypes.
The forward-backward algorithm is also used on the haplotype HMM. However, there
are 22(|I|+|H|−|F |) hidden states, yielding a slightly slower calculation. Fortunately, the haplotype recursions can be run simultaneous with the genotype recursions, meaning that the
inheritance paths need only be enumerated once.
Haplotype Likelihoods in Linear Time
There is one obvious instance of the haplotype likelihood problem where there is a
polynomial-time algorithm. Even though it is impractical to assume that we can sample
genetic material from deceased individuals in a multi-generational pedigree, for a moment,
let us consider the case where all the individuals in the pedigree are haplotyped.
The Elston-Stewart algorithm [27] for genotype data has a direct analogue for haplotype
data. This algorithm calculates the likelihood via the belief propagation algorithm by eliminating individuals recursively from the bottom up. Each individual is “peeled off”, after
their descendants have been peeled off, by using a forward-backward algorithm on the HMM
for the mother-father-child trio.
The haplotype version of this algorithm is linear when all the individuals are haplotyped,
since each elimination step is conditionally independent of all the others. Given the parents’
haplotypes, regardless of which was inherited from which grand-parent, the probability of
the child’s haplotype is independent of all other trios. Therefore, we can take a product
over the likelihoods for all the trios, and compute each trio likelihood using a 4-state HMM.
Then for k non-founding individuals, and l loci, this algorithm has O(kl) running time.
This same intuition carries through to the minimum recombination problem, and each
trio can be considered independent of the others. This contrasts with the genotype minimum recombination problem which is known to be hard, even when all the individuals are
genotyped [62].
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Results
To simulate realistic pedigree data, SNPs were selected from HapMap that span 100mb
on both sides of a loosely-linked pair of sites. There are 40 SNPs total, with 20 tightly linked
SNPs on each side of a strong recombination breakpoint having θ = 0.25. The haplotypes for
these SNPs were selected randomly from HapMap. Pedigree haplotype and genotype data
were simulated for each child by uniformly selecting one of the parental alleles for the first
locus, and subsequent loci were selected on the same parental haplotype with probability θj
for each locus j. Inheritance was simulated for 500 simulation replicates.
The simulation yielded completely typed pedigrees. For each pedigree, we removed the
genotype and haplotype information for increasing numbers of untyped individuals. For
each instance of a specific number of untyped individuals, two values were computed on
the estimated number of recombinations between the central pair of loci: the haplotype
and genotype accuracies. Accuracy was computed as a function of the l1 distance between
the deterministic P
number of recombinations and the calculated distribution. Specifically,
accuracy was 2 − i≥0 |xi − ai |, where xi was the estimated probability for i recombinations
and ai was the deterministic indicator of whether there were i recombinations in the data
simulated on the pedigree.
In all the instances we observed a trend where the best accuracy was obtained with haplotype data where everyone in the pedigree was haplotyped. For example, a five-individual
pedigree with two half-siblings is shown in Figure 4.5, left panel. With the three founders
untyped, the haplotype data yielded similar accuracy as the genotype data. Consider a
three-generation pedigree having two parents, their two children, an in-law, and a grandchild for a total of six individuals, three of them founders. This pedigree has a similar
trend in accuracy as the number of untyped founders increases, Figure 4.5, right panel.
As the number of untyped individuals increases, the accuracies of genotype and haplotype
estimates appear to converge.

4.3

State-Space Reduction for HMMs

The work in this section was done as a collaboration between the author and Kirkpatrick [52].
Typical Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) on the genotypes of related individuals require
an exponential number of hidden states. We look for maximal ensembles of the hidden states
that can be used to create a new HMM with a more efficient running-time. We give a O(n2 )
algorithm that finds a group of isometries of the state-space which subsumes an existing
algorithm by considering more isometry cases. From previous work, it is clear that finding
the new state-space for an arbitrary group of isometries is NP-hard, and there is unlikely
to be a polynomial algorithm for exploiting the state-space found by a polynomial-time
isometry algorithm. So, we turn our attention to an exponential algorithm which provides
optimal state-space reductions.
We settle an open problem by giving an example showing that a permutation group
on the 2n vertices of the hypercube can produce larger ensemble states than a group of
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Figure 4.5: Predicting Recombinations. The left panel is the average accuracy for predictions from a pedigree with two half-siblings and three parents. The right panel shows
results from a six-individual, three-generation pedigree. In both cases, 500 simulation replicates were performed, and the average accuracy of estimates from the haplotype data is
superior to those from genotype data. However, as the number of untyped founders increases, in both cases, the accuracy of estimates from haplotype data drop relative to the
accuracy from genotype data. The accuracies of genotype and haplotype estimates appear
to converge.
isometries on the n dimensions of the hypercube. We introduce an improved algorithm for
finding the maximal ensemble states, sets of hidden states, that preserve both the Markov
property and the identity by descent (IBD) information of the individuals of interest. Our
algorithm has run-time O(n22n ) as compared with previous algorithms having run-time
O(n!22n ), where n is the number of meioses in the pedigree.

4.3.1

Introduction

Motivation. Estimates of probabilities on pedigrees are of great interest to computer
scientists because they give an important example of graphical models which model probability distributions by using a graph whose edges are conditional probability events and
whose nodes are random variables [61]. Methods for reducing the state-space of a pedigree graphical model could generalize to other graphical models, as noted also by Geiger et
al [32].
The Problem Summary. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) analyzing the genotypes of
related individuals typically take exponential–or even super-exponential–running time, so
it is desirable to find more efficient algorithms. Any partitioning of the state space into
ensemble states (i.e., states with identical emission probabilities and comparable transition
probabilities) will improve the running time of an HMM, even if the ensembles are not
optimal: since these HMMs have an exponential state space and a running time polynomial
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in the size of the state space, even an exponential algorithm for finding ensemble states can
improve the running time of the HMM calculations.
Literature Review. Donnelly [24] introduces the idea of finding ensemble states for the
IBD Markov modeland uses a manual method for finding the symmetries for several examples of two-person pedigrees. Browning and Browning [12] formalize the requirements
for symmetries that can be used as ensemble states in a new HMM. They give the first
algorithm for finding the maximal set of isometries that preserve the Markov property and
the IBD information. Their algorithm, however, appears to have worst-case running time
of at least of O(n!22n ), where n is the number of meioses in the pedigree. They leave open
the question of whether groups other than isometry groups could give useful state-space
reductions [12].
McPeek [66] presents a more careful formulation of the identity states and a naive algorithm. Most recently Geiger et al [32] give a special-case state-space reduction involving
only isometries that collapse simple lineages (multiple generations with a single child per
generation and with the non-lineage parents being founders).
Related problems have been considered in the systems literature. Junttila considered
partitions of a state space of strings and discussed the computational complexity of finding representatives of each orbit where the representative is the lexicographically minimal
string [43]. Several people have introduced algorithms for finding symmetries for systems
applications [64, 44]
Our Approach. Inspired by the work of Browning and Browning [12], we look for maximal ensembles of the hidden states that can be used to create a new HMM with a much
more efficient running-time. We introduce an improved algorithm for finding the maximal
ensemble states, sets of hidden states, that preserve both the Markov property and the identity by descent (IBD) information of the individuals of interest. Not only does our algorithm
run faster than previous approaches, but it also finds larger ensemble states.
First, we discuss the problem of finding a group of isometries, permutations, of the n
dimensions of the hypercube. These isometries may not be the maximal group, i.e. the group
with the largest number of elements. Browning and Browning introduced an algorithm that
finds a maximal group of isometries, however their algorithm is super-exponential.
Then we introduce an algorithm for finding a permutation group on the 2n vertices of
the hypercube, and produces the most efficient ensemble states (i.e. the smallest partition of
the state-space that respects the IBD and Markov properties and has the minimal number
of sets in the partition). Notice that this algorithm optimizes a different objective function
than that introduced by Browning and Browning, and indeed, their algorithm may not find
the optimal partition of the state space, as we demonstrate by giving an example.

4.3.2

Problem Description

Consider a pedigree graph, P , having individuals V as nodes and having n meioses with
each meiosis being a directed edge from parent to child. Let I being the set of individuals
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of interest (perhaps because we have data for those individuals). An inheritance state or
vector is a binary vector x with n bits where each bit indicates which grand-parental allele,
paternal or maternal, was copied for that meiosis. The equivalent inheritance graph, Rx ,
has two nodes per individual (one for each allele) and edges from inherited parental alleles
to their corresponding child alleles. Individuals of interest are called identical by descent
(IBD) if a particular founder allele was copied to each of the individuals. In general, the
inheritance graph is a collection of trees, since each allele is copied from a single parent.
The set of all inheritance states (binary n-vectors) is the n-dimensional hypercube Hn ,
with 2n vertices. The inheritance process is modeled as a symmetric random walk on Hn ,
with the time dimension of the walk being the distance along the genome. At equilibrium,
the walk has uniform probability of being at any of the hypercube vertices. From vertex
x in Hn , a step is taken to a neighboring vertex after an exponential waiting time with
parameter λ = n. For each individual zygote, with one meiosis, this is a Poisson process
with parameter λ = 1 and genome length roughly 30.
There is a discrete version of this random walk, which is often used for hidden Markov
models (HMMs) that compute the probability of observing the given data by taking an
expectation over the possible random walks on the hypercube. Let X be a Markov process,
{Xt : t = 1, 2, ..., m} for m loci with a state space Hn consisting of all the inheritance states
of the pedigree. The recombination rate, θt , is the probability of recombination per meiosis,
between a neighboring pair of loci, t and t + 1. If t and t + 1 are separated by distance d,
then the Poisson process tells us that the probability of an odd number of recombinations
is θt = 1/2(1 − e−2λd ). The natural distance on Hn is the Hamming distance, |x − y|, for
two states x and y. Then the probability of transitioning from x to y is
|x−y|

P r[Xt+1 = y|Xt = x] = θt

(1 − θt )n−|x−y| .

Conventional algorithms for computing likelihoods of data have an exponential running
time, because the state space of the HMM is exponential in the number of meioses in the
pedigree. We propose new ways to collapse hypercube vertices into ensemble states for a
new HMM that has a more efficient running time. In particular we are interested in optimal
ensemble states that preserve certain relationship structures and the Markovianness of the
random walk.
The relationship structures we wish to preserve are the IBD relationships on the individuals of interest I. Let Im be the maternal alleles of all the individuals and Ip be the paternal
alleles of all the individuals. We say that a partition J of all the alleles Im ∪Ip is IBD for the
inheritance state x if for each element of J, every allele in that element appears in the same
connected component of the inheritance graph Rx . If we write CC(Rx ) for the partition
induced by the connected components of Rx , then J is IBD for inheritance state x if and
only if J = CC(Rx ). The partition J induces an IBD class called DJ on the inheritance
states:
DJ = {x ∈ Hn |J = CC(Rx )}.
Let Dei be the identity IBD class, where each ei is a set with a single element; this identity
IBD class corresponds to the partition created by the identity permutation.
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The condensed identity states introduced by Jacquard [42] are the IBD classes for a pair
of inbred individuals. McPeek [66] mentions that there is a natural extension of the pairwise identity states to more generalized IBD classes for inbred pedigrees and proved that
those IBD classes are equivalence classes on the emissions probabilities. Geiger, et al [32]
simply stated the requirement that the ensemble states for a reduced HMM must induce an
equivalence class on the emissions probabilities.
We define potential ensembles of states as being the orbits of a group of symmetries,
where the symmetries map elements of an IBD class to other elements of the same IBD
class. Let G be a group on the state space Hn of X. A symmetry is a bijection ψ ∈ G
where ψ is a permutation on 2n elements, the vertices of Hn . Furthermore, to preserve the
IBD classes, all the permutations ψ ∈ G must satisfy ψ(x) ∈ DJ for all x ∈ DJ and for all
J. The orbits of G are sets
w(y) = {x|x = ψ(y) and ψ ∈ G}

for all y ∈ Hn .
A special type of symmetry group is a group of isometries, Giso , where each isometry
is a bijection T ∈ Giso on Hn where |T (x) − T (y)| = |x − y| for all x, y. If Giso is an
isometry group that preserves the IBD classes, then the orbits of Gi can be the states of
a new Markov random walk. Let Y be the new Markov process, {Yt : t = 1, 2, ..., m} on
the same m loci having states {W1 , W2 , ..., Wk }, where each state is an orbit Wi = w(y) for
some y and Wi ∪ Wj = ∅. Notice that the orbits define a partition on the vertices of the
hypercube. The Markov process Y has transition rates
X
P r[Yt+1 = Wj |Yt = Wi ] =
P r[Xt+1 = y|Xt = x] for x ∈ Wi .
(4.1)
y∈Wj

Browning and Browning [12] demonstrated that a group of isometries will always produce
ensemble states that are Markovian. They also showed that any isometry T : Hn → Hn can
be uniquely written as T = π ◦ φa where π is a permutation on n elements, the bits of the
hypercube vertex, and φa is a switch function where φa (x) = a + x where + is the bit-wise
XOR operation.
Markov Property
Let Y be a new Markov processes, {Yt : t = 1, 2, ..., m} on the same m loci, having states
{W1 , W2 , ..., Wk }, which are orbits of G. This new Markov chain is coupled to the original
such that when Xt = x ∈ Wi , Yt = Wi , and Yt is a projection of Xt into a smaller state
space. The transition probabilities are:
X X
P r[Xt+1 = y|Xt = x].
y∈Wj x∈Wi

Process Y , the expectation process with transition probabilities:
X
1
P r[Yt+1 = Wj |Yt = Wi ] =
P r[Xt+1 = y|Xt = x]
|Wi |
y∈W
j

= E[Ej |Xt = x],
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where Ej is the event that Xt+1 ∈ Wj . The equilibrium distribution is: P r[Yt = Wi ] =
|Wi |/2n . In order for this to hold, we need to choose a group G having orbits such that
X
X
P r[Xt+1 = y|Xt = x1 ] =
P r[Xt+1 = y|Xt = x2 ]
(4.2)
y∈Wj

y∈Wj

for all x1 , x2 ∈ Wi for all i. While isometries certainly satisfy this property, there are other
groups that do also.
We also need to show that an isometry group G of has orbits such that
P r[Xt+1 = y|Xt = x] = P r[Xt+1 = T (y)|Xt = T (x)]

(4.3)

for all T ∈ G, y ∈ Wj and x ∈ Wi for all i, j.
Isometry Algorithm
Several authors have found groups of isometries that lead to state-space reductions. This
approach was pioneered simultaneously by Browning and Browning [12] and by McPeek [66].
Browning and Browning introduced an exponential algorithm for finding the maximal group
of isometries (equivalently the minimal partition of the inheritance vectors obtained by any
group of isometries). More recently, Geiger, et al [32] made use of a particular type of
isometry group that is detectable in O(n2 ) time.
Obtaining the State Space from Isometries. Once we have obtained a group of
isometries, for instance by using the Geiger, et al. method, we need to obtain the orbits
of this group of isometies. Notice that this might be accomplished by finding a representative element of each orbit and testing whether other elements belong to the same orbit
or not [64, 44]. Since isometries include permutation groups, this problem is clearly also
hard for groups of isometries. Additionally, we note that computing Equation 4.1 appears
to require enumeration of the orbit Wj . No matter how we obtain a group acting on the
inheritance vectors, whether it is an isometry of the axis of the hypercube or a permutation on the vertices of the hypercube, enumeration of the orbits of the group appears to be
required.
Given an arbitrary group of isometries, we give an exponential algorithm for enumerating
the orbits of the group. This algorithm relies on a disjoint-set forest which represents
partitions of the inheritance vectors. Initially, this forest consists of each inheritance vector
in it’s own set. We consider each element of the generating set of the group. For each
element of the generating set, we apply that element to map each of the inheritance vectors.
Let xi be mapped to xj by the group element. Then union of xi and xj is performed in
the disjoint-set forest. Once we have considered each element of the generating set, and
applied it to all of the inheritance vectors, the disjoint-set forest contains exactly the sets
corresponding to the orbits of the group. This is easily seen by the fact that only inheritance
vectors xi and xj appear in the same orbit if and only if there is a group element g such
that g(xi ) = xj . An alternative way to compute the number of orbits is to apply Burnside’s
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Counting Theorem [25]. However this approach requires either summing over the group
elements or the state-space, and either approach is exponential.
We conjecture that an exponential algorithm is required to find the orbits of an isometry
group, the efficiency in the running-time of the algorithm for finding the isometries is lost
when we generate the ensemble states. Meaning, we conjecture that the problem of finding
the orbits is NP-hard. Certainly computing the transition probabilities requires enumeration. This leads us to considering exponential algorithms for finding groups with the desired
properties. Particularly since simulations will demonstrate that such algorithms can yield
exponential improvements in the required state-space, whereas the Geiger, et al. isometry approach seems to yield only linear improvements in the size of the state-space (from
simulations, data not shown).
Example
For example, given 4 meioses for two half-cousins, A and B, with one shared grandparent,
their common grandparent and their respective parents who are half-siblings, we have 16
hypercube vertices (see Figure 4.3.2). Our individuals of interest are I = {A, B}. The
emission partition is, in this case, identical to the identity states and contains the sets
E1 = {{Ap }, {Am , Bm }, {Bp }} and
E2 = {{Ap }, {Am }, {Bm }, {Bp }},
since these are the only partitions of alleles of individuals I that have non-empty sets
in the emission partition. The emission partition induced on the hypercube vertices is:
Ex1 = {1001, 1111} and
Ex2 = Hn \ Ex1 .

Notice that in this instance we cannot use the emission partition {Ex | ∀x} as the state
space of a new Markov chain. For example, if we were to let Zt be a Markov chain on
the partition given by the emission partition, then the Markov criteria would fail to hold.
Specifically,
consider state x1 = 0001 and x2 = 0011. Then by checking
Equation (4.2), we
P
P
3
3
have y∈Ex P r[Xt = y|Xt = 0001] = θ(1 − θ) + θ (1 − θ) but y∈Ex P r[Xt = y|Xt =
1
1
0011] = 2 · θ2 (1 − θ)2 .
The largest partition of Hn that satisfies the Markov criteria is
PJ
PR
PG
PB
PK
PL

=
=
=
=
=
=

{1001, 1111},
{0010, 0100},
{1011, 1101},
{0000, 0110},
{0011, 0101, 1010, 1100}, and
{0001, 0111, 1000, 1110}.

Let H be the matrix of pair-wise Hamming distances between all the vertices of the hypercube. Then the transition probabilities take the form: For example, P r[Yt+1 = PL |Yt =
PK ] = 2θ(1 − θ)3 + 2θ3 (1 − θ).
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Figure 4.6: Two Half-Cousins. (Left Panel) A pedigree with four non-founders of which
two are half-cousins together with their common grandparent. As before, the two black dots
for each person represent their two alleles, and the alleles of each individual are ordered, so
that the left allele, or paternal allele, is inherited from the person’s father, while the right,
maternal allele is inherited from the mother. The two cousins are labeled A and B. It is
easy to see that the only possible IBD is between alleles Am and Bm , the maternal alleles
of individuals A and B, respectively. (Right Panel) This makes the four male founders
irrelevant to the question of IBD. The four meioses are labeled in the order of their bits,
left-to-right,and the inheritance states are represented in binary as x1 x2 x3 x4 . Let xi = 0 if
that allele was inherited from the parent’s paternal allele, and xi = 1 if from the maternal
allele. For instance, A and B are IBD only for inheritance states 1001 and 1111.
Notice that this partition can be expressed as the orbits of a group of isometries, because
G = h(1 4), (2 3), φ0110 i does not violate the IBD class.
Notice that this partition cannot be the orbits of a group of isometries, because there
is no T = φa π that maps PK → PK without also mapping some elements PJ → ¬PJ . For
example, π = (2 3) maps 0011 → 0101 and 1010 → 1100 while φ1001 maps 0011 → 1100 and
0101 → 1010, but φ1001 maps 1001 → 0000, thereby violating the IBD class.
The sub-partition of the above partition that satisfies the isometry distance property is
{1001, 1111}, {0010, 0100}, {1011, 1101}, {0000, 0110}, {0011, 0101}, {1010, 1100}, {0001, 0111},
and {1000, 1110}. Notice that this last partition is the orbits of the isometry group G =
{e, π} where e is the identity map and π = (2 3) permutes the second and third bits.
Maximal Ensemble Algorithm
Consider the IBD classes, DJ for all J of interest. Of course the IBD classes are disjoint. Consider the (2n )! permutations on the vertices of the hypercube. Naively, these are
all candidate permutations for our group. However, we are interested in the permutation
group(s) that give us the largest orbits, alternatively the largest partition of the hypercube
vertices, that satisfy the Markov property. Notice that this objective function is different
than that employed by Browning and Browning, since they were looking for the largest
group of isometries. However, this objective function is well motivated by the exponential
algorithms that seem to be required for finding the orbits and the transition functions of
isometry groups. In addition, as shown by the example, the maximal group of isometries
does not yield the optimal state space reduction.
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Figure 4.7: Two Half-Cousins. (Left Panel) A pedigree with four non-founders of which
two are half-cousins together with their common grandparent. Circles and boxes represent
female and male individuals, while the two black dots for each person represent their two
chromosomes or alleles. Edges are implicitly directed downward from parent to child. The
alleles of each individual are ordered, so that the left allele, or paternal allele, is inherited
from the person’s father, while the right, maternal allele is inherited from the mother. The
two cousins are labeled A and B. It is easy to see that the only possible IBD is between
alleles Am and Bm , the maternal alleles of individuals A and B, respectively. (Right Panel)
This makes the four male founders irrelevant to the question of IBD. The four meioses are
labeled in the order of their bits, left-to-right,and the inheritance states are represented in
binary as b1 b2 b3 b4 . Let bi = 0 if that allele was inherited from the parent’s paternal allele,
and bi = 1 if from the maternal allele. For instance, A and B are IBD only for inheritance
states 1001 and 1111.
We find the optimal state-space reduction by recursively partitioning the partition, first
according to the sum of the powers and then according to the powers themselves. This is
possible since the Markov property must produce a partition that is a sub-partition of the
IBD classes (i.e. in order to respect the IBD classes). This approach will at worst produce a
partition with each element in its own set. Since the recursive sub-partitioning at minimum
splits sets in two, the number of iterations required is O(n). Checking the Markov properties
requires O(4n ) time for each iteration, since we have to check the 2n ×2n matrix of distances,
or sums of distances, between partition elements. So, the total running time is O(n22n ).
Lemma 4.3.1. (Correctness Proof.) This partitioning algorithm produces the partition
respecting the IBD classes and the Markov property which has the least number of sets.
Proof. Clearly the partitioning algorithm produces a partition that respects the IBD, since
it begins with the partition given by the IBD classes and sub-partitions it. The algorithm
also produces partitions that respect the Markov property, since it iteratively sub-partitions
of the IBD-class partition until the Markov property is satisfied. Since partition sets are
only divided if they violate the Markov property, the algorithm necessarily finds the optimal
partition.
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Figure 4.8: Hamming distances between each pair of partition sets.
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4.3.3

Simulation Results

We simulated pedigrees under a Wright-Fisher model with monogamy where each pair
of monogamous individuals has Poisson-distributed number of offspring. There are n individuals per generation and λ is the mean number of offspring per monogamous pair. The
individuals of interest, I, were the extant individuals, i.e. those in the most recent generation. These pedigrees have no inter-generational mating due to how the Wright-Fisher
model is defined. To get a half-sibling pedigree, each edge of the pedigree had 50% chance
of have a new parent drawn at random. Since monogamy was not preserved during this
random process, the resulting pedigree had half-siblings.
Running the simulation process and the maximal ensemble algorithm 100 times for
each type of simulation produced Figure 4.3.3. The maximal ensemble algorithm produces
exponential reductions in the size of the state-space. Whether the relationships have halfsiblings seems not to influence the practical applicability of the algorithm.
In practice, the algorithm seems limited to pedigrees of roughly 14 meioses, due to the
exponential nature of enumerating the state-space. Since it is NP-hard to find inheritancepath representatives for the orbits of a group of isometries, it seems that enumeration
of the state-space is unavoidable. Additionally, determining the transition rates require
enumeration. Given these constraints and the practical success of the maximal ensemble
algorithm, we recommend that the maximal ensemble algorithm be employed for state-space
reduction, even over the Geiger, et al. O(n2 ) algorithm.

4.3.4

Summary

Even though past efforts at state-space reduction have focused on finding groups of
isometries on the edges of the pedigree graph, it seems clear that efforts should focus on
finding groups of permutations of the inheritance vectors. Even though a group of isometries
operates on the edges of the pedigree graph, and would seem to be more efficient, it requires
enumeration of the inheritance vectors to obtain the orbits. Furthermore, computation
of the transition probabilities according to Equation 4.1 seems to require enumeration of
the inheritance vectors. Therefore, it is not a disadvantage to consider using exponential
algorithms to find the maximal state-space reduction.
We demonstrate that maximal state-space reduction is obtained by considering permutations of the inheritance vectors which is equivalent to considering partitions of the
inheritance vectors. By doing this, in practice, we can obtain exponential reductions in the
state-space required for an HMM likelihood calculation.
There are several open problems of interest. First, the computational complexity of the
optimal partition problem is open. Second, the computational complexity of the maximal
isometry group is also open. Third, another open problem is the computational complexity of finding the transition rates after having determined the partition of the state space.
Although these problems intuitively seem NP-hard, it is unclear whether there are approximation algorithms or polynomial-time algorithms for special cases.
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Figure 4.9: Maximal Ensemble Algorithm Results. The y-axis is the original size of the
state space, and the x-axis give the number of ensemble states produced by the maximal
ensemble algorithm. All simulated pedigrees had two generations, n = 6 individuals per
generation, and Poisson mean λ = 2. The black points are for monogamous pedigrees and
the red points are for pedigrees with half-siblings.
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Chapter 5
Algorithms for Pedigree
Reconstruction
Can we find the family trees, or pedigrees, that relate the haplotypes of a group of
individuals? Collecting the genealogical information for how individuals are related is a
very time-consuming and expensive process. Methods for automating the construction of
pedigrees could stream-line this process. While constructing single-generation families is
relatively easy given whole genome data, reconstructing multi-generational, possibly inbred,
pedigrees is much more challenging.
This chapter introduces a theoretical pedigree reconstruction method which essentially
gives an alternative definition for a pedigree in terms of descendant individuals rather than
parent-child relationships. This reconstruction method is currently of conceptual value due
to the inavailability of data describing descendant relationships.
In order to evaluate any pedigree reconstruction method for accuracy, we need to compare two pedigrees, a correct one and an estimated one, on the same set of extant individuals
where the ancestral individuals are unobserved and therefore unlabeled. For example, perhaps only the most recent generation has genetic data. There are two natural formulations
for comparing pedigrees: pedigree isomorphism and pedigree edit distance; this chapter
discusses both problems.
Then taking a more practical perspective, this chapter discusses reconstructing monogamous, regular pedigrees, where pedigrees are regular when individuals mate only with
other individuals at the same generation. This chapter introduces two multi-generational
pedigree reconstruction methods: one for inbreeding relationships and one for outbreeding
relationships. In contrast to previous methods that focused on the independent estimation
of relationship distances between every pair of typed individuals, here we present methods
that aim at the reconstruction of the entire pedigree. We show that both our methods outperform the state-of-the-art and that the outbreeding method is capable of reconstructing
pedigrees at least six generations back in time with high accuracy.
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5.1

Introduction

Genealogical methods for producing pedigree graphs, or family trees, from birth records
are very expensive. To address this issue, the pedigree reconstruction problem was introduced by Thompson [95] as follows: given genetic data for a set of extant individuals,
reconstruct relationships between those individuals that may involve unobserved ancestors.
Manual methods for constructing human pedigree graphs are very tedious. It requires
careful examination of genealogical records, including marriage records, birth dates, death
dates, and parental information found in birth certificates. Medical researchers then must
carefully check records for consistency, for instance making sure that two married individuals
were alive at the same time and making sure that children were conceived while the parents
were alive. Genealogical methods for constructing pedigrees can involve multiple sources of
information with contradictory or missing information. For example, it has been estimated
that between 2-10% of people do not know who their biological father is [46, 84]. This
manual process of constructing pedigrees is very time consuming. Despite the care taken,
there are sometimes mistakes [8, 67, 90].
For constructing non-human pedigrees, of diploid organisms, it is often impossible to
know the pedigree graph since there are no genealogical records [6, 10]. In this case it
is particularly important to develop methods of automatically generating pedigrees from
genomic data.
The problem of reconstructing pedigrees from haplotype or genotype data is not new.
The oldest such method that the author knows of is due to Thompson [95]. That approach
is essentially a structured machine learning approach where the aim is to find the pedigree
graph that maximizes the probability of observing the data under the pedigree model, also
called the likelihood of the pedigree. (That approach is directly analogous to maximum
likelihood methods for phylogenetic reconstruction which also try to find the phylogenetic
tree that maximize the likelihood.) Notice that this method reconstructs both the pedigree
graph and the ancestral haplotypes which is a very time-consuming step. Thus, this approach is limited to extremely small families, perhaps 8 people total, since the algorithms
for computing the likelihood of a fixed pedigree graph are exponential [61] and there are an
exponential number of pedigree graphs to consider [91].
The current state-of-the-art method is an HMM-based approximation of the number of
meioses separating a pair of individuals [87]. This approach dispenses with any attempt to
infer haplotypes of ancestral individuals, and instead focuses on the number of generations
that separate a pair of individuals. In this approach the hidden states of the HMM represent
the identity-by-descent (IBD) of a pair of individuals. Two individuals are identical-bydescent for a particular allele if they each have a copy of the same ancestral allele. The
probability of the haplotype data is tested against a particular type of relationship. The
main draw-back of this approach is that it may estimate a set of pair-wise relationships that
are inconsistent with a single pedigree relating all the individuals.
Thatte and Steel [92] examined the problem of reconstructing arbitrary pedigree graphs
from a synthetic model of the data. Their method used an HMM model for the ancestry
of each individual to show that the pedigree can be reconstructed only if the sequences are
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sufficiently long and infinitely dense. Notice that this chapter uses an unrealistic model
of recombination where every individual passes on a trace of their haplotypes to all of
their descendants. Kirkpatrick [49] introduced a more simple, more general version of the
reconstruction algorithm introduced by Thatte and Steel.
Attempts to construct sibling relationships are known to be NP-hard, and attempts to
infer pedigrees by reconstructing ancestral haplotypes are be NP-hard. Two combinatorial
versions of the sibling relationship problem were proven to be NP-hard, both whole- and
half-sibling problem formulations [6, 83]. If ancestral haplotypes are reconstructed in the
process of inferring a pedigree, as in Thompson’s structured machine learning approach,
then the inheritance probabilities of data must be computed on the pedigree graph. For
instance, we might want to compute the likelihood, or the probability of observing the data
given inheritance in the pedigree. This calculation is NP-hard for both genotype [76, 62]
and haplotype [48] data. This means that any efficient pedigree reconstruction method will
need to find ways to avoid both these hardness problems.
The novel contributions of this chapter are two-fold. First, we introduce a method for
evaluating the accuracy of pedigree reconstruction methods. This is important, because
existing evaluation methods cannot detect small differences between pedigrees. Second, we
introduce two practical pedigree reconstruction algorithms for genotype data.
Evaluating any reconstruction method requires running the method on an instance in
which the true pedigree is known and then comparing the results of the method to the known
true pedigree. Both the estimated pedigree and the true pedigree will have the same set of
extant individuals, but each may contain a different set of inferred ancestors. Since there
are no data to uniquely label the inferred ancestors, there is no way to directly compare the
estimated pedigree to the true one. As a result, the topology of the two pedigrees must be
compared in a fashion that respects the labels of the extant individuals.
There are two natural formulations for the pedigree comparison problem: pedigree isomorphism and pedigree edit distance. While the isomorphism problem only identifies pairs
of pedigrees whose topologies match exactly, the pedigree edit distance allows differences
between the pedigrees. Both isomorphism and edit distance are discussed in this chapter.
The contribution of this chapter to pedigree reconstruction is two algorithms that avoid
the exponential likelihood calculations. We do this by specifically not reconstructing ancestral haplotypes and by not trying to optimize sibling groups. We use estimates of the
length of genomic regions that are shared identical-by-descent. In two related individuals, a region of the genome is identical-by-descent (IBD) if and only if a single ancestral
haplotype sequence was the source of the sequence inherited in the two individuals. The
length of IBD regions gives a statistic that accurately detects sibling relationships at multiple generations. We have two algorithms: one for constructing inbred pedigrees (CIP) and
one for constructing outbred pedigrees (COP). For our outbreeding algorithm the statistic
is testable in polynomial time. For our inbreeding algorithm, the statistic is computable
in time dependent on the number of meioses in the predicted pedigree. Our outbreeding
method works to reconstruct at least six generations back in time. Both methods are more
accurate than the state-of-the-art method by Stankovich et al. [87].
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5.2

Pedigree Structure and a Simple Reconstruction
Algorithm

The work in this section was a novel contribution by the author [49] also appearing
in [54].
An alternative formulation of a pedigree would allow the hypothesis that a set of individuals is descended from a common ancestor (called a descendant split), without specifying
the number of generations between each of the individuals and their common ancestor(s).
The presence or absence of a single descendant hypothesis may only change the closeness of
the relationship between a pair of individuals (perhaps from cousins to 2nd-cousins), rather
than removing the relationship entirely. This is in contrast to the traditional formulation of
a pedigree as a collection of parent-offspring edges, where a missing edge entirely changes
the nature of many relationships.
Definition 5.2.1. Let I be the set of individuals in a pedigree, and let X be a set of labeled
individuals. The descendant split (or d-split) of an individual i ∈ I is defined as a subset
of X:
Di (X) = {j ∈ X| j is descended from i}
where every individual is considered a descendant of itself. For a particular set of interest,
X, refer to the set of d-splits as DX = {Di (X) | i ∈ I}.
Each d-split specifies some relationship between all the individuals in Di . For the example given in the left panel of Figure 5.1, when all individuals are labeled the list of d-splits,
DI , are: D1 (I) = {1}, D2 (I) = {2}, D3 (I) = {1, 2, 3}, D4 (I) = {1, 2, 4}, D5 (I) =
{1, 2, 3, 5}, D6 (I) = {1, 2, 3, 6}, D7 (I) = {1, 2, 4, 7}, D8 (I) = {1, 2, 4, 8}, D9 (I) =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}, and D10 (I) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10}. Similarly, if we restricted our
attention to X = {1, 2}, then DX would contain {1}, {2}, and {1, 2}.
The term “descendant split” is deliberately chosen to evoke the image of a split in a
perfect phylogeny and to pay homage to phylogenetic reconstruction methods [82] which
are a source of inspiration for this work. Just as a set of splits determines a class of perfect
phylogeny trees that are compatible with the splits, a set of descendant splits specifies a
class of pedigree graphs that are compatible with the splits. We will formalize this idea with
several lemmas.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let DI = {Di (I) | i ∈ I} be the d-splits defined by a pedigree P . This set
can be used to construct a unique pedigree which is identical to pedigree P .
Lemma 5.2.2. Let DX = {Di (X) | i ∈ I} be the d-splits defined by a pedigree P and a set
X. This set of d-splits specifies a class of pedigrees compatible with the splits. Pedigree P is
one of the pedigrees compatible with the d-splits.
Consider the d-splits in DI . Any singleton d-split, Di (I) ∈ DI with |Di (I)| = 1, represents an individual that is childless. Therefore these d-splits represent individuals in the
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most recent generation of the pedigree. Now, find some ancestor i1 and examine any directed path descending from that individual, for example, i1 → i2 → ... → ik−1 → ik , where
the arrow indicates a directed parent-offspring relationship. We see that the d-splits along
that descendant path are ordered Di1 ⊃ Di2 (I) ⊃ ... ⊃ Dik (I). Indeed, the cardinality of
the d-split sets Dij (I) strictly decreases as we consider individuals lower in the path. These
two ideas result in a simple algorithm for constructing the pedigree.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Heap := (Di0 , ..., Dik ) where |Di0 | ≤ |Di1 | ≤ ... ≤ |Dik |
Create pedigree P with nodes {i0 , i1 , ..., ik }.
while Heap 6= ∅ do
Dij := pop(Heap)
Look for the smallest Dif and Dim , respectively the female and male splits, such
that Dij ⊆ Dif and Dij ⊆ Dim
if Dif and Dim are found then
add to P the edges im → ij and if → ij
else
ij is a founder and has no parents.
end if
end while
return P
Algorithm 3: GraphConstruction()

Lemma 5.2.3. Let DI = {Di (I) | i ∈ I} be the d-splits defined by a pedigree P . This set
can be used to construct a unique pedigree which is identical to pedigree P .
Proof. of Lemma 5.2.1
Since we have a d-split for every individual, the algorithm will either assign founder status
or parents to every individual. Now, if we look at a single step in the algorithm, each
individual will be assigned the parents. Due to the strictly increasing cardinality of d-splits
as one moves up the pedigree (notice that this is due to an individual being contained in
their own d-split), these parents are represented by the unique two smallest descendant
splits.
Example. If we take the d-splits DI from pedigree in the left panel of Figure 5.1, we can
apply the algorithm to construct the pedigree. Figure 5.1 shows the d-splits using a Venn
diagram. Each step in the algorithm constructs a set of parent-child edges. This example
also illustrates the ambiguity of the d-splits when individuals in the pedigree are unlabeled.
As noted before, if only individuals {1, 2} are labeled, then many of the ancestral d-splits
are identical.
We can use the same algorithm when we consider d-splits on a subset of the individuals,
X ⊂ I. As long as we have a separate d-split for each individual in the pedigree, we will
know the number of generations in each lineage because all the parents at all generations
will be represented. The main difference is that each descendant path has non-decreasing
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Figure 5.1: Constructing a Pedigree from the Full D-Splits. Given the d-splits in DI
for the set I of all the individuals in the pedigree on the left, we can use the construction
algorithm to recover the pedigree. These are the Venn diagrams of the construction at
three different steps in the algorithm. Each panel shows a full generation of algorithm
iterations, and right-most panel shows the complete construction. Each d-split is drawn as
a set containing the related individuals. Each set in the diagram is labeled with the name
of its d-split, and the names of the d-splits are arbitrary as long as they are distinct.

cardinality of d-splits as we move backwards in time. The missing information, now, is in
not knowing which d-split was generated by the parent versus a more distant ancestor. For
the example we gave above, if X = {1, 2}, then D9 (X) and D7 (X) are indistinguishable.
Lemma 5.2.4. Let DX = {Di (X) | i ∈ I} be the d-splits defined by a pedigree P and a set
X. This set of d-splits specifies a class of pedigrees compatible with the splits. Pedigree P is
one of the pedigrees compatible with the d-splits.
Proof. of Lemma 5.2.2
Again, since we have a d-split for every individual, the algorithm will either assign founder
status or parents to every individual. Now, if we look at a single step in the algorithm, each
individual will be assigned some parents, due to the non-decreasing cardinality of d-splits as
we consider d-splits for individuals in older generations. However, the construction will be
different for re-orderings of the d-splits. This means that we may not be able to resolve the
correct labels for individuals I \ X in the interior of the pedigree. Even though we cannot
resolve the interior, if we run the algorithm once for each possible ordering of the d-splits,
we obtain a collection of pedigrees that are consistent with the d-splits. The actual pedigree
will be contained in this collection.
Notice that this idea of descendant splits is a general property of any directed acyclic
graph with fixed in-degree. This idea provides a core description of the pedigree reconstruction algorithm that Thatte and Steel proposed [92]. They proposed an artificial generative
model of inheritance in which every individual contributed some unique alleles with high
probability. These unique alleles then became markers for each d-split, allowing them to
piece together the lineages of multiple leaf individuals.
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5.3

Accuracy Measurements

The work in this section appears in [54].
Evaluating any reconstruction method requires running the method on an instance in
which the true pedigree is known and then comparing the results of the method to the known
true pedigree. Both the estimated pedigree and the true pedigree will have the same set of
extant individuals, but each may contain a different set of inferred ancestors. Since there
are no data to uniquely label the inferred ancestors, there is no way to directly compare the
estimated pedigree to the true one. As a result, the topology of the two pedigrees must be
compared in a fashion that respects the labels of the extant individuals.
There are two natural formulations for the pedigree comparison problem: pedigree isomorphism and pedigree edit distance. While the isomorphism problem only identifies pairs
of pedigrees whose topologies match exactly, the pedigree edit distance allows differences
between the pedigrees. Both isomorphism and edit distance are discussed in this section.

5.3.1

Isometry between Pedigrees

For a certain class of pedigrees and individuals of interest, we can detect the isomorphism
of two pedigrees in O(n2 · |X|2 ) time where n = |I|. Following from the previous section,
there are certain instances where a pedigree and its individuals of interest, X ⊆ I with
|X| ≤ |I|, yield d-splits that uniquely determine the pedigree, rather than determining a
class of pedigrees, as in Lemma 5.2.2.
Definition 5.3.1. A pedigree P and its individuals of interest X is resolvable from its
d-splits if and only if every individual has a d-split that is either distinct from the d-splits of
all other individuals or identical to at most one other individual, who is the mating partner
in a monogamous pairing.
Lemma 5.3.1. Two resolvable pedigrees are isomorphic if and only if both pedigrees contain
the same list of descendant-splits.
Proof. Here we simply use Algorithm 3 and lean on the proof of Lemma 5.2.1. Notice that
in Lemma 5.2.2 different orderings of the d-splits yield different pedigrees from the GraphConstruction() algorithm. By definition, a resolvable pedigree is one for which there is a
single non-decreasing ordering of the d-splits up to re-orderings of the splits for monogamous mates. This means there is an ordering of the splits such that we can reconstruct a
unique pedigree graph from the list of splits, by Algorithm 3. Therefore, two graphs are
isomorphic if and only if they have the same d-splits and there is a unique pedigree which
can be constructed from the d-splits.
The algorithm for detecting isomorphic pedigrees proceeds to check the condition given in
the definition followed by the condition given in the lemma. Checking resolvability requires
checking equality of two descendant-splits, an order |X|2 operation. Since there are at most
n d-splits which need to be compared to each other, these operations have running time
O(n2 · |X|2 ) where n is the number of individuals in the pedigree.
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5.3.2

Edit Distance between Pedigrees

In the previous section, we presented a method for determining whether certain pedigrees
are isomorphic. However, we are interested not only in determining whether two pedigrees
are isomorphic, but in how close they are to being isomorphic. Such a distance measure
would be useful for evaluating pedigree reconstruction methods; for example, it would allow
us to determine how good a predicted pedigree is by comparing it to a correct pedigree
graph.
Informally, given two arbitrary pedigree graphs, P = (I(P ), E(P )) and Q = (I(Q), E(Q)),
we want to find the minimum number of parent-child edge additions/deletions required to
convert Q into P . We call this the edge edit distance between P and Q. Notice that it is
not necessary that |I(P )| = |I(Q)| because addition/deletion of edge-less nodes is free.
Let us define edge edit distance more formally. For an individual i ∈ I(·), let s(i) ∈
{m, f } indicate male and female gender, respectively. Define a matching of pedigrees between
P and Q to be a subset M of I(P ) × I(Q) such that (i, j) ∈ M only if s(i) = s(j), and for
each i (respectively, j), there is at most one j (respectively, i) such that (i, j) ∈ M . Given
such a matching M and some i ∈ I(P ), we define M (i) = j if (i, j) ∈ M and M (i) = λ
otherwise, where λ is a special symbol reserved for nodes that are not matched. We will
abuse notation and use M (j) to denote the analogous function for individuals in I(Q) as
well. With this notation, we define the match distance incurred by M as
d(M ) = dP,Q (M ) + dQ,P (M ),
where dG,G0 (M ) = |{(i, j) ∈ E(G)|(M (i), M (j)) ∈
/ E(G0 )}|. Here, dG,G0 (M ) is the number
of parent-child edges in the pedigree G that do not correspond under the matching M to
parent-child edges in G0 .
Now, we can define a distance between pedigrees. Let the edit distance between pedigrees
P and Q be defined as the minimum matching distance:
DP,Q = min d(M ).
M

When we have a set of labeled individuals X which is a subset of both I(P ) and I(Q)
(recall that this is a set of distinguishable individuals for which we may have data, for
example), we can force the distance to respect the labeled set by minimizing only over those
matchings for which (i, i) ∈ M for all i ∈ X. Notice that the dual optimization problem is
that of maximizing the number of matched edges. When convenient, we occasionally deal
with the dual.
The problem of finding the pedigree distance is a specific case of the well-studied problem
of inexact graph matching [19]. Inexact graph matching is not only NP-hard in general,
but MAX SNP-hard even when restricted to trees [103], and there is a extensive literature
on heuristics and algorithms for inexact graph matching. However, the hardness results
do not apply to pedigree distance—perhaps the hard cases of inexact graph matching are
non-pedigrees—and the algorithms do not take advantage of the structure of pedigrees. In
Section 4, we show that computing pedigree distance is APX-hard, and in Section 5, we
present several heuristics and algorithms for calculating pedigree distance in general and in
specific cases.
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Hardness of Computing Pedigree Edit Distance
In this section, we show that calculating the edge edit distance between two pedigrees is
APX-hard for monogamous out-bred pedigrees (i.e. tree-like pedigrees), by reducing from
Minimum Common Integer Partition. For clarity, when applied to trees, we call the edge
edit distance cut-and-paste distance (cut/paste for short). A cut/paste operation involves
deleting (cutting) an edge x → y and adding (pasting) a new edge z → y.
Given two minimization problems Y and Z, an L-reduction from Y to Z is a pair of
polynomial-time functions f, g and a pair of positive constants α, β meeting the following
conditions.
(1) For every instance y of Y , f (y) is an instance of Z with
opt(f (y)) ≤ α · opt(y),
(2) For a feasible solution z to f (y), g(z) is a feasible solution to y such that
|opt(y) − val(g(z))| ≤ β · |opt(f (y)) − val(z)|.
Note that opt(y) is the value of the optimal solution to an instance y, while val(z) denotes
the value of solution z. With the above two properties, it is easily seen that the following
inequality on the relative errors of approximation holds:
|opt(f (y)) − val(z)|
|opt(y) − val(g(z))|
≤ αβ ·
.
|opt(y)|
|opt(f (y))|
When the above conditions are satisfied, if it is NP-hard to approximate Y with a factor
of 1 + αβ, then it is NP-hard to approximate Z with a factor of 1 + . In particular, if
We reduce MCIP (Minimum Common Integer Partition) to MCPDT (Minimum Cut/Paste
Distance between Trees) with an L-reduction. Notice that the MCPDT is the pedigree edit
distance viewed as cut-and-paste operations on trees.
P
A partition of an integer n is a multiset {n1 , n2 , ..., nt } such that 1≤i≤t ni = n. For
example, when n = 8, {3, 2, 2, 1} is a partition of n.
A partition of a multiset S = {x1 , x2 , ..., xp } is a multiset union of all the partitions P (xi ),
i.e., ∪i P (xi ). A multiset X is a common partition of two multisets S1 = {x1 , x2 , ..., xp }, S2 =
{y1 , y2 , ..., yq } if there are partitions P, Q with ∪i P (xi ) = ∪j Q(yj ) = X. For example, given
S1 = {8, 5}, S2 = {9, 4}, X = {5, 3, 2, 2, 1} is a common partition of S1 , S2 .
MCIP (Minimum Common Integer Partition)
Instance: Two multisets of integers S1 , S2 , integer k.
Question: Do S1 , S2 admit a common partition of size k?
It was shown in [17] that MCIP is APX-hard.
MCPDT (Minimum Cut/Paste Distance between Trees)
Instance: Two directed rooted unlabeled trees T1 , T2 , integer k.
Question: Can T1 be converted into T2 using k cut/paste operations?
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Note that the question in MCPDT is also equivalent to: Can T2 be converted into T1
using k cut/paste operations? Or, Can T1 , T2 be converted into a tree T using a total of
k cut/paste operations? Or, Can T1 , T2 be cut into a common forest F each using k edge
cuts?
The reduction is simple. Given S1 = {x1 , x2 , ..., xp }, S2 = {y1 , y2 , ..., yq }, we construct
two trees T1 , T2 with roots r1 , r2 such that the descendants of r1 (resp. r2 ) is composed of p
(resp. q) paths, each is of size xi (resp. yj ), for 1 ≤ i ≤ p (resp. 1 ≤ j ≤ q). We need to cut
T1 , T2 into a common forest, in which each tree, except the ones containing r1 , r2 , is a path.
Let opt(M CIP ) and A(M CIP ) be the values of the optimal and approximate solution
of MCIP, respectively. Let min = min{p, q}. Then the value of the optimal solution for
MCPDT is opt = opt(M CIP ) − min. (In other words, we can conclude that S1 , S2 has a
solution of size k if and only if T1 , T2 each can be cut into a common forest with (k − min)
cuts.) Moreover, A(M CP DT ) = A(M CIP ) − min is the value of a feasible solution of
MCPDT. Clearly we have
(1) opt ≤ α · opt(M CIP ), by setting α = 1.
(2) |opt(M CIP ) − A(M CIP )| ≤ β · |opt − A(M CP DT )|, by setting β = 1.
To see (2), |opt−A(M CP DT )| = |opt−(A(M CIP )−min)| = |opt(M CIP )−A(M CIP )| ≥
|opt(M CIP ) − A(M CIP )|.
Therefore, this reduction is an L-reduction. As MCIP is APX-hard, MCPDT is also
APX-hard. This implies that unless P=NP, there is no way to obtain a PTAS for MCPDT.
Since MCPDT is a special case of computing edge edit distance, this implies that edge edit
distance is APX-hard. This proof works for labeled pedigrees provided that the labels are
the same in the two pedigrees.
Algorithms for Computing Pedigree Edit Distance
We showed in the previous section that no polynomial time algorithm exists to determine
the pedigree distance unless P = N P . Indeed, even for monogamous pedigrees, there is no
PTAS unless P = N P . In this section, we present a polynomial time randomized heuristic
for calculating pedigree distance on general labeled pedigrees, a dynamic programming
algorithm which provides an optimal solution for a restricted set of pedigrees in time which
depends on distance between pedigrees, and we summarize a few other algorithms for general
and special cases.
Let a regular pedigree be one where every individual is monogamous and only individuals
of the same generation mate with each other. Consider the case of two regular pedigrees
both having the same set of labeled individuals, X.
Heuristic Random Matching Algorithm using D-Splits. The randomized matching
algorithm for regular pedigrees is exceptionally simple. At each generation, among individuals of the same gender, choose a match-pair with probability proportional to the number of
same-labeled individuals, i ∈ X, in the descendant sets of the two pedigrees. If there were
separate paths from each leaf to the individual under consideration, then this algorithm
would give equal weight to each path. However, these paths share edges, so it is difficult to
analyze this heuristic.
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This algorithm is polynomial, because at each generation it creates a n × n matrix of
individual match probabilities for each gender (where there are 2n individuals per generation). The matches are then drawn iteratively from these probability matrices (without
replacement of previously matched individuals).
Dynamic Programming Algorithm for Matched Generations. Suppose we have
two regular pedigrees P and Q, each of which is made up of g generations of m males and
m females each. If the pedigrees P and Q are similar enough and the youngest generations
of P and Q are entirely labeled with unique labels, we can use dynamic programming to
find an optimal matching between them in time exponential in the edit distance.
We will need some notation to describe the algorithm. First, let the generations of
pedigree P be numbered with the youngest generation being generation 1 and the oldest
generation being generation g. For a pedigree P and a subset S ⊆ 1, 2, ..., g, let P |S denote
the sub-pedigree containing the i-th generation of P for every i ∈ S. Let M (S) be the set
of all matchings from P |S to Q|S . For M ∈ M (S) and i such that i ≥ j for all j ∈ S, let
Bi (M ) be the edit distance between P |{1,...,i} and Q|{1,...,i} with the restriction that the only
matchings considered when calculating the distance are those that agree with M where M is
defined. We will abuse notation a bit by letting M (i) denote M ({i}) and letting P |i denote
P |{i} . Finally, for matchings M ∈ M (S) and T ⊆ S, let dT (M ) be the edge edit distance
corresponding to M restricted to P |T .
Our algorithm rests on the following simple relation.
Lemma 5.3.2. For every i ∈ {2, . . . , g}, and for every M ∈ M ({i, i − 1}), let Mi−1 be the
restriction of M to P |{i−1} . Then we have
Bi (M ) = Bi−1 (Mi−1 ) + d{i,i−1} (M )

(5.1)

Lemma 5.3.2 gives rise to a simple dynamic programming algorithm. However, the
problem with this straightforward algorithm is that its run-time is factorial in m, the number
of males/females in each generation. For each value of i and each fixed matching Mi−1 ,
there are (m!)2 possible matchings M to process. Therefore, the run-time of this algorithm
is O((m!)2g ).
We can improve this algorithm if we know that the two pedigrees under consideration
are sufficiently similar at each generation by realizing that there is no need to consider all
matchings for each generation. Suppose we are promised that the optimal matching M
of P to Q has d{i,i−1} (M ) < k for every 1 < i ≤ g. Then in the algorithm above we
would only need to process, for each 1 < i ≤ g and each Mi−1 ∈ M (i − 1), the matchings
M ∈ M ({i, i − 1}) such that M restricted to P |i−1 equals Mi−1 and d{i,i−1} (M ) < k.
The enumeration of the set {M ∈ M ({i, i − 1}) : M |i−1 = Mi−1 , d{i,i−1} (M ) < k} can
be done recursively by choosing a node of P |i , matching it to a node in the i-th generation
of Q, and then recursively doing the same to another unlabeled node in P |i , all the time
keeping track of the accrued cost of the matching so far and not making any assignment
that will push that cost above k. The pseudo-code for this enumeration is given below.
In the pseudo-code, the function Process carries out the dynamic programming implied
by the recursion in Lemma 5.3.2. It takes as input a matching M of generations i and i − 1
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input: Access to P, Q, pedigrees with g generations of m males/females each.
input: i specifies which pair of generations is getting matched.
1: if |Mi | = 2m then
2:
Process(Mi , Mi−1 )
3:
RETURN
4: end if
5: u ← a node of P |i unmatched by Mi
6: for a ∈ Q|i such that s(a) = s(u) and a is unmatched by Mi do
7:
add u 7→ a to Mi
8:
if d(Mi |{i,i−1} ) ≤ k then
9:
EnumerateMatchings(Mi , Mi−1 , d{i,i−1} (Mi ))
10:
end if
11:
remove u 7→ a from Mj
12: end for
13: RETURN
Algorithm 4: EnumerateMatchings(Mi , Mi−1 , cost)
that is made up of a matching Mi of the i-th generation and a matching Mi−1 of the i − 1-th
generation. With this matching, it does the following:
1. Calculates the distance d{i,i−1} (M ) on the sub-pedigrees consisting of only generations
i and i − 1
2. Retrieves Bi−1 (Mi−1 )
3. Stores that Bi (Mi ) equals Bi−1 (Mi−1 ) + d{i,i−1} (M )
Step (1) is easily done in O(m2 ) time. For steps (2) and (3) to be efficient, the values of
B(−) must be stored efficiently. To do this, we define an ordering on the set M ({i, i−1}) by
interpreting each matching as an m-digit m-ary number. We can then store the matchings
and their associated costs in a list sorted according to the ordering on the matchings, and
use binary search to insert and retrieve matchings while keeping the list sorted. This scheme
allows the Process function to run in time O(m) each time it is called.
But how many times is Process called? The following two lemmas together bound the
number of matchings processed by EnumerateMatchings.
Lemma 5.3.3. The number of matchings on which EnumerateMatchings will call the Process function is at most T (m, k)2 where T is defined by the recurrence relation
T (n, c) = T (n − 1, c) + (n − 1)T (n − 1, c − 2)
with initial conditions T (1, c) = 1 and T (n, 0) = T (n, 1) = 1.
Proof. First, suppose that there are only m individuals of one gender to match. Initially,
EnumerateMatchings has m individuals whom it has to match and k “cost points” that it
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can use up. In the best case, there is only one individual in Q|i to whom u can be matched
without using any cost points (increasing the cost of the matching). This follows from the
case with one child, where parent and child in one pedigree are matched to parent and
child in the other pedigree. Besides this option there are at most m − 1 other options, each
of which will increase the cost of the matching by at least 2 (since at least one edge will
have to be deleted and one edge will have to be added). This establishes the recurrence.
The initial conditions follow from the following facts: 1) when one individual is left to be
matched, there is only one possible way to complete the matching being built, and 2) when
the matching being built is already costing k (i.e. there are 0 cost points left), there is at
best only one way to complete the matching.
This bounds the number of matchings of each gender by T (m, k). Since this process
occurs independently for each gender, the number of total matchings is at most T (m, k)2 .
Lemma 5.3.4. The recurrence T defined above satisfies T (n, c) = O(nC ) where C is the
greatest even integer less than or equal to c.
Proof. We proceed by induction on c. The initial conditions of T give us our base case of
c = 0. The general case follows from bounding the difference between successive values of
T (·, c): the recurrence gives us that T (n, c) − T (n − 1, c) = (n − 1)T (n − 1, c − 2), which is
nO(nC−2 ) = O(nC−1 ) by the inductive hypothesis.
The run-time of this more efficient algorithm is dominated by its last step, in which all
the matchings between the oldest generations of P and Q are considered and the best one
is chosen. By lemma 5.3.4, the number of these matchings is at most O(m2k(g−1) ) = O(m2d )
where d is the maximum possible distance between the two pedigrees. Thus, if k (the
distance between pairs of successive generations) and g (the number of generations) are
small, the algorithm can efficiently find a good edit distance. If no matching has distance
less than k between every two generations, the algorithm fails by returning the matching
found by the random heuristic. The algorithm is described in more detail in the appendix.
Heuristic Improvements to the Dynamic Programing Algorithm. We can turn
the DP algorithm into a heuristic by enumerating only some matchings that are obtained
as solutions to a matching problem. For each generation and for a fixed labeling of the
previous generation, similar to the two-generation matching problem, we can devise an
instance of the minimum-weight perfect matching problem for which we can enumerate the
k-best solutions. This can greatly improve the running-time of the EnumerateMatchings()
method. For each generation i and for some matching i − 1 of the previous generations,
generate the two-generation maximum-weight bipartite matching instance for each gender
with nodes IF (P ) ∪ IF (Q) for the females and nodes IM (P ) ∪ IM (Q) for the males. For
sex S, we convert this into an instance of the minimum-weight perfect matching problem
as follows. Create dummy vertices for half of the bipartite graph, where there is zero
cost to match any vertex to a dummy in the opposite half of the graph. For vertices
representing individuals in pedigree P we create |IS (Q)| dummy vertices which we call
DS (Q), and respectively for Q we have DS (P ) where |DS (P )| = |IS (P )|. So we have vertices
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V = IS (P ) ∪ DS (Q) ∪ IS (Q) ∪ DS (P ). with weights wS (i, j) = 0 for i ∈ DS (Q), j ∈ V
and for i ∈ V, j ∈ DS (P ). Let m = maxi,j wS (i, j) be the maximum weight edge in the
graph. Now the weights xS (i, j) for the minimum-weight bipartite matching instance are
then xS (i, j) = m − wS (i, j) which yields non-negative weights.
Now, we have an instance of the minimum-weight perfect matching problem which we
can solve for the k-best matchings. Chegireddy and Hamacher give an algorithm for finding
the k-best perfect matchings [15].
Two-Generation Polynomial-Time Algorithm. When P and Q are both two-generation
pedigrees where the labeled individuals X entirely determine the matching of the most recent generation, we have a polynomial-time algorithm. We construct two maximum-weight
bipartite matching instances, one for each gender, whose solutions gives us the best matching. Notice that in doing this, we deal with the dual problem to the minimum edit distance,
which is the maximum number of matched edges.
Let IM (S) and IF (S) be the male and female individuals of pedigree S, respectively.
Let GM = (IM (P ) ∪ IM (Q), E(GM )) be the bipartite graph for males and GF = (IF (P ) ∪
IF (Q), E(GF )) the similar graph for females.
The edge weights for the male graph are wM (i, j) with (i, j) ∈ E(GM ) and similarly,
wF (i, j) for (i, j) ∈ E(GF ). Let s(i) be the gender of individual i. For every (i, j) ∈
I(P ) × I(Q), we will have two nodes i ∈ Is(i) (P ) and j ∈ Is(i) (Q). Edges are created as
follows:
1. For all i ∈ X, create edge (i, i) ∈ E(Gs(i) ).
2. For all (i, j) ∈ I(P ) × I(Q) where i ∈
/ X, j ∈
/ X and s(i) = s(j), if i and j each have
at least one common child c ∈ X, create (i, j) ∈ E(Gs(i) ) with weight ws(i) (i, j) equal
to the number of children having the same label.
When we compute the maximum-weight matching on these graphs GM and GF , we will
obtain the matching of the parents of the labeled individuals that minimizes the number
of mis-matched child edges. Notice that labeled individuals are forced to match with the
corresponding individual with the same label in the other pedigree. This holds even for P
and Q which are each collections of families.
Branch and Bound Algorithm. An exact solution can be obtained by branching on
all the possible matchings for each generation before continuing recursively to consider
older generations. Indeed, this algorithm does not even require the generations in order
to branch, since it can simply branch on every possible node-paring. We implemented a
branch-and-bound algorithm that does this branching procedure and bounds the search if
it becomes clear that the current matching will have a worse score than the best found so
far. In the case of monogamy, we simply match monogamous couples rather than individual
parents. In the case of regular pedigrees we can bound the search by finding the best possible
matching via the two-generation algorithm. For each generation i and for some matching of
the previous generations, construct the two-generation maximum-weight bipartite matching
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instance and solve it. The solution yields the maximum number of edges that can be shared
by any pairing of the nodes at generation i given the existing node-pairings for generation
i − 1. This number can be used to bound the search and by not following branches that are
certainly have worse matches than the best matching found so far.
Simulation Results
We evaluated the three most general algorithms on random pairs of pedigrees at a range
of distances. For each pair, the first pedigree graph was drawn from a Wright-Fisher simulation where every generation has a fixed number of individuals, n, and each monogamous
parent-pair has a number of offspring drawn from the Poisson distribution with mean λ.
The second pedigree was chosen based on the first in one of two ways. To generate a monogamous second pedigree, a proportion x of non-founders chose a couple uniformly at random
to be their parents. To generate a non-monogamous second pedigree, a proportion x of
non-founders chose a parent of each gender uniformly and independently at random. This
proportion x, called the fraction of actual changes, takes values in the interval [0, 1]. In
both cases, only the most recent generation was labeled, to simulate the case where there is
genetic data available only for the most recent generation. Both simulated pedigrees contain
no inter-generational mating events.
We compared three different normalized distance estimates for pedigrees P and Q.
1. Simulated Edit Path Length: AP,Q /(|E(P )| + |E(Q)|)
2. Random-Matching Heuristic Estimate: D̂P,Q /(|E(P )| + |E(Q)|)
∗
3. True Edit Distance: DP,Q
/(|E(P )| + |E(Q)|)

4. DP Estimate: D̃P,Q /(|E(P )| + |E(Q)|)
where AP,Q is the number actual edge changes in the simulation (often larger than the true
edit distance because the edit path taken in the simulation was longer than the shortest
∗
edit path), D̂P,Q is edit distance as computed by the random matching heuristic, DP,Q
is
the true edit distance, computed by the branch-and-bound algorithm, and D̃P,Q is the edit
distance as calculated by the DP algorithm, modified so that it returns the random-matching
estimate when it does not find a matching within the required distance threshold, set here
to d = 8.
These distances are plotted in Figure 5.2 against the fraction of pedigree edges changed
x during simulation. Figure 5.2 also shows the difference between the random-matching
and true edit distances. (The monogamous pedigree results are not shown due to their
similarity to the half-sibling case.) The simulations were performed on small three generation pedigrees, so that the edit distance could be computed using the branch-and-bound
algorithm, which has exponential running time. From the simulations, it is easy to conclude
that both the heuristic algorithm and the DP algorithm provide reasonable estimates of the
edit distance. This is particularly true for a small fraction of actual changes, i.e. when the
two pedigrees being compared are very similar to each other.
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Figure 5.2: Comparing Different Distances Estimates. With n = 14 and λ = 3,
there were 2500 pairs of pedigrees simulated. Each point is an average of 50 simulations.
The values of n and λ were chosen such that the branch-and-bound algorithm would finish
computing the true edit distance. The random matching heuristic yields an estimated
edit distance which is fairly close to the true edit distance. The DP algorithm performs
nearly perfectly for small numbers of actual changes, while it returns the solution found by
the random-matching heuristic when it cannot find a solution for parameter k = 8. The
upper panel shows the accuracies of each algorithm. The lower panel shows the difference
in accuracy between the true edit distance and each distances returned by the randommatching heuristic and DP algorithm.
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Figure 5.3: Running Times. These are box plots comparing the running times of the
three different algorithms: heuristic algorithm, branch-and-bound algorithm, and the DP
algorithm. The heavy line is the median, the rectangle indicates the first and third quartiles.
In this case the median is coincident with the first quartile for all three algorithms. The
outliers are not shown; specifically, there are a number of very long execution times for the
optimal algorithm.
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Figure 5.3 shows the running times for the three algorithms. We see the randommatching heuristic performs reasonably well, both in terms of accuracy and time, so we
recommend its use. The DP heuristic agrees with the true edit distance when that distance
is small, and agrees with the random-matching estimate otherwise, as expected.

5.4

Two Practical Algorithms for Reconstruction

The work in this section was done as a collaboration between the author, Li, Karp and
Halperin [53].
The principal innovation of this method is to reconstruct pedigree graphs without reconstructing the ancestral haplotypes. This is the innovation that allows this algorithm to
avoid the exponential calculation associated with inferring ancestral haplotypes, and allows
the algorithm to be efficient.
The approach we employ is a generation-by-generation approach. We reconstruct the
pedigree backwards in time, one generation at a time. Of course if we make the correct
decisions at each generation, then we will construct the correct pedigree. However, since
we use the predictions at previous generations to help us make decisions about how to
reconstruct subsequent generations, we can accumulate errors as the algorithm proceeds
backwards in time.
Given a set of extant individuals with IBD information available, we want to reconstruct
their pedigree. We construct the pedigree recursively, one generation at a time. For example,
the first iteration consists of deciding which of the extant individuals are siblings. The next
iteration would determine which of the parents are siblings (yielding cousin relationships on
the extant individuals).
At each generation, we consider a compatibility graph on the individuals at generation g,
where the nodes are individuals and the edges are between pairs of individuals that could be
siblings. The presence or absence of edges will be determined by a statistical test, discussed
later. For the moment, assume that we have such a graph.
Now, we will find sibling sets in the compatibility graph. We do this by partitioning the
graph into disjoint sets of vertices with the property that each set in the partition has many
edges connecting its vertices while there are few edges connecting vertices from separate
sets in the partition. Of course any partitioning method can be used, and later we will
introduce a partitioning heuristic. For rhetorical purposes, we will now discuss how to use
a Max-Clique algorithm to partition the graph. The graph is partitioned by the following
iterative procedure. Iteratively, find the Max-Clique, for all the individuals in the MaxClique, make them siblings, by creating monogamous parents in generation g + 1. Remove
those Max-Clique individuals from the graph. Now, we can iterate, by finding the next
Max-Clique and again creating a sibling group, etc.
Next, we consider how to create the edges in the compatibility graph. Let individuals k
and l be in generation g. Recall that we have an edge in the compatibility graph if k and
l could be siblings. To determine this, we look at pairs i and j of descendants of k and l,
respectively. Let ŝij be the observed average length of shared segments between haplotyped
individuals i and j. This can be computed directly from the given haplotype data and
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need only be computed once as a preprocessing step for our algorithm. Now, for a pair of
individuals k and l in the oldest reconstructed generation, Xi,j is the random variable for
the length of a shared region for individuals i, j under the pedigree model that we have
constructed so far. Later, we will discuss two models for Xi,j . For now, consider the test
for the edge (k, l)
X X (ŝij − E[Xij ])2
1
(5.2)
vk,l =
|D(k)||D(l)|
var(Xij )
i∈D(k) j∈D(l)

where D(k) is the set of extant individuals descended from ancestor k, and D(k) is known
based on the pedigree we have constructed up to this point. We compute vk,l , making edges
when vk,l < c for all k, l in the oldest generation, g, for some threshold c. Notice that this
edge test is similar to a χ2 test but does not have the χ2 null distribution, because the
term in the sum will not actually be normally distributed. We choose the the threshold,
c, empirically by simulating many pedigrees and choosing the threshold which provides the
best reconstruction accuracy.
Now, we need to calculate E[Xi,j ] and V ar(Xi,j ). We propose two models for the random
variable Xij , the outbred model (COP) and the inbred model (CIP). The outbred, COP,
model only allows prediction of relationships between two individuals that are unrelated at
all previous generations. The inbred model, CIP, allows prediction of a relationship that
relates two individuals already related in a previous generation.

5.4.1

IBD Model for Constructing Outbred Pedigrees (COP)

To obtain the edges in the compatibility graph, we do a test for relationship-pairs of the
form shown in Figure 5.4. If a pair of extant individuals i and j are related at generation g
via a single ancestor at that generation, then the length of the regions they share IBD will
be distributed according to the sum of two exponential variables, specifically, exp(2(g −1)λ).
This is the waiting time, where time corresponds to genome length, for a random walk to
leave the state of IBD sharing. So, we have Xij = X1 + X2 where Xi ∼ exp(2(g − 1)λ). We
must consider the sum of the two exponential random variables, because Xi is the length of
the IBD region conditioned on starting at an IBD position. Therefore from an arbitrary IBD
position, we need to consider the length of the IBD region before arriving at that position,
X1 , and the length after that position, X2 .
Due to these random variables being exponentially distributed, we can quickly analytically compute E[Xij ] and V ar(Xij ). Of course, the edges created respect the outbreeding
constraint, such that a pair of individuals, k and l at the gth generation can only have an
edge between them in the compatibility graph if none of the extant individuals in D(k) and
D(l) are related to each other at a previous generation.

5.4.2

IBD Model for Constructing Inbred Pedigrees (CIP)

We will do a random-walk simulation to allow for inbreeding, resulting in an algorithm
with exponential running-time. The number of states in the IBD process is exponential
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Figure 5.4: Pair of Individual Related at Generation g. To test whether individuals
k and l are siblings at generation g, we look at the distribution on the length of genetic
regions shared IBD between all pairs of i and j descended from k and l, respectively.

in the number of meioses in the graph relating individuals i and j. So, the random-walk
simulation is exponential in the size of the inferred pedigree.
For individuals k and l in generation g, and their respective descendants i and j, we
consider the case given in Figure 5.5. The triangles represent the inferred sub-pedigree
containing all the descendants of the individual at the point of the triangle, and individuals
at the base of the triangle are extant individuals. Note that the triangles may overlap,
indicating shared ancestry at an earlier generation (i.e. inbreeding).
k

i

l

j

Figure 5.5: Test Case. Specific individuals in the pedigree are indicated with either circles
or squares. The triangle represents all the descendants of a particular individual. This
represents the case where individuals i and j are cousins via the oldest generation.

Brief Description of the IBD Simulation. Let Xi,j be the length of a shared region
based on the pedigree structure of the model. In order to estimate this quantity, we can
sample random walks in the space of inheritance possibilities. Specifically, consider the
inheritance of alleles at a single position in the genome. When there are n non-founder
individuals, define an inheritance vector as a vector containing 2n bits, where each pair
of bits, 2i and 2i + 1, represents the grand-parental origin of individual i’s two alleles.
Specifically, bit 2i represents the maternal allele and is zero if the grand-paternal allele
was inherited and is one otherwise. Similarly, bit 2i + 1 represents the paternal allele of
individual i. The set of possible inheritance vectors comprise the 22n vertices of a 2ndimensional hypercube, where n is the number of non-founders in the pedigree. A random
walk on the hypercube represents the recombination process by choosing the inheritance
vectors of neighboring regions of the genome.
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Given an inheritance vector, we can model the length, in number of positions, of the genomic region that is inherited according to that inheritance vector. The end of that genomic
region is marked by a recombination in some individual, and constitutes a change in the
inheritance vector. The random walk on the hypercube models the random recombinations,
while the length of genomic regions are modeled using an exponential distribution. This
model is the standard Poisson model for recombinations. Details can be found below.
Poisson Process. Given a pedigree and individuals of interest i and j, we will compute
the distribution on the length of shared regions. Here we mean sharing to be a contiguous
region of the genome for which i and j have at least one IBD allele at each site.
We can model the creation of a single zygote (i.e. haplotype) as a Poisson process
along the genome where the waiting time to the next recombination event is exponentially
distributed with intensity λ = −ln(1 − θ) where θ is the probability of recombination per
meiosis (i.e. per generation, per chromosome) between a pair of neighboring loci. For
example, if we think of the genome as being composed of 3000 blocks with each block being
1Mb in length and the recombination rate θ = 0.01 between each pair of neighboring blocks,
then we would expect 30 recombinations per meiosis, and the corresponding intensity for
the Poisson process is λ = 0.01.
Now, we have 2n meioses in the pedigree, with each meiosis creating a zygote, where n
is the number of non-founder individuals. Notice that at a single position in the genome,
each child has two haplotypes, and each haplotype chooses one of the two parental alleles
to copy. These choices are represented in an inheritance vector, a binary vector with 2n
entries. The 22n possible inheritance vectors are the vertices of a 2n-dimensional hypercube.
We can model the recombination process as a random walk on the hypercube with a step
occurring each time there is a recombination event. The waiting time to the next step is
drawn from exp(2nλ), the meiosis is drawn uniformly from the 2n possible meioses, and a
step taken in the dimension that represents the chosen meiosis. The equilibrium distribution
of this random walk is uniform over all the 22n vertices of the hypercube.
Detailed IBD Simulation. Recall that we are interested in the distribution of the length
of a region that is IBD. Recall that IBD is defined as the event that a pair of alleles are
inherited from the same founder allele. For individuals i and j, let D be the set of hypercube
vertices that result in i and j sharing at least one allele IBD. Given x0 a hypercube vertex
drawn uniformly at random from D, we can compute the hitting time to the first non-IBD
vertex by considering the random walk restricted to D ∪ {d} where d is an aggregate state
of all the non-IBD vertices. The hitting time to d is the quantity of interest. In addition, we
also need to consider the length of the shared region before reaching x0 , which is the time
reversed version of the same process, for the same reason that we summed two exponential
random variables for the outbred model in Section 5.4.1.
1
The transition matrix for this IBD process is easily obtained as P r[xi+1 = u|xi = v] = 2n
when vertices u and v differ by exactly one coordinate, and P r[xi+1 = P
u|xi = v] = 0
otherwise. Transitions to state d are computed as P r[xi+1 = d|xi = u] = 1− v∈D P r[xi+1 =
v|xi = u].
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Now we can either analytically compute the hitting time distribution or estimate the
distribution by simulating paths of this random walk. Since the number of IBD states may
be exponential, it may be computationally infeasible to find eigenvectors and eigenvalues
of the transition matrix [24]. We choose to simulate this random walk and estimate the
distribution. This simulation is at worst exponential in the number of individuals.

5.4.3

Heuristic Graph Partitioning Method

The Max-Clique algorithm was only used to illustrate the graph partitioning method.
For both the COP and CIP algorithms we use an efficient heuristic for partitioning the
vertices of the compatibility graph. This method is beneficial, because it looks for densely
connected sets of vertices, rather than cliques, which allows for missing edges.
The algorithm is used to partition the vertices, V (Gg ), of graph Gg , into a partition
P = {P1 , P2 , ..., PC }, where Pi ∩ Pj = ∅ for all i, j, and V (Gg ) = ∪C
i=1 Pi . For a given
partition set, let Ei be the edges of the subgraph induced by vertices Pi . We wish to find
a partition such that each set in the partition is a clique
 vertices. The
PC or quasi-clique|Piof
|
objective function is to find a partition that maximizes i=1 (a+1)|Ei |− 2 where a = 0.1
is a parameter of
This objective function is chosen, because it is equivalent
 the algorithm.

PC
|Pi |
to i=1 a|Ei |−
− |Ei | , where the term in parentheses is the number of missing edges
2
in the clique. Details of the partitioning method can be found in Karp and Li [45].
The running-time of this graph-partitioning heuristic largely determines the runningtime of the pedigree reconstruction algorithm. The partitioning algorithm runs in polynomial time in the size of the graph, if the size of each set in the partition is constant. The step
of creating the graph is polynomial in the size of the previous generation graph. Clearly
it is possible, if no relationships are found, for the size of the graph at each generation
to double. So, in the worst case, this algorithm is exponential. However, in practice this
method performs quite quickly for constructing eight-generation pedigrees on large inputs.

5.4.4

Simulation Results

Pedigrees were simulated using a variant of the Wright-Fisher model with monogamy.
The model has parameters for a fixed population size, n, a Poisson number of offspring λ,
and a number of generations g. In each generation g, the set of ng individuals is partitioned
into ng /2 pairs, and for each pair we randomly decide on a number of offspring using the
Poisson distribution with expectation λ = 3.
The human genome was simulated as 3,000 regions, each of length 1Mb, with recombination rate 0.01 between each region and where each founder haplotype had a unique allele
for each region. The assumption here is that IBD information can be given as input to
our method. This is not highly restrictive, since if two individuals have some phasing of
their genotypes for which there is a common haplotype for a 1Mb region (typically 500
SNPs), they are likely IBD. Notice that Stankovich et al. require haplotypes as input to
their method [87], which can be thought of as a form of IBD input.
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Figure 5.6: Reconstruction under High Inbreeding. Here the pedigrees were simulated
with a fixed population size of n = 10 individuals per generation. Over multiple generations,
this results in a high level of inbreeding. The inaccuracy on the y-axis is measured by
computing the kinship distance. (Reconstruction accuracy of 50 simulated pedigrees were
averaged.)

In each experiment we end up having the true pedigree P generated by the simulation,
as well as an estimated pedigree Q. We evaluate the accuracy of the estimated pedigree
by using the random-matching heuristic estimate of the edit distance from the previous
section. Specifically, if D̂P,Q is edit distance as computed by the random matching heuristic,
the normalized edit accuracy is
1 − D̂P,Q /(|E(P )| + |E(Q)|).
This is the ’accuracy’ quantity plotted on the y-axis of the plots.
Selecting Parameters. Notice that there is some interaction between setting threshold
c for creating edges in the compatibility graph and the parameter a for how much the
quasi-cliques can differ from actual cliques. For a fixed choice of parameter a, we simulated
pedigrees and reconstructed them in order to choose the threshold c that gave the best
performance. There is competition between how much the quasi-cliques differ from cliques,
i.e. how large a is, and the permissiveness of the edge-creation threshold. The larger a is
the fewer edges must be created and the smaller c must be in order to maintain accuracy.
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Figure 5.7: Reconstruction under Less Inbreeding. Pedigrees here were simulated
with a population size of n = 50. The y-axis show inaccuracy measured by kinship distance.
(Reconstruction accuracy of 50 simulated pedigrees were averaged.)

(Data not shown.) However, for both algorithms we find that a = 0.01 and c = 0.7 yield
the best performance.
Accuracy of COP versus CIP. We compare the COP and CIP methods on inbred
pedigree simulations with high and moderate inbreeding, respectively n = 10 and n = 50,
in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. These figures show the kinship-based inaccuracy on the y-axis and
the number of generations in the reconstructed pedigree on the x-axis. As the depth of the
estimated pedigree increases the error in the kinship of the estimated pedigree increases.
However the accuracy is still much better than the accuracy of a randomly constructed
pedigree, which is the highest, i.e. worst, line in each figure. CIP performs better on more
inbred populations, which we would expect from the modeling assumptions. The running
time on the 50 replicates of the n = 50 pedigree was 455.32s for COP and 1818.56s for CIP
as a total running-time for all the simulated generation sizes.
Size of Reconstructed Pedigrees. Both the COP and CIP methods can reconstruct
pedigree with four generations. The COP method for outbred pedigrees can reconstruct
pedigrees going back to the most-recent common ancestor of the extant individuals. Provided with enough individuals, the method can construct pedigrees many generation deep.
For example, given 400 individuals the method can construct 6 generations. As Figure 5.8
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Figure 5.8: Reconstruction for Deep Pedigrees. Pedigrees here were simulated with
a population size of n = 400. (Reconstruction accuracy of 50 simulated pedigrees were
averaged.)

shows, the performance relative to a random reconstruction method is very good and so is
the variance of the COP reconstruction method.
Comparison with GBIRP. We compare our two methods with the state-of-the-art
method, called GBIRP, by Stankovich et al. [87]. Since GBIRP is limited to small pedigrees, we compare the methods on three-generation simulated pedigrees with population size
n = 10. The simulated pedigrees are connected graphs, so we can look at two accuracy measures, relationships that are mis-specified and relationships that should have been predicted
but where not. GBIRP predicts meiosis distance, gij , between pairs of individuals, i, j, without inferring pedigree relationships. In order to compare GBIRP with the actual pedigree,
we extract the minimum number of meiosis, aij , separating every pair of individuals i and j
in the simulated pedigree. From our predicted pedigrees, we again extract a minimum meiosis distance pi,j . Now can compute
the actual and predicted meiosis
P L1 distances between P
distances. These quantities are i<j:gi,j 6=∞ |ai,j −gi,j |, and i<j:pi,j 6=∞ |ai,j −pi,j |. This is the
number of meioses, or edges in the pedigree graph, which are wrong on paths connecting all
pairs of extant individuals. This is plotted in the left panels of Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Now,
for a pair of extant individuals, there is always some relationship in the simulated pedigree,
since it is a connected graph. But it is possible that
Pone of the inference
P algorithms did not
predict a relationship. Specifically this quantity is i<j:gi,j =∞ 1, and i<j:pi,j =∞ 1, and it is
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Figure 5.9: Comparison with GBIRP on Inbred Simulations. The three-generation
pedigrees here were simulated with n = 10 extant individuals, since GBIRP could not
process larger pedigrees. The accuracy of 1000 simulated pedigrees were computed and
plotted. Here the CIP method performs the best, i.e. closest to zero on both plots.

plotted in the right panel of both figures.
Figure 5.9 was done with the simulation method described above. However, in Figure 5.10, to obtain pedigrees with even more outbreeding, a large population size was simulated and a connected sub-pedigree with the desired number of extant individuals was
extracted from the large simulation. Notice that with more inbred pedigrees, under this
measure of accuracy, the CIP algorithm performs superior to both the COP and the GBIRP
methods. The accuracy of COP and CIP increase on the inbred data as compared to the
outbred data, perhaps because inbreeding increases the apparent IBD making relationships
easier to detect.
Relationships in the HapMap and Wellcome Trust Data. A recent paper by Pemberton et al. [75] reported many familial relationships among MKK individuals in HapMap
and few relationships among the CEU and YRI individuals. The method they used did
not reconstruct pedigrees, but estimated pair-wise relationships. As a follow-up to their
study, we ran our method on the parents of the CEU and YRI trios (for which Pemberton
et al. found no relationships) and on the unrelated MKK individuals (for which Pemberton,
et al. found 9 first degree relationships). Our results contradicted theirs in that we found
no evidence of first degree relationships among the MKK individuals and evidence of 2nd
and 4rd cousin relationships in the YRI and CEU, respectively. We also ran our method on
the Wellcome Trust individuals having at least 85% identity by state (IBS) and found that
some individuals look like 2nd cousins.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison with GBIRP on Outbred Simulations. The threegeneration pedigrees here were simulated with n = 10 extant individuals, since GBIRP
could not process larger pedigrees. Here, the simulated pedigree relating the extant individuals was outbred. The accuracy of 1000 simulated pedigrees were computed and plotted.
All methods perform better than they did on the inbred data set. Over all, the COP method
performs best on the outbred data.

Taking the data from the individuals of interest, between every pair of people we inferred
IBD states (0,1, or 2 alleles shared IBD) along the genome and gave those predictions as
input to our reconstruction method. To infer IBD, we used a method applied to consecutive,
non-overlapping 1Mb windows of the genome: if the two individuals are homozygous for the
same alleles across the window, then the IBD state is two shared alleles; if the two individuals
have some phasing of the window such that one haplotype can be shared in the region, then
the IBD state is one shared allele. Note, that since our reconstruction method takes the
IBD predictions as input, a more sophisticated method may be used, such as the HMM used
by Plink [78] or the hashing method used by GERMLINE [34]. However, we believe that
this simple method is sufficient, because it is unlikely for a pair of non-IBD individuals to
share a haplotype for a whole 1Mb region.
Our reconstruction method infers the average length of shared regions between every
pair of individuals from the input IBD states. For fixed IBD states, there are multiple sets
of shared segments that can explain the IBD states. However, if we assume that segments
can only begin and end at transitions from one IBD state to another, then the number
of shared segments is fixed. Since the sum of the lengths of the shared segments is also
fixed, the expected length of the shared segments is the same regardless of the particular
explanation chosen. The variance is not the same, but the edge test only depends on the
expectation. Therefore, the estimation of average length of shared regions from the IBD
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states is straightforward.
For the MKK, CEU, and YRI HapMap individuals, we ran our COP reconstruction
method. For the MKK unrelated individuals, we found some individuals related who are
3rd cousins and related by a 5th generation ancestor. For the CEU individuals, we found
some individuals related by a 6th generation ancestor, meaning they are 4th cousins. For
the YRI individuals, we found 2nd cousins. These results are not consistent with the results
found by Pemberton et al [75]. This can be explained by possible errors in the inferences
made by the method of Pemberton et al., by our method, or both. We found that some of the
first-degree relatives predicted by Pemberton et al. in the MKK individuals did not pass close
inspection of the data. For example, true parent-child pairs must share a whole chromosome
by Mendelian inheritance, since the child inherits a chromosome from the parent. This
sharing happens regardless of the transmitted chromosome being recombinant. Several
parent-child pairs predicted by Pemberton et al. had many 1Mb regions in disagreement,
and had 30 disagreeing SNPs out of 500 SNPs in a typical window. Furthermore there is
a set of three individuals, two pairs of which they predicted to be full siblings, yet the third
pair of individuals was not predicted to be siblings. Since full sibling relationships must be
transitive, there is clearly an error in their prediction.
Taking the individuals from the Wellcome Trust data that have at least 85% identity-bystate (IBS) with some other individual, we ran our IBD inference method on the genotypes
and ran the COP reconstruction method on the IBD inferences. We found some 2nd cousins,
meaning individuals related via some 4th generation ancestor.
For all these results, it should be noted that every relationship prediction method has
difficulty making reliable predictions. Our method is heavily dependent on accurate IBD
predictions and can be misled by genotyping errors. Such errors lead our method to underpredict rather than over-predict relationships, since our simple determination of IBD is
disrupted by a single dis-agreeing SNP. Indeed, it is important not to phase the genotypes
before predicting IBD, since the phasing process can lead to incorrectly imputed missing
genotypes and disrupted IBD estimates. It is quite possible that all relationship prediction methods are very sensitive to genotyping errors. Due to these difficulties, we believe
that these aspects of relationship prediction should continue to be investigated. Chapter 6
proposes potential future work relating both to IBD inference and pedigree reconstruction.

5.5

Discussion

In this chapter, we introduce a novel formulation for pedigree graphs based on the idea of
d-splits. We also introduce the problem of comparing pedigree graphs via an edge cut-andpaste distance, and we show this problem to be APX-hard. We give several exact algorithms
and several heuristics for this problem. The heuristics were implemented and compared with
the optimal edit distance on simulated examples.
One interesting open problem is exploring an alternative definition of edit distance based
on fractional matchings. Instead of minimizing over all one-to-one matchings of nodes in
the two pedigrees, we could allow a node of P to be matched to multiple nodes in Q with
weights summing to one. Such a distance could be easier to compute, although the biological
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interpretation is less clear. It would also be interesting to explore the relationship between
the definition presented in this chapter, and this alternate definition.
Another open problem of interest is how these algorithms work on non-regular pedigrees,
i.e. with inter-generational mating. The simulations used here were based on the WrightFisher model and did not allow any inter-generational mating events. It may be of interest
to model the pedigrees using a birth-death model such as the Moran model where intergenerational mating is allowed. Such a simulation would allow the evaluation of the distance
heuristics on non-regular pedigrees.
Also of great interest is understanding pedigrees having missing genealogical information,
where not all the parent-child edges or the descendant splits are known in one or both of
the pedigrees. There are two issues of interest. First, how robust is the descendant-split
formulation to missing information? Second, is there an edit distance between pedigrees
that can allow missing information?
Algorithms for comparing pedigrees are useful to researchers who currently build pedigrees manually. In particular it is quite possible to have multiple genealogical sources that
might produce different pedigrees. The ability to compare these pedigrees to find the differences is essential. This chapter presents one such approach.
We note that our methods for pedigree reconstruction are limited to a restricted scenario
in which there is monogamy and the generations are synchronous. If monogamy is broken
then our approach will not work since the sibling relationships in the compatibility graph at
each level will not be a simple partition. It is plausible that a different graph formulation may
still provide an accurate solution to more complex pedigrees, however the exact formulation
that will resolve such pedigrees is currently unknown and is left as an open challenge.
There are significant open challenges with pedigree reconstruction. For example, it would
be nice to obtain confidence values on the inferred pedigree edges. However this seems very
difficult, even if we can draw pedigrees from the posterior distribution of pedigree structures
given the data. Since edges in a pedigree are not labeled, obtaining confidence values
for a pedigree P would translate to: drawing pedigree samples, Q, from the distribution,
identifying the edges in P and Q that provide the same relationships, and scoring the edges of
P according to the probability of pedigree Q. As discussed in Section 5.3.2, the second step,
identifying the edges in P and Q that provide the same relationships, is a hard problem.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1

Progress on Motivating Questions

The work in this thesis is aimed at a number of important problems for both population
and family genetics. Issues of privacy, accuracy of association studies, estimates of recombination breakpoints, and pedigree reconstruction have all been considered. The methods
used to approach these problems have been both statistical and computational.
In Chapter 2, we discussed models for population genetic data. Two problems were
introduced and solved. The first problem involved identifying individuals in the pooled
data of a genetic study. This has applications to the privacy of genetic data and underlines
the result of Sankararaman, et al. [81] that only pooled data from a small number of unlinked
loci can be released publicly without violating the privacy of the study participants. The
second problem was to efficiently enumerate the perfect phylogenies compatible with binary
partial characters. The general version of this problem is NP-hard, however, when the
data satisfy the rich data hypothesis the enumeration can be done efficiently. This has
applications to computing probabilities of data with missing values under the coalescent
with the infinite sites mutation model.
In Chapter 3, pedigree models for families of related individuals were introduced. Identity
by descent was introduced and used to compute inheritance probabilities. The Lander-Green
and Elston-Stewart algorithms were discussed, and the hardness of the pedigree likelihood
calculation given haplotype data was established. The hardness of this calculation is important due to the potential of next-generation sequencing methods to produce haplotype
data.
Inference under the pedigree model is challenging. In Chapter 4, three new algorithms
were introduced for inferring various quantities of interest. The Gibbs sampling algorithm
for a small number of sites was introduced to infer haplotypes for all the individuals in a
large pedigree. This algorithm is essentially a variant of the Elston-Stewart algorithm and
has applications to improving the accuracy of association studies on pedigree data sets. For
inferring recombination breakpoints from haplotype data, we discussed an HMM algorithm
that is a variant of the Lander-Green algorithm and implements the forward-backward
algorithm for HMMs. This algorithm is important due to the potential for next-generation
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sequencing methods to produce haplotype data. The last algorithm introduced was a method
to reduce the number of IBD hidden state for the pedigree HMM. For certain pedigrees, an
exponential algorithm can reduce the state space exponentially resulting in HMM algorithms
with faster running times. Methods, such as this, for improving the efficiency of the pedigree
likelihood calculation are important due to the many and varied uses for pedigree likelihoods,
including linkage analysis, association testing, and IBD inferences.
In Chapter 5, three pedigree reconstruction algorithms were introduced along with several algorithms for evaluating the accuracy of reconstruction estimates. The first pedigree
reconstruction algorithm was of theoretical interest. The second and third reconstruction
algorithms were of practical utility for inferring monogamous, regular pedigrees that relate
a set of extant individuals. In order to evaluate the accuracy of a reconstructed pedigree
under simulations, it is necessary to compare the simulated pedigree to the reconstructed
pedigree. Since only the extant individuals are labeled, somehow the ancestral individuals
in the two pedigrees must be mapped onto each other. This mapping yields an edit distance which measures the differences between the two pedigrees. Three algorithms were
introduced for computing exact and heuristic edit distances. Simulations showed that the
heuristic edit distance algorithm was both fast and reasonably accurate, and the heuristic
was used to evaluate the accuracy of the two practical pedigree reconstruction methods.

6.2

Future Problems

This section proposes a number of important and approachable problems. The goal will
be to discuss problems that are doable in the near future. These problems involve linkage
analysis, sequence data, pedigree reconstruction, combined population-genetic and family
models, and IBD estimates.

6.2.1

Pedigree Likelihood Calculations

The pedigree likelihood calculation appears almost everywhere there is an interesting
question about pedigrees. Due to the ubiquity of this likelihood, efficient methods for
calculating it are incredibly important. We will discuss a few places where this likelihood
can be used to solve important problems.
Linkage Analysis
In linkage analysis [95, 72], a position for a hypothetical disease locus is found in the
genetic map. Suppose that the positions of all the SNPs are known, S1 , S2 , ..., Sm ; this
is called the genetic map. Now taking the hypothetical disease locus D, try placing it
between each pair of SNP markers Sj , Sj+1 . Infer the recombination rate, θ, between D and
the neighboring SNP, Sj+1 , using the pedigree HMM and the forward backward algorithm.
Once the most likely position for D and value for θ has been found, perform the following
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likelihood ratio (LR) test
L(θ)
L(1/2)
Here L(θ) is the likelihood, or probability of the observations given a particular parameter
value θ. In the denominator, with θ = 1/2, the model is for the disease locus to be unlinked.
Very high values of the LR test indicate that a position of disease linkage has been found.
Experimental work examining the genes in that region of the genome can possibly yield a
gene that is related to the production of the disease phenotype.
It is possible that the composite likelihood [97] can be used to more efficiently estimate
a reasonable θ. Choose a subset of the data Gk by selecting some individuals or some
genotypes. Now approximate the likelihood as a product of the likelihood on each subset of
the data
Y
L̃(θ) =
L(θ; Gk ).
k

It is clear that this approach would result in faster computation of the likelihood ratio score.
The questions, then, are whether this method would yield good accuracy and whether the
composite likelihood test is consistent and unbiased.
Sequencing Data
In Chapter 4, estimation of recombination rates from haplotype data was considered.
The assumption, there, was that one could obtain haplotypes for the whole chromosome. In
practice this is unlikely. From sequencing methods, one would expect to obtain a mixture
of haplotype fragments beginning and ending at unexpected positions in the genome.
This leads to a case of mixed haplotypes and genotypes. For this case to be interesting,
the ends of haplotypes must occur at different locations in different individuals in the pedigree. Otherwise, the haplotypes that start and end at the same positions in all individuals
can easily be converted into multi-allelic genotypes, with an allele for each haplotype. The
mixed haplotype-genotype problem is not amenable to the hardness proof techniques used
in Chapter 3. However, the haplotype HMM in Chapter 4.2 can easily be revised to handle
the mixed case. This is important because the data produced by single-molecule sequencing
is more likely to resemble the mixed case than either the haplotype or the genotype cases.
Pedigree Reconstruction
The problem of constructing pedigrees from a set of extant individuals is well motivated,
as discussed in Chapter 5. However, in that chapter we considered a somewhat restricted
formulation of the pedigree reconstruction problem, i.e. monogomous, regular pedigrees.
Furthermore, the practical methods introduced in that chapter have the problem that they
may estimate a pedigree on which the probability of the data is zero; this is because the
reconstruction method does not compute the likelihood when estimating the pedigree. As
explained in that chapter, the likelihood calculation is exponential in the number of individuals in the pedigree and avoiding that calculation is the only way to obtain an algorithm
that performs efficiently. However, this leaves open the disturbing possibility of inferring a
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pedigree on which the data could not possibly be inherited, because Mendelian constraints
were not considered. While this is not much of a problem for biallelic data on only extant
individuals, it presents a greater problem when trying to generalize the method in Chapter 5
to multi-generational or microsatellite data.
There are several potential research directions pertaining to pedigree reconstruction.
Each of the directions suggested here will involve slightly different formulations of the reconstruction problem.
It would be interesting to reconstruct pedigrees in the setting where there is data for
all of the individuals in the pedigree. Here, the goal is to find the pedigree graph that
maximizes the likelihood of the observed data. In this setting, the challenge would be to
correctly predict parent-child pairs in a set of people where all the parent-child pairs are
present. While this problem seems trivial at first glance, there is reason to believe that it is
both important and non-trivial. This problem formulation is important, because this is the
setting in which pedigree reconstruction can be performed most accurately. This problem
is non-trivial due to the computational complexity of the likelihood calculation and due to
known problems with inferring IBD (see Section 6.2.2 for complete discussion).
Another interesting formulation of the pedigree reconstruction problem is to predict
sibling groups in the setting where data is given for the children and not for the parents.
Again, the goal would be to find the pedigree graph that maximizes the likelihood of the
observed data. Again, due to the computational complexity of the likelihood calculation,
this problem is non-trivial. Importantly, this is the setting in which the edit-distance is
tractable using a 2-generation matching algorithm. This problem formulation is essentially a
statistical version of a similar combinatorial problem introduced for wild populations [83, 6].
The difficulty, here, would be to correctly infer sibling pairs, without access to the parental
genotype and still respect Mendelian inheritance.
One approach to both of the suggested problems would be to approximate the likelihood
using either variational machine learning approaches [3, 2] or perhaps a composite likelihood [97]. Both approximations would present different potential problems, but both might
be more efficient than performing the full likelihood calculation.
Combined Population-Genetic and Pedigree Model
A very interesting direction for long-term work is to combine population-genetic and
family-based models in order to compute a joint likelihood of inheritance. Rather than
continuing the current research paradigm of doing either a population-genetic study or a
family study, the goal is to produce methods that combine the strengths of both models
and that can handle mixed data as input. Such a method would model recent population
structure using a known pedigree and would model ancient relationships using a coalescent.
Here the founder haplotypes of a pedigree would be drawn from a coalescent model and
then the haplotypes would be inherited in the pedigree according to the Poisson model for
recombinations.
This is a challenging problem, due to computational complexity. However, preliminary
investigations, as seen in Chapter 4 and in [51], suggest that such a combined model would
be more accurate than either model alone. The PhyloPed algorithm used a combined model
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to infer haplotypes for short genetic regions. Additionally, the computational issues can be
addressed by making certain assumptions, for instance in Chapter 4 and in [48], it was noted
that if all the pedigree individuals are haplotyped, the combined model is computationally
feasible.

6.2.2

IBD Estimates

From the pedigree reconstruction work in Chapter 5, it became very clear that estimates
of IBD are both critical for successful pedigree reconstruction and inaccurate. The reasons
for the accuracy problems are two-fold. First, genotyping errors disrupt the IBD predictions
of methods that assume fidelity of the data and result in shorter regions of IBD than should
be predicted. Second, there is difficulty distinguishing between recent and ancient IBD.
Ancient IBD is the result of linkage disequilibrium in the population, but IBD prediction
methods desire to predict longer, more recent regions of IBD.
Pedigree IBD Estimates
The most accurate methods for predicting IBD use pedigrees. One can consider the
pedigree HMM with the IBD states as hidden states and use the Viterbi algorithm to
obtain the most probable path through the hidden states. This most probable path is the
IBD estimate at each SNP for all the individuals in the pedigree. However, this calculation
is exponential, due to the number of hidden states being exponential in the number of
non-founders in the pedigree.
Recent work by Li and Li took advantage of the pedigree structure to infer IBD, but they
considered pairs of genotyped individuals, rather than the whole pedigree at once [63]. Their
model is essentially an HMM on pairs of individuals with a hidden state for background IBD
sharing to account for more ancient IBD. It appears that they need the background IBD
state to help distinguish between recent and ancient IBD. They obtain good accuracy with
their polynomial-time algorithm.
One potential direction of future work would be to apply variational machine learning
methods to this problem. Cluster variational methods have been successfully applied to
the linkage analysis problem [3] discussed in Section 6.2.1 and to haplotype inference in
pedigrees [2]. It is quite conceivable that variational methods will work as well for IBD
inference as they do for haplotype inference in pedigrees.
Another potential direction is to allow for genotyping errors. The pedigree HMM model
is easily changed to have error probabilities on emission, meaning that the Gt states in
Figure 3.6 would have some probability of misrepresenting the alleles. This change to the
model would not change the running-time of the Viterbi calculation, and would result in
the algorithm continuing to be exponential in the number of non-founders.
A final modeling change that could result in more accurate predictions is to model recombination interference. It is well known that the distribution of recombinations along
the genome does not actually match the Poisson process [65]. In fact, the presence of a recombination at one position suppresses the probability of a nearby recombination, whereas
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the Poisson process assumes that the relative positions of two recombinations are independent. Finding a way to accurately model interference should improve the accuracy of IBD
predictions.
Population IBD Estimates
Population-level IBD estimates appear to be more difficult to predict and have less
accuracy than pedigree-based IBD estimates. There are roughly two classes of methods for
inferring IBD from populations of individuals, those methods applicable to large data sets,
such as GERMLINE [34] and fastIBD [11], and those methods having higher accuracy but
applied to smaller data sets, such as Plink [78]. Some of the former methods use hashing
while the latter methods often rely on HMMs to make IBD predictions.
One very obvious direction is to extend population-based IBD prediction methods to
allow for genotyping errors. This is very important because a single genotyping error can
interrupt an IBD region and result in shorter IBD segments than should have been predicted.
The population-based HMMs for IBD can be modified in a similar manner to that suggested
above for the pedigree IBD HMM. The emission probability can be changed to have some
probability of emitting an erroneous allele. The result of modeling genotyping errors should
be more accurate IBD predictions.
Another direction is to consider IBD inference from sequencing data. Because of the
resolution of genetic variation that can be observed with sequencing data, this requires also
modeling the possibility of novel mutations that might interrupt IBD regions. Mutations
would have a similar effect on IBD prediction accuracy as genotyping errors in that they
would interrupt the prediction of a longer IBD region. However, novel mutations might actually appear in multiple individuals, so their signature in the data would match a phylogeny,
rather than occurring independently in each individual as genotyping errors do.
One could also attempt to more accurately model IBD for inbred populations. When
there is inbreeding, it is no longer sufficient to describe the IBD states as 0, 1, and 2 alleles
shared. Instead, it is possible for two individuals to share all four alleles IBD. The condensed
identity states introduced by Jacquard [42] are the complete IBD classes for a pair of inbred
individuals. It would be interesting to create an HMM for a pair of inbred individuals that
infers the IBD state as one of the condensed identity states. The main question is whether
this additional model complexity produces more accurate IBD inferences than the simple
0,1,2-allele IBD HMM.
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